THE CATALOGUE (books in author order)

ABBOTT, Jacob 1803-1879
American congregational minister and teacher. Prolific New England writer of biographical and fictional books for children. Born Halliwell, Maine. Died Farmington, Maine. Married Harriet Vaughan 1828; Mrs. Mary (Dana) Woodbery 1853. There were 24 volumes of the series Abbott’s Biographical Histories listed in the 1869 and 1877 catalogues of the Unitarian Children’s Library. In 1893 only one (Alfred the Great) remained, although there were six other stories by Abbott. The series was originally published in America by Harper. Jacob Abbott’s brother wrote some of the volumes.

Beechnut.
Description: 183 p.; 15.2x9.5cm.
Author: Jacob Abbott.

Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Round the Globe Library’ on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1853.
Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 666 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 74; 1976.
History of Alexander the Great. By Jacob Abbott.  
Published: London, Thomas Allman, n.d.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. iv).  
Description: 219p.; 12.4x8cm.  
Notes: First published 1848.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no.252; 1877, no. 6; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.  

History of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. ix).  
Notes: First published 1851  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 245; 1877, no. 13, 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

History of Cyrus the Great.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. i).  
Notes: First published 1850.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 244; 1877. no. 5, 1893; not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

History of Darius the Great.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. ii).  
Notes: First published 1850.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 252; 1877, no. 6; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

History of Hannibal the Carthaginian.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. vi).  
Notes: First published 1849.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 248; 1877, no. 4; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xxii).  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 233; 1877, no. 10; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

History of Josephine.  
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xxvi).  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 245; 1877, no. 13; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection.  

History of Julius Caesar.
History of King Alfred of England.
Series: Abbott's biographical histories. (v. xi).
Notes: First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 249, listed as 'Alfred the Great'; 1877, no. 2, listed as 'Alfred the Great'; 1893, no. 16D, listed as 'Alfred the Great'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of King Charles the First of England.
Notes: First published 1848.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 251, 1877, no. 12, 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of King Charles the Second of England.
Series: Abbott's biographical histories. (v. xx).
Notes: First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 251, 1877, no. 12, 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of King Richard the First of England.
Series: Abbott's biographical histories. (v. xiii).
Notes: First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 242; 1877, no. 8; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of King Richard the Second of England.
Notes: First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 242; 1877, no. 8; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of King Richard the Third of England.
Series: Abbott's biographical histories. (v. xv).
Notes: First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 241; 1877, no. 9; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Madame Roland.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xxv).
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 243; 1877, no. 3; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Marie Antoinette.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xxiv).
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 243; 1877, no. 3; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Mary, Queen of Scots.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xvii).
Notes: First published 1848.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 250; 1877, no. 11; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Nero.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. x).
Notes: First published 1853.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 247; 1877, no. 7; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Peter the Great, Emperor of Russia.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xxxi).
Notes: First published 1859.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 244; 1877, no. 5; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Pyrrhus.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. vii).
Notes: First published 1853.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 246; 1877, no. 1; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Queen Elizabeth
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xix).
Notes: First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, 250; 1877, no. 11, listed as Elizabeth; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

History of Romulus.
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. v).
Notes: First published 1852.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 247; 1877, no. 7; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**History of William the Conqueror.**
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. xii).
Notes: First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 2; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**History of Xerxes the Great.**
Series: Abbott’s biographical histories. (v. iii).
Notes: First published 1850.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 246; 1877, no. 1; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Madeline: a story of the early spring-time.** By Jacob Abbott.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 174p.; ill.; 15.3x10cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1854.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 426; 1893, no. 75; 1976.

**Mary Bell: a Franconia story.** By Jacob Abbott.
Published: London, Routledge, Warnes & Routledge, 1859.
Description: vi, 180+[4]p.; ill.; 15.1x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1854.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 201; 1877, no. 201; 1893, no. 70; 1976.

Published: London, Routledge, Warnes & Routledge, 1859.
Description: vi, 178+6p.; ill.; 15.1x9.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1854.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 207; 1877, no. 207; 1893, no. 72; 1976.

Published: London, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1860.
Description: vi, 180+4p.; ill.; 15.2x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1854.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 199; 1877, no. 199; 1893, no. 73; 1976.

**ADA BRENTON, OR, PLANS FOR LIFE.**
Published: London, Knight & Son, n.d.
ADAMS, Ellinor Davenport


ADAMS, Henry Cadwallader 1817-1899


Barford bridge, or, Schoolboy trials. Description: 430+p.; ill; 18.5x11.8cm. Notes: Title page and pages 1-4 missing. Conclusion missing. ‘Barford Bridge or Schoolboy Trials’ on cover. ‘Rev. H. C. Adams’ on spine. Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1868. Author: Henry Cadwallader Adams. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 430; 1976


Tales of Charlton School. By the Rev. H. C. Adams.
Notes: This was almost certainly the second volume of ‘The Tales of Charlton School,’ published initially as ‘The First of June or Schoolboy Rivalry.’ The first volume, The Cherry-Stones,’ was by William Adams. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 349; 1877, no. 349, 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

**Tales of the civil wars:** I. the boy cavaliers; II. friend or foe. By the Rev. H. C. Adams, M.A.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1871.
Description: 216+p. ill.; 16.5 x 10.5cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.
Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 435; 1893, no. 420; 1976.

**Tales of Walter’s school days.**
Description: 15p.; ill.; 17.1x11cm.
Author: Henry Cadwallader Adams.
Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 519, not in book; 1893, no. 418; 1976.

**ADAMS, Henry Gardiner 1811?-1881**

**Favorite song birds:** a description of the feathered songsters of Britain with an account of their haunts, habits and characteristic traits. By H. G. Adams. Second edition.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 196p.; col. ill.; 16.5x11.5cm.
Notes: Dedicated to Mademoiselle Jenny Lind. First published 1853.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 185; 1877, no. 185; 1893, 5C; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

**ADAMS, J.**

**Hammond’s hard lines.** By Skelton Kuppord (pseudonym of J. Adams). With four full-page illustrations by Harold Copping.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1895.
Description: 223+32p.; ill.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1894.
Contents: Catalogue listings: Not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 645; 1976.

**ADAMS, William 1814-1848**
The king's messengers. By William Adams.
Notes: First published 1847.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 196; 1877, no. 196; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

ADAMS, William 1814-1848 and ADAMS, Henry Cadwallader 1817-1899

The cherry-stones, or, The force of conscience: a tale of Charlton School.
Description: viii, 143p.; ill.; 16.4 x 10.8cm.
This was the first of the ‘Tales of Charlton School’ written by the Rev. H. C. Adams from the Ms. of his late brother, the Rev. W. Adams.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 249 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 350, listed as ‘Tales of Charlton School. Vol. II’; 1893, no. 419, listed as ‘Tales of Charlton School; 1976.’

ADAMS, William Henry Davenport 1828-1891

Notes: First published 1874.
Author: William Henry Davenport Adams.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 17C; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1861.
Description: vii, 440+32p.; ill.; 17.8x11.
Notes: First published 1860.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 554; 1893. no. 9F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

ADAMS, William Taylor 1822-1897 (pseudonym: Oliver Optic) See FREEMAN, Frank

ADELAIDE (pseudonym)

Spence comments: ‘We believe we are betraying no secret when we say that this bright little story is the work of a young lady, a native of South Australia, and connected by many strong ties with the colony’ (AO 22 May 1880). In ‘Gossip About Children’s Books’ (AO 11 December 1880), Spence noted that ‘Miss Elder’s ‘Jemima’ has taken very well in South Australia.’ She referred to ‘Jemima’ as ‘by an Adelaide author’ (SMH 15 December 1880). I have not been able to find any further information about the author, but it seems likely that she was Adelaide Elder who was born in Adelaide in 1854.

AESOP


AGUILAR, Grace 1816-1847


AIKIN, John see BARBAULD, Anna

ALCOTT, Louisa May 1832-1888

Description: 272p.; 17.3x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. On spine and cover ‘Aunt Joe's Scrap-Bag.’
Volume 1 of ‘Aunt Jo's Scrap-bag.’ Unitarian Library inscription.
Handwritten inscription inside: 'To Marjorie Caw when this Library was sold. Please later to Virginia Lee (née Caw) Kojonup WA 21-12-1987.'
First published 1871.
Contents: Contains 'My boys' and thirteen other stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 512; 1893, no. 230; 1976.

Cupid and Chow-Chow and other stories.
Description: 283p. 17.3x11.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. 'Cupid and Chow-Chow and other stories by Louisa M. Alcott. London, Sampson Low.' on cover. Original binding.
Contents: Contains ten stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no *530; 1893, no. *233; 1976.

Eight cousins, or, The aunt-hill. By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1875.
Description: 290+38p.; ill.; 17.8x11.8cm.
Notes: Pages 71-74 missing. Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
First published 1875.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 529; 1893, no. 234; 1976.

Jimmy's cruise in the 'Pinafore.' By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1879.
Description: 208+32p.; ill.; 17.7x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Handwritten inscription: 'Sold to Marjorie Caw, Leabrook.'
Contents: Contains 13 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 721 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 229; 1976.

Jo's boys and how they turned out. A sequel to 'Little Men.' By Louisa M. Alcott.
Notes: First published 1886.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 235; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, 1898.
Description: 384p. 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1871.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *225; 1893, no. 228; 1976.
L**ittle women and little wives.** By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Frederick Warne and Co., n.d. [1879?]
Description: x, 409+[10]p.; 18x12cm.
Series: Warne’s Star Series.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. ‘Warne’s Star Series’ on cover.

The use of ‘Little Wives’ as a title is unusual. Warne published ‘Little Women’ and ‘Little Wives’ separately in 1879 (English Catalogue of Books) and the single volume with the two novels probably in the same year. They are listed in the advertisements at the back of the combined volume as part of Warne's Star Series. No. 57 ‘Little Women,’ No 58 ‘Little Wives,’ No 62 ‘Little Women and Little Wives.’ ‘Little Wives’ (also titled ‘Little Women Wedded,’ ‘Little Women Married,’ ‘Nice Wives’ and more usually ‘Good Wives’) was first published as ‘Little Women Part II’ in 1869. Different publishers in England gave the book different titles.

‘Little Women’ was first published in two volumes in 1868-9. The second volume was published separately as ‘Little Women Wedded’ in 1872.

Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 224, not in book; 1893, no. 227; 1976.

**Lulu’s library.** By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1886.
Description: 269p.; ill.; 15.6x10.3cm.
Notes: First published 1886.

Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 232; 1976.

No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

**Lulu’s library.** By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co., n.d.
Description: 269+1p.; ill.; 18.2x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1886.

Contents: Twelve stories: A Christmas dream --- The candy country --- Naughty Jocko --- The skipping shoes --- Cockyloo --- Rosy’s journey --- How they ran away --- The fair box --- A hole in the wall --- The piggy girl --- - The three frogs --- Baa! Baa!

Catalogue listings: there is no catalogue number in the book which is not the copy described above.

**Shawl-straps: a second series of Aunt Jo’s scrap-bag.** By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low and Searle, 1873.
Description: 308p.; 17.3x12cm.

Contents: Six chapters of travels in Europe by young American women.
**Shawl-straps: a second series of Aunt Jo's scrap-bag.** By Louisa M. Alcott.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston & Co., 1899.
Description: 308p.; 18x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents: Six chapters of travels in Europe by young American women.
Catalogue listings: there is no catalogue number in the book which is not the copy described above.

**Under the lilacs.** By Louisa M. Alcott. New and cheaper edition.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, n.d.
Description: 374p.; ill.; 17x11 cm.
Contents: Story about children and a lost boy.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.567, handwritten addition; 1976.

**ALDEN, Isabella née MacDonald 1841-1930**

**Little fishers and their nets.** By ‘Pansy’ (pseudonym of Isabella Alden), author of ‘Four Girls at Chautauqua,’ ‘One Commonplace Day’ etc.
Description: viii, 375p.; ill.; 18x11.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1878.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: Not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 628; 1976.

**ALFRED IN INDIA, OR, SCENES IN HINDOOSTAN.**
Published: London & Edinburgh, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.
Description: 178p. 14.2x10.3cm.
Notes: Rebound. First published 1848. ‘Alice Errol and Other Tales’ has been bound in with this book. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown. Preface states ‘Written by a lady who has returned to England with her family.’
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 408; 1877, no. 408; 1893, no. 67; 1976.

**ALICE ERROL AND OTHER TALES.**
Published: London & Edinburgh, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.
Description: 199. 14.2x10.3cm.
Series: Chambers's Library for Young People. Second series.
Notes: Rebound. Bound in with 'Alfred in India.' Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1861.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains seven stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 408; 1877, no. 408; 1893, no. 67, listed as 'Alfred in India'; 1976.

A.L.O.E. [A lady of England] see Tucker, Charlotte Maria

ANDERSEN, Hans Christian 1805-1875
Danish writer of fairy tales.

Fairy tales.
Description: viii, 670p.; ill.; 19x12.2cm.
Author: Hans Andersen.
Contents:

What the moon saw and other tales. By Hans C. Andersen. Translated by H. W. Dulcken. With illustrations by A. W. Bayes, engraved by the Brothers Dalziel.
Published: London, George Routledge and Sons, 1866.
Description: 372p; ill.; 17.8X12.6cm.
Notes: First published 1865.
Contents:
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

The will-o'-the-wisps are in town and other new tales. By Hans Christian Andersen.
Published: London, Alexander Strahan, n.d.
Description: 189+1 p.; ill.; 13.8x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Translated for the author by Augusta Plesner and E. Rugeley-Powers’ on verso of half title. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains seven stories.
Catalogue listings: 1969, not listed; 1877, no. 36; 1893, no. 33; 1976.

ANDREWES, Margaret née Hamer

Wanted—a king, or, How Merle set the nursery rhymes to rights. By Maggie Browne (pseudonym of Margaret Andrewes). With original designs by Harry Furniss. Sixth thousand.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1891.
Description: 183+24p.; ill.; 18.3x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1890.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: Not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 614; 1976.

**ANNIE, THE LITTLE SHELL GIRL.**
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 36p. This volume contains 6 small booklets bound together, each with a separate title page and frontispiece. 14x8.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. 'Tales' in gold on spine.
Authors: Unknown.
Contents: Six booklets: Annie, the little shell girl. 36p. --- The scarlet geranium: a story for young children. 38p. --- A tale that was told me. 24p. --- The promise and how it was kept. Title page missing. 64p. --- Amy's watchword, or, The first mission of love. 39p. --- Richard Martin or the benefit of a good character. 31p.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *365, listed as 'Little Shell Girl and other Tales'; 1877, no. 365, listed as 'Little Shell Girl'; 1893, no. 35; 1976, listed as 'Tales.'

**ARMSTRONG, Jessie F.**

**Mark Marksen's secret: a story.** By Jessie Armstrong. Frontispiece.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1895.
Description: 208p.; frontis.; 18.8x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1894.
Catalogue listings: Not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 611; 1976.

**ARTHUR, OR, THE CHORISTER'S REST.**
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 126p. frontis.; 14x9.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1862.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 364; 1877, no. 364; 1893, no. 30; 1976.

**ARTHUR, Timothy Shay 1809-1885**

**Haven't-time and don't-be-in-a-hurry and other stories.** By T. S. Arthur.
With illustrations, from original designs by Croome.
Published: Halifax, Milner & Sowerby, 1859.
Description: 152p.; ill.; 12.7x8cm.
Series: Arthur's Juvenile Library. (vol. v.)
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1852.
Contents: The other stories are 'The Carrier' and 'Travelling alone.'
AUERBACH, Berthold 1812-1882


AULNOY, Marie-Catherine  see D’AULNOY, Marie-Catherine

AUNT DORA

Bessie Grant’s treasure. By Aunt Dora. Published: Boston, Walker, Wise & Co., 1860. Series: All the Children’s Library. Author: Unknown. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 188; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection. Details from advertisements in other books from ‘All the Children’s Library.’

AUNTIE’S STORIES

Author: Unknown. Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 587, handwritten addition; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection. I have been able to discover nothing about this book.

AUSTIN, Sarah née Taylor 1793-1867


AUSTIN, Stella d. 1893

British writer for children.

Description: 160+16p.; frontis.; 15.7x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 773 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 103; 1976.

**Stumps: a story for children.** By Stella Austin. With illustrations by Maye.
Seventh edition.
Published: London, J. Masters & Co., 1888.
Description: 162+16p.; ill.; 15.9x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1873.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 771 (pre 1892) crossed out. 1893, no. *104; 1976.

**Tib and Sib**
Published: London, J. Masters & Co., 1892.
Description: 216+40p.; ill.; 18x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1892.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 695; 1976 not listed.

**AVERY, Harold 1867-1943**

**An old boy's yarns, or, School tales for past and present boys.** By Harold Avery. With eight illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1895.
Description: 279+[16]p.; ill.; 19.1x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1895.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 661; 1976.

**AYLMER, Mrs Fenton**

**Alec Tomlin, or, Choose wisely.** By Mrs Fenton Aylmer. With coloured illustrations.
Published: London, Frederick Warne, n.d.
Description: 124p.; col. ill.; 16x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1873.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; nos. 42 and 666 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 107; 1976.

**AYLMER, Isabella E., Mrs G. E.**
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1862.
Description: vii, 199p.; ill.; 17x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 385; 1877, no. 385; 1893, no. 271; 1976 not listed.

BAKER, Sir Samuel White 1822-1893

The Albert N'Yanza, great basin of the Nile, and explorations of the Nile's sources. By Sir Samuel White Baker.
Notes: First published 1866.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 571; 1893, no. 404; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Notes: First published 1869.
Catalogue listings: 1869, 378; 1877, no. 378; 1893, no. 403; 1976 not listed. The complete 1893 entry has been crossed out, apparently signifying that the book had been withdrawn.
No longer with the collection.

BALLANTYNE, Robert Michael 1825-1894

Away in the wilderness, or, Life among the Red Indians and fur-traders of North America.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1863.
Description: 126+[2]p.; four col. ill.; 13.5x9.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1863.
Author: R. M. Ballantyne.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 361; 1877, no. 361; 1893, no. 79; 1976.

Battles with the sea, or, Heroes of the lifeboat and rocket: being descriptive of our coast-life-saving apparatus with some account of the glorious war and of our grand victories. By R. M. Ballantyne.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., n.d.
Description: 175p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 662; 1976.

**Chasing the sun, or, Rambles in Norway.** With four coloured illustrations.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1864.
Description: 125+[2]p.; four col. ill.; 14.3x10cm.
Series: Volume IV of Ballantyne's Miscellany.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1864.
Author: R. M. Ballantyne.
Contents:

**The coral island.** By R. M. Ballantyne.
Notes: First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 118; 1877, no. 99; 1893, no. 196; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1895.
Description: viii, 336p.; frontis.; 19x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding, covered in clear plastic. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.

Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., n.d.
Description: 420+3p.; ill.; 19x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1868.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 550, handwritten addition; 1976.

**The eagle cliff: a tale of the Western Isles.** By R. M. Ballantyne.
Published: London, S. W. Partridge & Co., n.d.
Description: vi, 320+16p.; 19x12.2cm
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1889.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 752 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 193; 1976 not listed.

**Fast in the ice, or, Adventures in the polar regions.**
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1863.
Description: 124p.; four col. ill.; 14.5x10cm.


The island queen, or, Dethroned by fire and water.  
Published: London, James Nisbet, 1885.  
Description: 261p.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.  
Notes: First published 1885.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 192; 1976.  
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

The iron horse, or, Life on the line: a tale of the Grand National Trunk Railway. By R. M. Ballantyne. Nineteenth thousand.  
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., n.d.  
Description: 407+32p.; ill.; 18.9x12.5cm.  
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 559, handwritten addition; 1976.

Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1869.  
Description: vii, 392p.; ill.; 16.7x11.4cm.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 393; 1877, no. 93; 1893, 195; 1976.

Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1873.  
Description: viii, 405p.; ill.; 17.6x11.6cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1865.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 335; 1877, no. 335; 1893, no. 191; 1976. The book is listed in the 1869 catalogue but this copy was not published until 1873. It appears to be a replacement copy.

Martin Rattler, or, A boy's adventures in the forests of Brazil. By Robert Michael Ballantyne.  
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1864.  
Description: viii, 330p.; 17.2x11cm.  
Notes: Rebound and covered in clear plastic. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 33; 1877, no. 338; 1893, no. 190; 1976.

Mee-a-ow! or, Good advice to cats and kittens. By R. M. Ballantyne.  
With illustrations by the author.  
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1891.  
Description: 63p.; ill.; 19x12.9cm.
Notes: Original coloured boards. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1859.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 623; 1976.

**The Norsemen in the west, or, America before Columbus**: a tale. By R. M. Ballantyne. Fifteenth thousand.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., n.d.
Description: vi, 406+[2]p.; ill.; 18.9x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 671; 1976.

**The robber kitten.** By R. M. Ballantyne. With illustrations by the author.
Notes: Original coloured boards. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 624; 1976.

**Silver lake, or, Lost in the snow.** By R. M. Ballantyne.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Warne’s Incident and Adventure Library’ on cover. No Unitarian library inscription. First published 1867.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 221, not in book; no. 521 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, 189; 1976.

**The three little kittens.** By R. M. Ballantyne. With illustrations by the author.
Description: 63p.; ill.; 19.2x12.8cm.
Notes: Original coloured boards. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 622; 1976.

Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1894.
Contents:
The world of ice, or, the whaling cruise of 'The Dolphin' and the adventures of her crew in the polar regions. By Robert Michael Ballantyne. New edition.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1894.
Description: viii, 327+8p.; frontis.; 19.2x13.2cm.
Contents: Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 584; 1976.

BARBAULD, Anna Laetitia 1743-1825 and AIKIN, John 1747-1842

Evenings at home, or, The juvenile budget opened: consisting of a variety of miscellaneous pieces for the instruction and amusement of youth. By Dr. Aikin and Mrs. Barbauld. Illustrated with upwards of one hundred engravings, principally by the brothers Dalziel. New edition.
Published: Ward, Lock & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 456+[14]p.; ill.; 18.8x12.4cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 23, not in book; 1877, no. 95, not in book; 1893, no. 298; other number 5; 1976 not listed.

BARBAULD, Anna Laetitia née Aikin 1743-1825


Mrs. Barbauld’s hymns in prose, containing hymns omitted in some editions. A publication of the Sunday School Association.
Author: Anna Laetitia Barbauld.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 40, listed as ‘Hymns in prose, by Mrs. Barbauld’; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

BARKER, Lady Mary Anne née Stewart, later Broome 1831-1911

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1872.
Description: 242+59p.; ill.; 17.5x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents: Contains eight stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 505; 1893, no. 359; 1976.
Stories about—. By Lady Barker.
Notes: First published 1870.
Contents: Contains eight stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 503; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Travelling about over new and old ground. By Lady Barker.
Notes: First published 1871.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 102; 1893, no. 320; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

BARKER, Lucy D. Sale née Davies 1841-

Only a little child. By Mrs. Sale Barker. With thirty illustrations by Laura Blood.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1883.
Description: 183p.; ill.; 16x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 694 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 106; 1976.

BARROW, Frances Elizabeth née Mease 1822-1894

Baby nightcaps.
Description: vi, 140p.; frontis.; 15.4x11.5cm.
Author: Frances Barrow.
Contents:

Big nightcap letters.
Description: 186p.; 15.4x11.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. 'Big Night Caps' on spine. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Frances Barrow.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *75, listed as 'Little Night Caps'; 1893, no. *84, listed as 'Big Night Caps'; 1976.

Fairy nightcaps. By Aunt Fanny.
Published: Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1868.
Description: viii, 211+[4]p.; 15.4x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Frances Barrow.
Little nightcap letters. By Aunt Fanny.
Published: Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1868.
Description: 174p.; frontis.; 15.4x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Frances Barrow.
Contents:

New nightcaps: told to Charley.
Published: Edinburgh, Edmonston and Douglas, 1868.
Description: 212p.; 14.6x10.8cm.
Author: Frances Barrow.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

BARTLETT, William Henry 1809-1854

Forty days in the desert on the track of the Israelites.
Description: 218p.; ill.; 19x12.8cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Title on half title and handwritten inside cover. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1848.
Contents:

BAXTER, Lucy E. née Barnes

Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh, 1885.
Description: 319+32p.; ill.; 18.5x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 713 (pre 1893) crossed out. 1893, no. 470; 1976.

BECHSTEIN, Ludwig

As pretty as seven and other popular German tales. Collected by Ludwig Bechstein. With one hundred illustrations by Richter. A companion to Grimm’s German Popular Stories.
Published: London, John Camden Hotten, n.d.
Description: 367+26p.; ill.; 19x14cm.
Notes: Original binding, covered in clear plastic. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents: Contains sixty-five stories, including nine by the brothers Grimm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 379; 1893, no. 458; 1976.

**BELL, Catherine Douglas Miss**  ?-1861
Died Edinburgh.

**Allen and Harry, or, Set about it at once.** By Catherine D. Bell.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., 1870.
Description: 184p.; 15.5x10.cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1847.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 424; 1893, no. 96; 1976.

**The diary of three children, or, Fifty two Saturdays.** Adapted from German children's stories of Anna Stein by Catherine Bell.
Notes: First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *143; 1877, no. *143; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**BENNETT, Charles Henry 1829-1867**

**Funny nursery rhymes.** By C. H. Bennett. Profusely illustrated by C. H. Bennett and R. B. Brough.
Notes: First published 1867.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.11A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**BERRIDGE, Ruth**

Published: London, Jarrold & Sons, 1898.
Description: 246+[10]p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 668; 1976.

**BESSETT, Jane M.**

Description: xvi, 176p.; 15.7x10.4cm.

Contents:

**BETHAM-EDWARDS, Mathilda Barbara 1836-1919**

**Charlie and Ernest, or, Play and work.** By Mathilda Betham-Edwards.
Published: Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1859.
Description: 180p. 17.1x12cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *125; 1877, no. *113; 1893, not listed, but the number 185 written in the book has not been assigned to any other book in the 1893 catalogue which suggests that it was overlooked at the time of the 1893 catalogue; 1976.

**BETHELL, The Honorable Augusta, later Parker, later Nash 1858-1931**

**Echoes of an old bell.**
Description: 191p.; ill.; 17x12.8.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1865.
Contents: Contains nine stories.

**Maud Latimer:** a tale for young people. By the Honble Augusta Bethell.
Published: London, Smith Elder & Co., 1863.
Description: 202+2p.; four ill.; 17.5x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1863.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 326; 1877, no. 326; 1893, no. 326; 1893, no. 263; 1976.

**BINGLEY, Thomas**

**Tales about travellers:** their perils, adventures and discoveries. By Thomas Bingley. Embellished with engravings. New edition.
Published: London, T. J. Allman, 1864.
Description: vi, 194p.; ill.; 13.2x10.4cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 416; 1877, no. 416; 1893, no. 3B; 1976.

**BLACK, Robert**
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1872.
Description: vi, 249p.; ill.; 19x13.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Covered in clear plastic. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 486; 1893, no. 459; 1976.

BLACKLEY, Martha

Published: London, John Chapman, 1851, by the Sunday School Association.
Description: iv, 66+[5p.; 14.2x9.4cm.
Notes: Original paper cover in buff holland slip cover. This book was transferred to the Teachers' Library. Unitarian Christian Church Teachers' Library has been handwritten inside and it appears that a catalogue number on a white square has been torn off the spine. Almost all the publications of the Sunday School Association listed in the publisher's advertisements in this book were placed in the 1869 library. Most were later transferred to the teachers' library.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 101, not in book; 1877, no. 246, not in book; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.

BLANCHARD, Amy E.

Published: London, Isbister & Co., 1894.
Description: 160p.; ill.; 21.5x16.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 20 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 569, handwritten addition; 1976.

BLUE RIBANDS.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 527; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. I have been able to discover nothing about this book.

BOOK OF STORIES.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 372; 1976 not listed. The whole 1893 entry has been crossed out. The number 372 had been assigned to Chaucer’s stories as well.
No longer with the collection.

BOWEN, Charlotte Elizabeth née Richmond 1817-1890
Ben's boyhood. By Mrs. C. E. Bowen. With full-page illustrations by Robert Barnes.
Published: London, S. W. Partridge, n.d.
Description: viii, 89+7+16p. 21.5x16.9cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1873.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 597 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 511; 1976.

Published: London, S. W. Partridge & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 120p.; ill.; 21.4x16.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1868.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 585; 1893, no. 510; 1976.

Grandmamma's relics and her stories about them. By C. E. Bowen.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1873.
Description: 151+8p.; ill.; 15.8x10.4cm.
Contents: Contains six stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no 525 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 227, upside down on back endpaper; 1893, no. 129; 1976.

Published: London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 686; 1976.

Sybil and her live snowball. By C. E. Bowen.
Notes: First published 1865.
No longer with the collection.

BOWMAN, Anne

Among the Tartar tents, or, The lost fathers: a tale. By Anne Bowman.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1866.
Description: xii, 324p. frontis.; 17x11.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1861.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 394; 1877, no. 394; 1893, no. 166; 1976.


BOWRING

Footsteps in sacred geography. Notes: I have not been able to discover anything about this book. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 26; 1877, no. 68; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.


THE BOY'S OWN BOOK: a complete encyclopedia of all the diversion, athletic, scientific, and recreative, of boyhood and youth. Tenth edition. Published: London, Vizetella, Branston, & Co., 1835. Description: 460p.; 13.3x10.5cm. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 380; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection. Details from CLRC.

THE BOY'S OWN BOOK OF BALLADS. Description: vii, 187p.; ill.; 18x13.5cm.
BRADLEY, Reverend Edward 1827-1890

Happy hours at Wynford Grange.
Description: 180p.; 15x12cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Title handwritten inside cover. Rebound. 1869 catalogue gives the author as C. Bede, i.e. Cuthbert Bede (pseudonym of Edward Bradley.). Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 186; 1877, no. 186; 1893, no. 95; 1976.

BRAMSTON, Mary Eliza 1841-1912
An English writer.

Rosamond Ferrars. By M. Bramston.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education, appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 254p. 17.7x11.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1875.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 555, not in book; 1893, no. 296; 1976.

Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education, appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 256+[4]p.; ill.; 18.5x12.4cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 738 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 340; 1976.

BRAY, Anna Eliza née Kempe 1790-1883

The good St. Louis and his times. By Anna Bray.
Notes: First published 1869.
Contents: Deals with St. Louis IX, King of France.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 465; 1893, no. 15E; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.
BRAY, Emily Octavia née Barclay

**Family feats, or, The old home.** By Mrs Reginald Bray. 
Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Okeden, & Welsh, n.d.
Description: 190+16p.; 18.6x12.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Dedication date 1884.
Dedication by E. O. Bray. Publisher’s advertisement dated 15 November 1888.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 747 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 312; 1976.

**Silver linings, or, Light and shade.** By Mrs. Reginald Bray. With illustrations by H. H. Collins.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.
Description: viii, 248+32p.; ill.; 19.2x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 702 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 475; 1976.

**Ten of them, or, The children of Danehurst.** By Mrs. R. M. Bray. With twelve illustrations by A. H. Collins. Seventh thousand.
Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Okeden & Welsh, n.d.
Description: 160+14p.; ill.; 18.6x12.2cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 311; 1976.

**We four.** By Mrs. Reginald Bray. With illustrations by Miss W. Erichsen.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1881.
Description: 160+32p.; ill.; 18.9x12.4cm. Notes: Original binding.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 679 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 310; 1976.

BRIGHTWELL, Cecilia Lucy 1811-1875

**Annals of curious and romantic lives.** By C. L. Brightwell. With illustrations by Robert M’Enery, esq.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1864.
Description: 278+[8]p.; ill.; 18.5x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1868.
Contents: Contains 31 anecdotes.
BROCK, Mrs Henry Frederick


BRODERIP, Francis Freeling née Hood 1830-1878


BRODIE, Walter

Pitcairn’s island and the islanders in 1850: together with extracts from his private journal. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 355; 1877, no. 355; 1893, 8B; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

BROMFIELD, MARY E.


BROWN, Ellen L.

BROWNE, Maggie see ANDREWES, Margaret

BRUCE, James 1730-1794
A Scotch writer

Travels in Abyssinia. By James Bruce. Notes: Possibly this was an abridgement made by Samuel Shaw and published in 1808. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 126, listed as ‘Bruce’s Travels in Abyssinia’; 1877, no. 117, listed as ‘Bruce’s Travels in Abyssinia’; 1893, no. 14B, ‘listed As Bruce’s Travels in Abyssinia’; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

BRUNEFILLE, G. E. see CAMPBELL, Gertrude Elizabeth

BUCHHEIM, Emma S.


BUCK, Ruth later Lamb


BUDS AND BLOSSOMS. These were little penny booklets, usually containing a single story, with illustrations engraved by Edward Whymper. They were published by Groombridge & Sons of London. According to The Osborne Collection of Early Children’s Books, Volume II, p. 865, the series was published in thirty-six penny parts and sold singly or in six packets. The title ‘Buds and Blossoms’ is from the original paper wrapper of the packet. It was accompanied by the words ‘Six Pretty Story Books.’ The
Osborne titles are numbered but there are no numbers on the booklets in the Unitarian Library collection. The booklets have been bound together and it is possible that the numbers disappeared during the binding. There were originally five bound volumes of 'Buds and Blossoms' in the collection. Three, as listed below, remain today.

**BUDS AND BLOSSOMS.**
No longer with the collection

**BUDS AND BLOSSOMS.**
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: This volume contains nineteen booklets, of approximately 24 pages each, all with individual title pages, frontispieces and decorations. No authors are given. 11.8x8.6cm.
Notes: The booklets have been bound together. 'Buds and Blossoms' is in gold on spine and handwritten on top of the first remaining page. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: The new ascent of Mont Blanc. --- Much ado about nothing, or, A day at the gardens. -- Hushaby. --- Twelfth night. --- Donald, the Shetland pony. --- Briery Wood (The white-haired witch of Briery Wood. A poem). --- Buttercups and daisies. --- A visit to Queen Victoria. --- Katey's voyage. --- How to catch a butterfly. --- Sandy, the cat. --- Cousin Johnny and his Indian nurse. --- Tommy and his baby brother. --- The Christmas party. --- Parrots and nightingales, or, Handsome is that handsome does. -- Light-Wing and Bright-Eye. --- The happy orchard. --- Tottie May. --- A doll's story.

**BUDS AND BLOSSOMS.**
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons.
Description: This volume contains nine booklets, of approximately 32 pages each, all with individual title pages, frontispieces and decorations. Some title pages are dated 1858. Some authors are given. 13.1x8.7cm.
Notes: The booklets have been bound together. 'Buds and Blossoms' is in gold on spine and handwritten on top of the first remaining page. Unitarian Library inscription is at the back of the book.
Contents: The adventures of the moss hut. (No author is given for this story, but reference in it to the Amyotts suggests that it is by Sara Wood.) This booklet also contains The rosebud and the worm. --- The losses of a day. By Mrs. Geldart. --- The smoke and the kite, The house-wall, or, How to build, and Who taught them? (poem). --- The young prince. By G. E. Sargent. --- Penfold Farm. By Mrs. Sargent. --- Ernest's dream. --- A Christmas story. By Charlotte O'Brien, 1858. --- The young gardener. By Martin Doyle, 1858. --- Mary's visit to the gold fields. By Charlotte O'Brien, and The gold fish (said to be narrated by a wealthy farmer in the colony of South Australia). --- The little black people. By Sister Mary.
BUDS AND BLOOMS.
Description: This volume contains twelve booklets, of approximately 32
pages each, all with individual title pages, frontispieces and decorations.
The title page of the first booklet is missing. Some title pages are dated
1858. Some authors are given. 13.4x9.1cm.
Notes: The booklets have been bound together. 'Buds and Blossoms' is in
gold on spine. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: The coral necklace, and The mill stream: a true story, (poem). --
- The children's visit to the water-fowl in St. James's Park. --- The lost
letter, and Garden worthies: The snug old gentleman, The nimble weaver,
and Madam Changeable. --- Walter and Mary. --- Lady Eva, or, Rich and
cottagers' Christmas. The sequel to Lady Eva. By Charlotte O'Brien ---
More haste less speed: a story, and The small member of a large
community. --- The story of a hyacinth. --- Primrose gathering. ---
Midsummer holidays at Beechwood Farm. By Charlotte O'Brien. --- The
queen of the May. By Charlotte O'Brien, 1858. --- The cherry orchard. By
Maria Edgeworth, 1858, conclusion missing.

BUDS AND BLOOMS.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *8; 1877, no. *125; 1893, no. 2, which has
been crossed out. 'Birthday Visit to Holly Farm' has been handwritten in its
place; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

BUNYAN, John 1628-1688
Puritan author and poet. Tinker, soldier and preacher. Born Elstow,

The pilgrim's progress. By John Bunyan. With illustrations by C. A.
Doyle.
Description: 316+[4]p.; ill.; 16.5x11.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1678.
Contents:
151; other number 164; 1976.

BURCH, Florence E.

Dick and Harry and Tom, or, 'For our reaping by-and-by'. By Florence
E. Burch.
Description: 160p.; 18.6x12.4cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library
inscription. First published 1891.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later
number 647; 1976.
BURKE, Mrs. L.


Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 667; 1976.

**Two little pilgrims’ progress**: a story of the City Beautiful. By Frances Hodgson Burnett. With illustrations by R. W. Macbeth, A.R.A.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., 1895.
Description: 215p.; ill.; 20.6x14.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 592, handwritten addition; 1976.

**BURROW, John Holme**

Published: London, Smith Elder & Co., 1864.
Description: vi, 393p.; ill.; 18.2x12.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 312; 1877, no. 312; 1893, no. 318; other number 154; 1976 not listed.

**BURROWS, Mrs. E.**

**Trottie’s story book, or, True tales in short words and large type.** By the author of 'Tiny Stories for tiny Readers,' 'Tuppy,' 'Neptune,' 'Triumphs of Steam' etc. With eight illustrations by Harrison Weir. Third edition.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1869.
Description: iv, 124+32p.; ill.; 17.3x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 33 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 641 (pre-1893) crossed out, 1893, no. *205; 1976.

**Caldwell, Halwin**

**The art of doing our best, as seen in the lives and stories of some thorough workers.** By Halwin Caldwell.
No longer with the collection.

**Callwell, J. M.**

**The squire’s grandson**: a Devonshire story. By J. M. Callwell.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192+32p.; ill.; 18.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1887.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later
number 663; 1976.

CAMPBELL, Lady Gertrude Elizabeth née Blood 1863-1911

Topo: a tale about English children in Italy. By G. E. Brunefille
(pseudonym of Lady Gertrude Campbell). With 44 pen-and-ink
illustrations by Kate Greenaway.
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., 1878.
Description: 140p.; ill.; 17.7x13.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1881.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 640 (pre 1893);
1893, no. 315; 1976.

CAMPBELL, Harriette 1817-1841

The cardinal virtues, or, Morals and manners connected. Volume I. By
Harriette Campbell.
Published: London, Parker & Sons, 1841.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 9; 1877, no. 139; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from English Catalogue of Books.

The Cardinal virtues, or, Morals and manners connected. Volume II.
By Harriette Campbell.
Published: London, Parker & Sons, 1841.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 10; 1877, no. 140; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from English Catalogue of Books.

CAMPBELL, John

Adventures: lost among the Afghans.
Published: London, Smith & Elder, 1862.
Notes: First published 1862.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 313, listed as ‘Lost among the Afghans’;
1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from English Catalogue of Books.

CAMDEN, Charles see ROWE, Richard

CARROLL, Lewis see DODGSON, Charles Ludwidge

CAROVE`, Friedrich Wilhelm 1789-1852

The story without an end. From the German of Carové. By Sarah Austin.
Published: London, Effingham Wilson, n.d.
CARTWRIGHT, S. E.

**Tommy the adventurous.** By S. E. Cartwright. With three illustrations by Harold Copping.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1898.
Description: 192+32p.; ill; 18.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. On cover; 'The Story of a Brother and Sister.'
Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 608; 1976.

CATLIN, George 1796-1872

**Last rambles amongst the Indians of the Rocky Mountains and the Andes.**
Description: x, 361+24p.; 17.5x11.7cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 443, listed under 'Rambles among the Indians'; 1893, no. 313; 1976.

CATLOW, Agnes and CATLOW, Maria E.

**The children's garden and what they made of it.** By Agnes and Maria E. Catlow.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 126+[18]p.; ill.; 13.9x11.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. On spine: 'Round the Globe Library.' Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 665 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 109; 1976.

CECILY'S BIRDS. By the author of 'Our Valley,' 'Swanford Bridge,' 'Rosebuds,' 'The Fortunes of Hassan' etc. With illustrations by F. Dadd.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 256+8p.; ill.; 19x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1887.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later numbers 627 and 12; 1976.

CHAMBERS, William 1800-1883 and CHAMBERS, Robert

Chambers's Miscellany of useful and entertaining tracts. The 1869 and 1877 catalogues list ten books, each containing two volumes bound together. The 1893 catalogue lists Chambers’s Miscellany as nine books, 8G to 16G. Only two books (four volumes) remain with the collection.

Chambers's Miscellany of useful and entertaining tracts. Vols. I and II. Published: Edinburgh, William & Robert Chambers, 1844. Description: ill.; 17.6x10.9cm. Notes: Contains articles, stories and poems, each with individual page numbers. Volume I has 14 items, volume II has 14 items. The two volumes are bound together. ‘Chambers’s Miscellany’ and ‘1.-2.’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 298; 1877, no. 298; 1893, 15G; 1976.


Chambers's Miscellany of useful and entertaining tracts. Vols. V-XX. Catalogue listings: 1869, nos. 300-307; 1877, nos. 300-307; 1893, nos. 8G-14G; 1976 not listed. These eight books, each containing two volumes, are no longer with the collection.


CHAMBERS, William 1800-1883


Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 204; 1877, no. 204; 1893, no. 51; 1976.

CHANTER, Reverend John Mill and CHANTER, Charlotte
Charlotte Chanter was Charles Kingsley’s sister.

Jack Frost and Betty Snow with other tales for wintry nights and rainy days. With illustrations by Harrison Weir. Second edition.
Published: London, Griffith and Farran, 1867.
Description: 96p.; ill.; 16.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Dedication to Kingsley Chanter by J. M. and C. C.

CHAPMAN, Edwin

The life of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. By Edwin Chapman.
Published: London, J. Green, 1840.
Description: viii, 134+1p.; 14.6x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding, in buff holland slip case. ‘Teachers’ Library’ handwritten addition to Unitarian Library inscription. No. 30 or 80 pasted on spine.

THE CHARM OF INTERESTING STORIES.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 110; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.474, listed as ‘Charm, The”; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

CHATELAIN, Madame Clara de 1807-1876
Author and composer. Wrote children’s books in English.

Merry tales for little folk. Edited by Madame de Chatelain. Illustrated with more than two hundred pictures.
Published: London, Lockwood & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 448p.; ill.; 14.2x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1851.
Contents: Contains 6 nursery rhymes, and 34 stories including stories by Southey, Andersen, Madame D’Aulnoy, Grimm, Perrault and Goldsmith.

CHATRIAN, Alexandre see ERCKMANN, Emile
THE CHILD'S OWN BOOK: containing forty-eight favourite stories.
Published: London, William Tegg, n.d.
Description: vi, 326p.; ill.; 17.5x13.6cm.
Notes: Rebound by A. Waddy, Gawler Place Adelaide. Introduction by
William Tegg. Unitarian Library inscription.
This volume must originally have been the first part of a larger volume
containing two parts. A handwritten note inside the book asks that the
book be rebound as two volumes. The second volume, whose table of
contents is on the verso of the table of contents of the existing volume, is
no longer in the collection. The existing volume has the first 25 of the
'forty-eight favourite stories.' The gold number 237 on spine indicates that
rebinding took place before the 1877 catalogue was completed.
Contents: These are retellings of well-known fairy stories and folk tales.
Gold number 237 on spine.

THE CHILD'S OWN BOOK. second part. See note above.
No longer with the collection.

CHINA.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.17B; 1976
not listed.
No longer with the collection.

CHORLEY, Henry F.

Faerie gold: for young and old. From the French of Savinien Lapointe.
Edited by Henry F. Chorley.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: viii, 326+32p.; ill.; 16.5x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Preface dated 15
December 1856.
Contents: Contains eighteen stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 660 (pre 1893)
crossed out; 1893, no. 301; 1976 not listed.

CLARKE, Mrs Henry

The Ravensworth scholarship: a high school story for girls. By Mrs.
Henry Clarke, M.A. With illustrations by John H. Bacon.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 191+32p.; ill.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 595,
handwritten addition; 1976.

CLASS-BOOK OF ENGLISH POETRY.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1876.
Description: Junior division 1-80p.; Senior division 83-155p.; 17.9x11.7cm.
Notes: ‘Nelson’s School Series’ and ‘Junior and Senior divisions in one’ on cover.
Contents: Contains short poems and extracts from longer poems and plays.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 549 ; 1893, no. 15A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

CLODD, Edward

Published: London, Henry S. King & Co., 1875.
Description: xi, 118p.; 15.3x10cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 172; 1893, not listed; 1976.
That the book is still in the collection, suggests that it was overlooked during the making of the 1893 catalogue.

COBBE, Frances Power 1822-1904

The confessions of a lost dog: reported by her mistress, Frances Power Cobbe.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1867.
Description: 59p.; frontis.; 16.9x12.3cm.
Notes: Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1867.

COLLINGWOOD, Harry see LANCASTER, William Joseph Cosens

CONDER, Eustace Rogers 1820-1892
A congregational minister in Leeds, England

Sleepy forest and other stories for children. By Eustace R. Conder, M.A.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1872.
Description: 233p.; ill.; 17.3x11.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents: Contains 13 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 514; 1893, no. 363; 1976.

COOKE, Frances E.
The story of Theodore Parker: written for young people. By Frances E. Cooke.
Published: London, Sunday School Association, 1883.
Description: 115+[4]p.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. The words ‘Teacher’s Library’ have been added to the original Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 309; 1976 not listed.

COOLIDGE, Susan see WOOLSEY, Sarah Chauncy

COOMBE, Florence

Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1899.
Description: 207+32p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 640; 1976.

COOPER, Emily

Prose and poetry for the use of Sunday schools. By Miss Emily Cooper.
Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 75; 1877, no. 49; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

CORKRAN, Alice Abigail 1852-1916

Down the snowstairs, or, From good-night to good-morning. By Alice Corkran. With sixty illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 257+2p.; ill.; 19.1x13.3cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 683; 1976.

CORNISH, Katharine D.

Published: London, J. Masters & Co., 1883.
Description: 148p.; 16x12cm.

Published: London, J. Masters & Co., 1885.
Description: 172p.; 16x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. These two volumes appear to have been bound together by Charles Taylor, whose name appears on the spine. ‘Phoebe’s Pool’ and ‘Holidays at Brinnicombe’ on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 680; 1976.

COX, Rt. Reverend Sir George William 1827-?

Published: London, Longmans, Green, & Co., 1869.
Description: xxiv, 268p.; 17x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1861.
Contents:

Published: London, Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts & Green, 1863.
Description: 2+xiv, 120p.; 16x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, 357, listed as ‘Greek Mythology, Tales from’; 1877, no. 357; 1893, no. 127; 1976.

Tales of ancient Greece. By the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A.
Published: London, Longmans, Green, & Co., 1868.
Description: lxii, 461p.; 17.5x12cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 379; 1877, no. 379; 1893, no. 128; 1976.

CRAIK, Dinah Maria née Mulock 1818-1887

Cola Monti, or, The story of a genius. By the author of 'How to win love,' 'Michael the miner,' etc. With illustrations by Franklin.
Published: London, Arthur Hall & Co, n.d.
Description: 259+1p.; ill.; 16.5x10.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1849.
Author: Dinah Craik.
The fairy-book: the best popular fairy stories selected and rendered anew.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons n.d.
Description: 416p.; ill.; 23.6x18.3cm.
Notes: First published 1863.
Author: Dinah Craik.
Contents: Contains 35 stories.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: viii, 173+[10]p.; 16.4x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1853.
Author: Dinah Craik.
Contents:

Published: London, Dalby, Isbister & Co., 1875.
Description: 169+[13]p.; ill.; 18.5x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1875.
Author: Dinah Craik.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 561; 1893, no. 181; other number 10; 1976 not listed.

Michael the miner.
Description: 59-138p. 14.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Second story in ‘The Little Robinson.’ Bound in with ‘Uncle Sam’s Money Box’ by Mrs. S. C. Hall. Craik’s first novel. First published 1846.
Author: Dinah Craik.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 48; 1877, no. 66, listed as ‘Uncle Sam’s Money box’; 1893, no. 61, listed as ‘Uncle Sam’s Money box’; 1976.

An only sister. By Madame Guizot de Witt. Edited by the author of ‘John Halifax, Gentleman.’
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1873.
Our year: a child’s book.
Notes: First published 1860.
Author: Dinah Craik.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 272; 1877, no. 272; 1893, 5A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

A Parisian family. Translated from the French of Madame Guizot de Witt, by the author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman' for girls in their teens.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Marston, 1871.
Description: vi, 336p.; 17x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Translator: Dinah Craik.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 448; 1893, no. 448; 1976.

CRAIK, Georgiana Marion later May 1831-1895

Published: London, Macmillan.
Description: 205+3p.; 16.5x11.8cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 175; 1877, no. 175; 1893, no. 169; 1976.

Play-room stories, or, How to make peace. By Georgiana M. Craik. With illustrations by C. Green and F. W. Keyl.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1863.
Description: 191p.; ill.; 17.4x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1862.
Contents: Contains introduction and 5 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 523; 1893, no. 437; 1976.

CRAKE, Augustus David 1836-1890

Evanus: a tale of the days of Constantine the Great.
Published: London, Oxford Mowbray, [1885].
Description: 313p.; 19x14cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 215; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.
CRANE, Walter 1845-1915

Walter Crane’s picture book. By Walter Crane.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *591; 1893, no. 529; 1976 not listed. The whole of the 1893 entry has been cancelled.  
No longer with the collection.

CROCKETT, S. R.

Description: 310p.; ill.; 20.3x13.7cm.  
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.  
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

CROKER, Thomas Crofton 1798-1854

Published: London, William Tegg, n.d.  
Description: xxx, 366p.; 19.2x12.6cm.  
Contents: Contains 51 stories.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 467; 1893, no. 350; 1976.

CROMPTON, Frances Eliza later Walsh 1866-1952

The rose carnation and a leaf out of Master Harry’s book. By Frances E. Crompton. With illustrations by Evelyn Lance.  
Published: London, Ernest Nister, n.d.  
Description: 48p.; ill.; 21.1x15.8cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1900.  
Contents: Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 666; 1976.

CROMPTON, Sarah

The life of Christopher Columbus: in short words. By Sarah Crompton.  
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1860.  
Description: 85+[2]p.; frontis.; 16.8x12.2cm.  
Contents:
The scholars' book. By Sarah Crompton.
Published: London, Darton & Co., n.d.
Description: 192p.; ill.; 14x10.8cm.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Published: London, Darton & Co., 1858.
Description: 119p.; ill.; 14x10.8cm.
Notes: First published 1858.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

The scholars' book of birds, fishes, insects etc.: in short words. By Sarah Crompton.
Published: London, Darton & Co., 1858.
Description: 14x10.8cm. First published 1858.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

CROW, Louisa

By the order of Queen Maude: a story of home life. By Louisa Crow.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 160+32p.; ill.; 18.3x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1887.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 609; 1976.

C., S. T. see THE LITTLE FOX

CUPPLES, Anne Jane Bertha née Douglas 1839-1898

Tappy's chicks and other links between nature and human nature. By Mrs. George Cupples. With nineteen illustrations.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1872.
Description: 321p.; ill.; 18x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.
Contents:

DALTON, William 1821-1875

The white elephant, or, The hunters of Ava and the king of the golden foot. By William Dalton. With illustrations by Harrison Weir.
D’ANVERS, N.

The house on wheels, or, Far from home. From the French of Mme. de Stolz by N. D’Anvers. With twenty full-page illustrations.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1874.
Description: 182+4.; ill.; 15.9x11cm.
Notes: Original binding. Name on cover and spine: Madame de Stolz.
Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 667 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 524; 1976.

Published: London, C. Kegan Paul & Co., 1878.
Description: xii, 151+p.; ill.; 18.4x13.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 212; 1976.

DASENT, Sir George Webbe 1817-1896

A selection from the Norse tales: for the use of children. By G. W. Daseunt, D. C. L.
Published: Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1862.
Description: 364+2p.; 19.2x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1862.
Contents: Contains 34 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 609 (pre 1893); 1893, no. 382, listed as ‘Norse Tales’; 1976.

D’AULNOY, Marie-Catherine née Jumelle de Berneville, Comtesse d’c.1650-1705

Fairy tales. By Madame D’Aulnoy.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 369, listed as ‘D’Aulnoy’s Fairy Tales’; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

DAVENPORT, Emma

The happy holidays, or, Brothers and sisters at home. By Emma Davenport. Frontispiece by F. Gilbert.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1865.
DAVIDSON, Ellis A.

The happy nursery: a book for mothers, governesses and nurses, containing games, amusements and employments for boys and girls. By Ellis A Davidson. With numerous illustrations.
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 160+1p.; ill.; 21.8x16.5cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 467 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 586; 1893, no. *17D; 1976.

DAVIES, G. Christopher

The Swan and her crew, or, The adventures of three young naturalists and sportsmen on the broads and rivers of Norfolk. By G. Christopher Davies. Third edition. With postscript and numerous illustrations.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: xx, 294p.; ill.; 19.4x14cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 600 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1877, 1893, no. 389; 1976.

DAY, Thomas 1748-1889

The history of Sandford and Merton. By Thomas Day, Esq. A new edition; revised throughout, and embellished with cuts, from designs by Harvey.
Published: London, Longman Brown & Co., et al., 1856.
Description: iv, 443p.; ill.; 17x10.7cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 79; 1877, no. 91; 1893, no. 177; 1976.

DAYS OF OLD: three stories from old English history for the young. By the author of 'Ruth and her Friends.'
Published: Cambridge, Macmillan & Co., 1859.
Description: 253p.; frontis.; 16.2x11.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. 'Days of Old' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Caradoc and Deva. --- Wulfgar and the Earl, or, Power. --- Roland.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 269; 1877, no. 269; 1893, no. 250; 1976.

DEFOE, Daniel ?1660-1731

Novels and miscellaneous works.
Published: London, Henry G. Bohn, 1855.
Description: 463p.; 19x14cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, 316, listed as 'Plague Year, History of'; 1877, no. 316, listed as 'History of the Plague'; 1893, no. 12E, listed as 'Works of Daniel Defoe'; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Robinson Crusoe.
Published: London, Andrew Dakers, n.d.
Description: 229p.; ill.; 20.3x13.3.cm.
Notes: First published 1719.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 76; 1877, no. 89; 1893, no. 416; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

DE STOLZ, Madame see D’Anvers, N.

DE WITT, Madame see GUIZOT DE WITT, Madame

DICKENS, Charles 1812-1870

Published: London, Bradbury & Evans, 1854.
Description: ix, 210+[1]p.; frontis.; 15.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 13; 1877, no. 81; 1893, no. 1E; 1976.

Published: London, Bradbury & Evans, 1855.
Description: viii, 214+[1]p.; frontis.; 15.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 14; 1877, no. 82; 1893, no. 2E; 1976.

A child’s history of England. Volume III.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 15; 1877, no. 83; 1893, no. 3E; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.
Published: London, Chapman & Hall, 1894.
Description: x, 303p.; frontis.; 19.5x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
No catalogue listings. Perhaps a replacement copy after the third volume
of the volumes listed above was lost.

A Christmas carol: in prose, being a ghost story of Christmas. By Charles
Dickens.
Published: London, Chapman & Hall, 1865.
Description: 100p.; 16.3x10.1cm.
Notes: Rebound. 'Christmas Carol' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 268; 1877, no. 268; 1893, no. 247; 1976.

DIXON, William Hepworth 1821-1879

Notes: First published 1862.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 137, listed as 'Life of Lord Bacon'; 1877, no.
452, listed as 'Lord Bacon's Life'; 1893, no. 17F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

DODD, George 1808-1881

Days at the factories. By George Dodd.
Notes: First published 1843.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 321; 1877, no. 321; 1893, no. 14D; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

DODGE, Mary Mapes 1831-1905

Hans Brinker, or, The silver skates: a story of life in Holland. By Mrs. M.
E. Dodge. Revised by the Author for Low's Copyright Series of American
Books.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1874.
Description: 303p.; 15.7x11cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1865.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 257, not in book; 1893, no.
251; 1976.

DODGSON, Charles Ludwidge 1832-1898

Alice’s adventures in wonderland. By Lewis Carroll (pseudonym of
Charles Dodgson).
Notes: First published 1865.


DORSET, Catherine Ann, née Turner, 1750?-1817?


DRAYSON, Alfred Wilks 1827-1901

DUNSTER, Henry Peter

**True stories of the time of Richard II illustrating the history, manners and customs of that king's reign.** By Henry Dunster. With illustrations by the brothers Dalziel.
Published: London, James Blackwood, n.d.
Description: vi, 243p.; ill.; 16.5x10.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 165; 1877, no. 165; 1893, no 9E, listed as 'Stories of the Time of Richard III' (sic); 1976.

EDEN, Charles Henry 1839-1900

**Australia's heroes, and the development of the fifth continent.**
Published: London, S.P.C.K.
Description: 312+1p.; map; 18.6x12.4cm.
Author: Charles H. Eden.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 477; 1893, 20F, listed as 'Australian Heroes'; 1976.

**Guinea gold, or, The great barrier reef.** By Charles H. Eden.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Description: 160+4p. 18.5x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1879.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 618 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 211; 1976.

**Ralph Somerville, or, A midshipman's adventures in the Pacific ocean.** By Charles H. Eden.
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., 1876.
Description: 316+14p.; ill.; 18.9x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1875.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 534; 1893, no. 402; 1976.

EDGAR, John George 1834-1864
Description: viii, 408p.; ill.; 16.5x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Peter the Hermit’ handwritten inside front cover. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 128; 1877, no. 569; 1893, no. 5E, listed as ‘Peter the Hermit’; 1976.

Published: London, W. Kent & Co., 1859.
Description: xi, 432p.; ill.; 17.7x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. First published 1859.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 121; 1877, no. 98; 1893, no. 10E; 1976.

EDGEWORTH, Maria 1767-1849

Early lessons. By Maria Edgeworth.
Description: 430+p.; 17x10.6cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Pages 1-6 missing. Conclusion missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1801.
Contents: Contains 'The Cherry Orchard,' 'Frank,' 'Rosamond,' 'Harry and Lucy.'
'Frank' and 'Rosamond' are listed separately in the 1869 and 1877 catalogues, but the catalogue numbers show that this is the volume referred to.

Published: London, Whittaker & Co. et al., 1854.
Description: xvi, 270p.; 13.5x9cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘1’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 45; 1877, no.62; 1893, no. 27; 1976.

Published: London, Whittaker & Co. et al., 1854.
Description: 287p.; 13.5x9cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘2’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Published: London, Whittaker & Co. et al., 1854.
Description: 253p.; 13.5x9.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘3’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 46; 1877, no.61; 1893, no. 29; 1976.

Moral tales. By Maria Edgeworth. New edition, complete in one volume. With three plates from designs by Harvey.
Published: London, Simpkin, Marshall & Co. et al., 1856.
Description: vi, 438p.; 17.3x10.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 55; 1877, no. 96; 1893, no. 256; 1976.

Orlandino. By Maria Edgeworth.
Published: London, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.
Description: 174+p.; frontis.; 14.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Bound in with ‘Uncle Sam’s Money Box’ by Mrs. S. C. Hall. Frontispiece bound in between p. 28 and p. 29. of ‘Uncle Sam’s Money box’. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1848 in ‘Chambers’s Library for Young People.’
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 48; 1877, no. 66, listed as ‘Uncle Sam’s Money box’; 1893, no. 61, listed as ‘Uncle Sam’s Money box’; 1976. According to Osborne this was Edgeworth’s last work.

Published: London, Longman & Co., 1855.
Description: xii, 490+p.; frontis.; Conclusion missing. 17.1x10.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 63, not in book; 1877, not listed, but the absence of no. 63 in the catalogue suggests that it was overlooked ; 1893, no. 255; 1976.

Poor Bob, the chimney sweeper. By Maria Edgeworth. See SELF-DENIAL AND OTHER TALES
Popular tales. By Maria Edgeworth. With four full-page coloured illustrations.
Published: London, Ward, Lock, & Tyler, n.d.
Description: 4+vii, 564+p.; col. ill.; 18.4x12.3cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Original binding. 'The Home Treasure Library' on cover. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 'Lame Jervas,' 'The Will,' 'The Limerick Gloves,' 'Out of Debt Out of Danger,' 'The Lottery,' 'Rosanna,' 'Murad the Unlucky,' 'The Manufacturers,' 'The Grateful Negro,' 'Tomorrow,' 'The Contrast.'

Published: London, Longman & Co. et al., 1850.
Description: viii, 220p.; 14.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 'Petty Scandal,' 'Airs and Graces,' 'The Nine Days Wonder,' 'Egerton Abbey.'
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 77, not in book; 1877, no. 63; 1893, no. 47; 1976.

Published: London, Longman & Co. et al., 1850.
Description: 238p.; 14.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 'The Black Lane,' 'The Palanquin,' 'The Forest Drive,' 'Morning Visits,' 'The Bracelet of Memory,' 'Blind Kate,' 'The Print Gallery,' 'The Departure.'

Self-Denial: the Story of Garry Owen. By Maria Edgeworth. See SELF-DENIAL AND OTHER TALES
EDWARDS, Mathilda Barbara see BETHAM-EDWARDS, Mathilda Barbara
EILOART, Elizabeth 1830-1895

Published: George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: vi, 252p.; ill.; 16.3x10.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1867.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 668 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 202; 1976.
The boys of Beechwood. By Mrs. Eiloart.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: vii, 395+32p.; ill.; 16.5x10cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1867.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 559A (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 201; 1976.

Cris Fairlie’s boyhood: a tale of an old town. By Mrs. Eiloart.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 402p.; ill.; 18.4x11.9cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 203; 1976.

Ernie Elton. By Mrs. Eiloart.
Notes: First published 1865.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 403; 1877, no. 403; 1893, not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Ernie Elton at school and what came of his going there. By Mrs.
Eiloart.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 248p. 19x12.2cm. Handwritten date 1892. First published 1867.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 404; 1877, no. 404; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Ernie Elton at home and at school. By Mrs Eiloart.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: Part I: ‘Ernie Elton, the Lazy Boy,’ vii,239p.; ill.; Part II: ‘Ernie at School,’ vii,248+ 20p.; ill.; 17.2x10.7cm.
Notes; Part I: pages i-v missing; Part II: pages i-v and 1-14 missing.
Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1866.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 199; 1976.

The young squire, or, Peter and his friends. By Mrs. Eiloart.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: ix, 422p.; ill.; 18.5x12.3cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 605 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 200; 1976.

ELDER SCHOLARS’ CLASS BOOK.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 22; 1877, no. 393; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.
ELLIOt, Emily Steele

Father's coming home: a tale. By the author of 'Village Missionaries', 'Under the Microscope' etc. 
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1868. 
Description: 232p.; ill.; 16.8x11cm. 
Notes: Unitarian Library inscription. 
Author: Emily Elliot. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 392; 1877, no. 392; 1893, no. 134; 1976.

ELLIS, Edward Sylvester 1840-1916

Published: London, Cassell & Co., n.d. 
Description: iv, 327+[16]p.; 18.7x12.4cm. 
Notes: Original binding. 'The Boy Pioneer Series' on spine and title page. 
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 582, handwritten addition; 1976.

Ned in the woods: a tale of the early days in the West. By Edward S. Ellis.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 580, handwritten addition; 1976 not listed. 
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1891. 
Description: iv, 300+[16]p.; 18.6x12.4cm. 
Notes: Original binding. 'The Boy Pioneer Series' on spine and title page. 
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1884. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 581, handwritten addition; 1976.

On the trail of the moose. By Edward S. Ellis. 
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1894. 
Description: iv, 353+[2]p.; frontis; 18.7x13.2cm. 
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1892. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 619; 1976.

Tad, or, 'Getting even' with him. By E. S. Ellis. With eight original illustrations by John Schonberg. 
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1890.
ELLIS, Sarah née Stickney 1799-1872

Widow Green and her three nieces.
Notes: First published 1859.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 115; 1877, no. 100; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

ELSDALE, May

Stella’s cup. By May Elsdale.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., 1890.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 625; 1976.

ELWES, Alfred 1819?-1888

Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1873.
Description: viii, 374+32p.; ill.; 18.1x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 621 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 226; 1976.

ERCKMANN, Emile 1822-1899 and CHATRIAN, Alexandre 1826-1890

Blockade of Phalsburg. By MM Erckmann-Chatrian.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 498, listed as 'Siege of Phalsburg'; 1893, no. 522; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

The story of a peasant (1789), or, The beginning of the great French Revolution. By MM Erckmann-Chatrian.
Published: London, Ward, Lock, & Tyler, n.d.
Description: Part the First: 1789: 274p. Part the Second: The country in danger 1892: 253+18p.; 17.1x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘The Story of a Peasant 1789-92’ on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 509; 1893, no. 362; 1976.

ESCOTT-INMAN, Herbert

Description: 331+4 p.; ill.; 19.4x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1894.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 634; 1976.

EWING, Juliana Horatia née Gatty 1841-1885

Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1884.
Description: 47p.; ill.; 21.1x14.8cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 506; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, George Bell & Sons, 1874.
Description: 226p.; ill.; 18.8x14.3cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 614 (pre-1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 505; 1976 not listed.

Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Description: 58p.; ill.; 21.3x15.4cm.
Notes: Original boards, covered with transparent paper. Unitarian Library inscription. ‘The Peace Egg’ first published in Aunt Judy’s Magazine

Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 655; 1976 not listed.

EVELYN, J.

A warrior king. By J. Evelyn.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 190p.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1889.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; no later number; 1976.

EVERETT-GREEN, Evelyn 1856-1932

For the Queen’s sake, or, The story of little Sir Caspar. By E. Everett-Green. With six illustrations by John H. Bacon.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1898.
Description: 264p.; ill.; 18.5x12.9cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 641; 1976.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 224+32p.1; ill.; 8.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1888.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 648; 1976.

FAITH AND PATIENCE: a story-and something more-for boys.
Published: Boston, Walker, Wise & Co.
Series: All the Children’s Library.
Notes: Listed in ‘Modesty and Merit’ as part of ‘All the Children’s Library.’ The six titles listed were once all part of the collection.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 190; 1877, no. 190; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

FARRAR, Frederic William 1831-1903

Eighteenth edition.
Published: Edinburgh, Adam & Charles Black, 1879.
Description: xiv, 393+[3]p.; ill.; 17.5x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Contents:

**FENN, George Manville 1831-1909**

**Devon boys**: a tale of the north shore. By Geo. Manville Fenn. With twelve full-page illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: vii, 384p.; ill.; 19.3x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1886.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 658; 1976.

**Dick o' the Fens**: a tale of the great east swamp. By G. Manville Fenn. With twelve full-page illustrations by Frank Dadd.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: vii, 383+32p.; ill.; 19x13cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1888.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 554, handwritten addition; 1976.

**In honour's cause**: a tale of the days of George the First. By Geo. Manville Fenn. With illustrations by Lancelot Speed.
Published: London, S. W. Partridge & Co., n.d.
Description: 416+14p.; ill.; 19.9x14.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 606, handwritten addition; 1976.

**In the king's name, or, The cruise of the 'Kestrel.'** By G. Manville Fenn. With illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: vii, 374+30p.; ill.; 19.2x13.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 551, handwritten addition; 1976.

**The little skipper: a son of a sailor.** By G. Manville Fenn.
Published: London, Ernest Nister, n.d.
Description: 48p.; ill.; 21.1x15.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1897.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 654; 1976.

Published: London, Ernest Nister, n.d.
Description: 48p.; ill.; 21.1x15.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1898.
Contents: Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 653; 1976.

FIELD, Louise Frances née Story (Mrs. E. M.) 1856-1940

Mixed pickles: a story for boys and girls. By Mrs. Field. With illustrations by T. Pym.
Published: London, Wells Gardner, Darton & Co. n.d.
Description: 148p.; ill.; 15.8x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 759 (pre1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 105; 1976.

FINCH, Catharine Irene

Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1836.
Description: viii, 200p.; 17.9x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1836.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 57; 1877, no. 94; 1893, no. 207; 1976.

No work, or, Economy and extravagance contrasted: a tale. By Catharine Irene Finch.
Published: London, John Mardon, 1839.
Description: pp. 148.; 14.5x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 58; 1877, no. 56; 1893, no. 63; 1976.

FIRST STEPS IN GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
Published: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 218; 1877, no. 397; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 164.
Description: 156.; ill.; 14.5x9.4cm.
Notes: This book has been bound in at the back of ‘The Rival Crusoes’ by Agnes Strickland. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

THE FISHERMAN’S COTTAGE   see STRICKLAND, Agnes, ‘The Rival Crusoes.’

FLETCHER, Lucy later Massey

Thoughts from a little girl’s life. Poems.
Notes: First published 1864.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 402; 1877, no. 402; 1893, no. 19A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

FOLLEN, Eliza Lee née Cabot 1787-1860
native of Boston.

Description: iv, 146p.; 14.5x9.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 107; 1877, no. 241; 1893, no. 87; 1976.

FOUQUÉ, Baron Friedrich Heinrich de la Motte 1777-1843

Undine. By La Motte Fouqué
Published: London, Edward Lumley, n.d.
Description: xxiv, 98p.; ill.; 16.2x10.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘Undine’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
First published 1811. First translated from German 1818. Translated by Thomas Tracy 1844. There is no information about the translator of this edition.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 266; 1877, no. 266; 1893, no. 120; 1976.

FREEMAN, Frank (editor)

Paul Duncan's little by little: a story for young folks. Edited by Frank Freeman.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Co., 1862.
Description: vi, 190p.; 16.2x10cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. From the preface: 'This little Story is adapted for young English Readers from an American book entitled 'Little by Little,' by Mr. William T. Adams. The incidents of the tale are only slightly altered; but it was thought that English boys would prefer to have the scene laid in their own country.' Adams' 'Little by Little; or, The Cruise of the Flyaway' was first published in 1861.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 267; 1877, no. 267; 1893, no. 249; 1976.

FRITH, Henry 1840-?

Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1898.
Description: vii, 288+32p.; ill.; 18.8x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1886.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 676; 1976.

Under Bayard's banner: a story of the days of chivalry. By Henry Frith.
With eight original illustrations by E. Blair Leighton. Fifth thousand.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1894.
Description: viii, 384+[16]p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 575, handwritten addition; 1976.

FRUDE, James Anthony

The cat's pilgrimage.
Notes: First published 1870.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 593; 1893, no. 528; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

GALLAUCET, Thomas Hopkins 1787-1851

Second edition 1831.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 12; 1877, no. 51; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

GARLAND.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 30; 1877, no. *59; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.
GATTY, Margaret née Scott 1809-1873


The human face divine and other tales. By Mrs Alfred Gatty. Illustrated by Clara S. Lane. Published: London, Bell & Dalduy, 1860.
Legendary tales. By Mrs Alfred Gatty. With illustrations by Phiz.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1858.
Description: 297p.; ill.; 17x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Contents: Contains 3 tales: 'A Legend of Cologne,' 'The Hundredth Birthday' and 'The Treasure-seeker.'
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 289; 1877, no. 289; 1893, no. 243; 1976.

Parables from nature. By Mrs Alfred Gatty.
Description: 141p.; ill.; 11.5x8.9cm.
Description: 167p.; ill.; 11.5x8.9cm.
Notes: Two volumes bound together.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 254; 1877, no. 27; 1893, no. 7; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Parables from nature. By Mrs Alfred Gatty.
Published: Fifth series: London, Bell & Daldy, 1871.
Description: 174p.; 12.3x9cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 8 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 420; 1893, no. 7; 1976.

Poor incumbent. By Mrs Alfred Gatty.
Notes: First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 282; 1877, no. 282; 1893, not listed; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1861.
Description: 206p.; frontis. for each of three stories; 12x9cm.
Contents: Contains 3 stories: 'The Emblem Book,' 'The Footstep on the Stairs' and 'The Drummer.'
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 253, not in book; 1877, no. 22; 1893, no. 6; 1976.

Red snow and other parables from nature. With illustrations by Mrs Gatty and her daughters.
Published: Third series: Third edition. London, Bell & Daldy, 1864.
Description: 187p.; ill.; 11.5x8.9cm.
Description: 173p.; ill.; 11.5x8.9cm.


**GAYE, Selina**


**GELLIE, Mary E.**


GETHEN, H. F.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1898. 
Description: 224+32p.; ill.; 18.7x12.6cm. 
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 612; 1976.

GILBERT, William

Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1872. 
Description: viii, 501p.; ill.; 17.5x12.5cm. 
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 644 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 272; 1976.

GILES, Chauncey

Published: Edinburgh, William Oliphant & Co., n.d. 
Description: viii, 175p.; frontis.; 16.2x9.8cm. 
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. 
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 523 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 223; 1893, no. 183; 1976.

GILLIES, Mary

The voyage of the 'Constance': a tale of the polar seas. By Mary Gillies. Illustrated with eight engravings drawn on the wood by Charles Keene. 
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Co., 1860. 
Description: viii, 344+16p.; ill.; 17.8x12cm. 
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. 
Contents: From the preface: 'It has been my purpose to make the following tale not only a tale, but a complete history of Arctic adventure and discovery condensed into a small space.' 
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 130; 1877, no. 64, not in book; 1893, no. 380; 1976. The number 300 printed in the 1893 catalogue has been crossed out and 380 written alongside it.

GODDARD, Julia Bachope died 1896
**The boy and the constellations.** By Julia Goddard. With illustrations by A. W. Cooper.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 137+[6]p.; ill.; 17.1x11.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1866.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 550; 1893, no. 257; 1976.

**The four cats of the Tippertons and other stories about animals.** By Julia Goddard. Sixth thousand.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 219+2p.; ill.; 18.7x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1881.
Contents: Contains six stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 371; 1976.
Other number 757 probably preceded 1893 catalogue.

**Tittle-tattle: tales.** By Julia Bachope Goddard.
Published: London, Cassel & Co., 1889.
Description: 80p.; ill.; First published 1889.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.295; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

**GOODRICH, Frank Boott**

**The sea and her famous sailors.** By Frank B. Goodrich.
Published: London, James Hogg & Sons, n.d.
Description: 284p.; ill.; 12.2x11.5cm.
Notes: Rebound.
Contents:

**GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold 1793-1860**

**Persevere and prosper, or, The Siberian sable-hunter.** By Peter Parley (pseudonym of Samuel Goodrich and others).
Published: London, Darton & Co., n.d.
Description: 170p.; ill.; 14x9cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1843. The original American edition was published as ‘A Tale of Adventure or The Siberian Sable-Hunter.’
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 209, listed as 'Siberian sable hunters'; 1877, no. 209, listed as 'Siberian sable hunters'; 1893, no. 1B, listed as 'Sable hunter'; 1976.

**GRAYDON, William Murray**

GREEN, John Richard (editor)

Readings from English history.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 367; 1877, no. 423; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

GREEN, William S.


GREENE, the Hon. Louisa Lilias née Plunkett, Mrs. R. J. 1833-1891


Cushions and corners.
Description: 190p. 17.4x11.3cm.

The grey house on the hill. By the Honble. Mrs. Greene.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1872.
Description: 205+[2]p.; 18x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Buy the Truth and Sell it Not’ on cover. ‘A tale for the Young’ on spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 497; 1893, no. 521; 1976.

The schoolboy baronet. By the Hon. Mrs Greene.
Notes: First published 1869.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 556; 1893, no. 260; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

GREENWOOD, F. W. P.

Published: London, J. Chapman, 1850.
Notes: Original binding. Copy signed by Reverend J. C. Woods, the minister of the Unitarian Church, and inscribed ‘To the Juvenile Library. Unitarian Christian Church.’ ‘Teachers’ Library’ written in another hand. Stamped at back ‘Donation, 15 March 1974.’
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 222, not in book; 1877, no. 48, not in book; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.

GREENWOOD, Grace see LIPPINCOTT, Sara Jane (née Clarke)

GREENWOOD, James

The adventures of seven four-footed foresters narrated by themselves. By James Greenwood. With illustrations by H. S. Melville, engraved by Vizetelly.
Published: London, Ward & Lock, 1865.
Description: viii, 390p.; ill.; 16x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1865.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 399, listed as 'Seven Four-Footed Foresters'; 1877, no. 399, listed as 'Seven Four-Footed Foresters'; 1893, no. 187; 1976.

GREG, Mrs S.
Little Walter, or, A mother's first lessons on religious subjects. By Mrs. S. Greg.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 114; 1877, no. 126; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

GREY, Heraclitus see MARSHALL, Charles

GRIMM, Jacob Ludwig Karl 1785-1863 and GRIMM, Wilhelm Karl 1786-1859

Fairy tales. By the Brothers Grimm. With illustrations by E. H. Wehnert.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 511p.; ill.; 18.8x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 197 stories.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 620; 1976.

GUIZOT DE WITT, Madame

An only sister. By Madame Guizot de Witt. Edited by the author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman' (Dinah Craik).
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1873.
Description: vii, 231p.; 17.4x11.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Edited by the author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman' on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 513, listed as 'Only Sister'; 1893, no. 442; 1976.

A Parisian family. Translated from the French of Madame Guizot de Witt, by the author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman' (Dinah Craik) for girls in their teens.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Marston, 1871.
Description: vi, 336p.; 17x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 448; 1893, no. 448; 1976.

Published: London, George Routledge & Son, 1854.
Description: 357+[2]p.; ill.; 17.4x10.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Spine missing. ‘Guizot’s Popular Tales’ on cover.
Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains ten tales.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 492 (pre 1877); 1877, no. 92; 1893, no. 291; 1976.
HACK, Maria née Barton 1777-1844

Description: vi, 463+1p.; ill.; 16.3x10.3cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 109, not in book; 1877, no. 251; 1893, no. 7B, listed as 'Tales of Travellers'; 1976.

HADLEY, Caroline

Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1866.
Description: 152+2p.; ill.; 17.7x12.9cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

Stories of the Apostles, their lives and writings. By Caroline Hadley.
Notes: First published 1864. Listed in Publisher's advertisements to 'Children's Sayings.'
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 405; 1877, no. 405; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

HALF-HOURS IN THE FAR NORTH: life amid snow and ice. With numerous illustrations.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co.
Notes: The half-hour library of travel, nature and science for young readers.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 482; 1893, 12B, listed as Northern Travels'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy of 'Half-Hours in the Far South' in CLRC.

HALL, Anna Maria, née Fielding (Mrs S. C) 1800-1881
Married Samuel Carter Hall 1824.

Animal sagacity. By Mrs S. Hall.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 308; 1877, no. 370; 1893, no. *482; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Uncle Sam's money box. By Mrs. S. C. Hall.
Published: London, William and Robert Chambers, n.d.
HALL, Basil 1788-1844

**The lieutenant and commander:** being autobiographical sketches of his own career, from fragments of voyages and travels. By Captain Basil Hall, R. N., F.R.S.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1862.
Description: xii, 382+[4] p.; 13.5x8.6cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 221; 1877, no. 34; 1893, no. 4B, listed as ‘Travels’; 1976.

**The midshipman:** being autobiographical sketches of his own early career. By Captain Basil Hall.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no; 1877, no. 33; 1893, no. 2B.; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

HALL, Mrs. Charles

**Katie Summers:** a little tale for little readers. By Mrs Charles Hall. With illustrations.
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., n.d.
Description: 133p.; ill.; 13.4x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 671 (pre 1893) visible beneath 24; 1893, no. 24, listed as ‘Katie Somers’; 1976.

HALL, M.

**A perilous adventure, or, The days of Mary of Burgundy.** Translated from the German by M. Hall. With original illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 312p.; ill.; 18.7x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Preface states that ‘This is the last work of the great German author, Freiherr von Meyern.’ Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1884.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 366, listed as ‘Perilous Venture’; 1976.

HALLIWELL, James Orchard 1820-1889
The nursery rhymes of England. Collected by James Orchard Halliwell. With illustrations by W. B. Scott. Published: London, Frederick Warne, n.d. Description: v, 333+[2]p.; ill.; 17.5x12cm. Notes: Original binding covered by original grey cloth slipcase. Preface dated December 1853. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1842. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 646 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 9A.; 1976 not listed. No. 646 (crossed out) and 9A have been inked on spine of slipcase. The number 462 given to the title 'Nursery Rhymes' in the 1893 catalogue also belongs to Margaret Roberts 'Tales Old and New' and is in that book. Number 462 may have been assigned to 'The Nursery Rhymes of England' before the 1893 catalogue was made.

HAPPYMAN, Horace


HARPER, John


HARRADEN, Beatrice


HARRISON, Jennie A.

Description: vi, 392p.; 17x11.7cm.

HARRY'S LADDER TO LEARNING.
No longer with the collection.

HART, Elizabeth Anna 1822-c.1890

Child-nature.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 418; 1893, 1A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Child-world.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 419; 1893, 2A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

HART, Fanny née Wheeler and SMEDLEY, Menella Bute 1819?-1877

Poems written for a child. By two friends.
Notes: First published 1868.
Authors: Fanny Hart and Menella Smedley.
No longer with the collection.

HART, Fanny, née Wheeler
Wife of Rev. Dudley Hart, rector of Stretford, Manchester.

The runaway: a story for the young, by the author of 'Mrs Jerningham's Journal'.
Notes: First published 1872.
Author: Fanny Hart.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 517; 1893, no. 188; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

HARWOOD, Annie

Madeleine’s trial and other stories. By Madame Pressensé. Translated from the French by Annie Harwood.
Published: London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1870.
Description: 232+16p.; frontis.; 16.6x10.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. French title ‘Scènes d’Enfance et de Jeunesse.’
Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 8 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 429; 1893, no. 450; 1976, listed under ‘Pressensé.’

HAWEIS, Hugh Reginald

Pet. By Rev. H.R. Haweis
Description: pp. 314.; ill.; 18.6x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 559; 1893, no. 384; 1976.

HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel 1804-1864

Tanglewood tales: for girls and boys; being a second wonder-book. By Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Published: London, Chapman & Hall, 1853.
Description: 251p.; ill.; 16.9x10.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1867. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1868.
Description: vi, 213p.; ill.; 17x11.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

HAYCRAFT, M. S.
Freda's folly, or, The guest at Dysart Manor. By M. S. Haycraft.
Frontispiece.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 128+8p.; frontis.; 17x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 769 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 137; 1976.

HAYENS, Herbert

Soldiers of the legion: a tale of Carlist war. By Herbert Hayens.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1898.
Description: viii, 413+[2]p.; 19.6x13.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 635; 1976.

Notes: Original binding. On cover: 'Library of Travel and Adventure'. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976. No catalogue number.

HENTY, George Alfred 1832-1902

Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: vi, 384+32p.; ill.; 19.3x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1889.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 638; 1976.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 352+32p.; ill.; 19.1x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 394; 1976.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1905.
Description: 386+16p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1889.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 507; 1976.

The dragon and the raven, or, The days of King Alfred. By G. A. Henty.
Published: London, Blackie and Son, n.d.
Description: 352p.; ill.;
Notes: Half title page missing. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 396; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

The lion of the north: a tale of the times of Gustavus Adolphus and the
Schonberg.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: vii, 382+32p.; ill.; 19.3x13.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 558,
handwritten addition.

With illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1888.
Description: 252p.; ill.; 18.4x12.1cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 393; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

When London burned: a story of Restoration times and the great fire. By
G. A. Henry.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 388p.; frontis.; 19.3x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. On cover and spine: ‘Blackie’s Colonial Library’.
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1894.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 660; 1976.

HERFORD, Brooke

Herford.
Published: London, C. Kegan Paul & Co., 1878.
Description: vi, 391p.; 19x12.6cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘The Story of Religion in England’ and ‘Herford’ in gold
on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 631; 1976 not listed.

**HINTON, William**

**Hearts of oak, or, Naval yarns.**
Published: London, Bentley, 1862.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 499; 1893, no. 10B; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from English Catalogue of Books.

**HODDER, Edwin 1837-1904**

**Thrown on the world, or, The scrapes and 'scapes of Ray and Bertie.**
Published: London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1885.
Description: v, 402+4p.; ill.; 20.6x14cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 717 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 508; 1976.

**HOGG, James (editor)**

**Brave men's footsteps: a book of example and anecdote in practical life.**
Edited by James Hogg.
Notes: First published London, 1872.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.15F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Men who have risen: a book for boys. Edited by James Hogg.**
Notes: First published London 1859.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 136; 1877, no. 558; 1893, no. 19F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**HOHLER, Agnes Venetia née Goring 1870-1933**

**The bravest of them all: a story for young people.** By Mrs. Edwin Hohler.
With illustrations by Charles E. Brock.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1899.
Description: 214p.; ill.; 19x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 187?.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 681; 1976.
The green Toby jug and the princess who lived opposite: stories for little children. By Mrs. Edwin Hohler.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Son, 1898.
Description: 256p.; ill.; 18.7x13.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 664; 1976.

HOLD, Ernest

The young Savoyard. By Ernest Hold. Translated from the German by a Lady.
Published: Edinburgh, Johnstone, Hunter & Co, [1862].
Description: 96p.; 13.5x9cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 407; 1877, no. 407; 1893, no. 28, listed as 'Little Dove'; 1976, listed under Krummacher.

HOLIDAY TIME AT FOREST HOUSE.
With illustrations by T. Pym.
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., 1882.
Description: 211p.; ill.; 18.2x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 690 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 345; 1976.

HOLMES, F. M.

Hugh Melville’s quest: a boy’s adventures in the days of the Armada. By F. M. Holmes. With illustrations by W. Boucher.
Description: 320+32p.; ill.; 18.7x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 600; 1976.

HOOD, Thomas 1799-1845 and HOOD, Jane

Fairy land, or, Recreation for the rising generation. By the late Thomas and Jane Hood, their Son and Daughter etc. With illustrations by T. Hood, Junior.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1861.
Description: viii, 151p.; ill.; 16.7x12cm.

Contents:

HOOD, Thomas 1835-1874


Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 469; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

HOPE, Ascott  See HOPE-MONCRIEFF, Ascott Robert

HOPE-MONCRIEFF, Ascott Robert 1846-1947


Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 737 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 399; 1976.


Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 539; 1893, no. 400; 1976.


Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 735 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 398, listed as 'Homemade Stories'; 1976.
Published: London, William P. Nimmo, 1878.
Description: viii, 271+8p.; ill.; 18x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 12 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 627 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 397; 1976.

Published: London, William P. Nimmo, 1875.
Description: viii, 439p.; ill.; 18x11.9cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 526; 1893, no. 401; 1976.

HORN, Wilhelm Oertel von 1798-1867

The boy pilot or Olaf Tholaksen: an Iceland narrative. By W. Oertel von Horn. From the German by Rev. Matthias Sheeleigh.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 741 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 378; 1976.

HORNE, Richard Henry, later Hengist 1803-1884

The good-natured bear etc. By R. Hengist Horne.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 302p.; ill.; 17.2x12.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. On cover and spine: Strahan's Books for the People. Unitarian Library inscription.

The poor artist: or Seven eye-sights and one object. By R. Hengist Horne.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 346; 1877, no. 346; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

HORNIBROOK, Emma E.

HOWARD, Blanche Willis later Teuffel 1847-?
Born in Bangor, Mayne, USA. Lived in Germany.

No heroes. By Blanche Willis Howard.
Published: London, Gay & Bird, 1894.
Description: 112+20p.; ill.; 19.1x14cm.
Notes: Original binding covered in transparent plastic. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 594, handwritten addition; 1976.

HOWELL, Catharine Augusta

Pages of child-life. By Catharine Augusta Howell.
Published: Bath, Binns & Goodwin, n.d.
Description: 282p.; 17x10.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents:

HOWITT, Mary née Botham 1799-1888

The child’s delight. By Mary Howitt.
No longer with the collection.

Hope on, hope ever! a tale. By Mary Howitt.
Description: 212+38p.; frontis. 14.5x9.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1840.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 39; 1877, no. 47; 1893, no. 53; 1976.

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1867.
Description: 423p.; ill.; 16x10.4cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1861.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 32; 1877, no. 87; 1893, no. 57 handwritten; 1976. The no. 58 printed in the 1893 catalogue has been crossed out and the number 57 substituted in handwriting.

The childhood of Mary Leeson. By Mary Howitt.
Notes: First published 1848.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 205, listed as 'Mary Leeson'; 1877, no. 205, listed as 'Mary Leeson'; 1893, no. 54; 1976.
No longer with the collection.

My uncle the clockmaker: a tale. By Mary Howitt. Frontispiece.
Published: London, William Tegg, n.d.
Description: 180+3p.; frontis.; 14.5x9.3cm.
Notes: 'Tales for The People and Their Children' on half title. 'The Clockmaker' on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1844.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 219; 1877, no. 234; 1893, no. 58, not in book; 1976.

Sketches of natural history. By Mary Howitt.
Notes: First published 1834.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 290; 1877, no. 290; 1893, no. 10A, listed as 'Mary Howitt's Natural History'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: Edinburgh, William & Robert Chambers, 1850.
Description: 215p.; 14.8x10.3cm.

Stories of Stapleford. By Mary Howitt.
Description: 183+174p; ill.; 16x10.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. This book consists of two volumes bound together. Each volume has a frontispiece and two illustrations. Each story is introduced by a separate half title. The first half title has 'Tales about the Poet's Children' crossed through and 'Stories of Stapleford' handwritten on front endpaper. 'Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1864. 'The Poet's Children' was first published in 1863. 'Mr. Rudd's Grandchildren' in 1864.
Contents: Volume II: Mr. Rudd's grandchildren. --- Timothy Cossington. --- The painter's little model. – Engelé. --- Dick Applegarth's doings.
**Strive and thrive**: a tale. By Mary Howitt.
Notes: First published 1839.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 85; 1877, no. 65; 1893, no. 52; 1976. No longer with the collection.

**HOWITT, William 1792-1879**
Belonged to the Society of Friends but later became a Unitarian.

**A boy's adventures in the wilds of Australia, or, Herbert's notebook.**
By William Howitt. Illustrations by William Harvey.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 376p.; ill.; 17x11.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. Covered in clear plastic. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1854.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 3; 1877, no. 557, not in book; 1893, no. 309; 1976.

**The boy's country book**: being the real life of a country boy, written by himself; exhibiting all the amusements, pleasures, and pursuits of children in the country. Edited by William Howitt. Fourth edition.
Description: x, 356p.; ill.; 17.8x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1839.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 158; 1877, no. 158; 1893, no. 9D.

**HOW TO MAKE DOLL'S FURNITURE AND FURNISH A DOLL'S HOUSE.** With seventy illustrations.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.
Description: 63+8p.; ill.; 20.3x15.3cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 587, not in book; 1893, no. 16D; 1976.

**HUGHES, Thomas 1822-1896**

**Tom Brown's schooldays** By an old boy. Thirtieth thousand.
Published: Cambridge, Macmillan & Co., 1862.
Description: xxiv, 367p.; 16.9x10.5cm.
Author: Thomas Hughes.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 286; 1877, no. 286; 1893, no. 246; 1976.
HUGESSEN see KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN

HUMBOLDT'S TRAVELS AND DISCOVERIES IN SOUTH AMERICA. Published: London, John W. Parker, 1840. Description: 278+8.; ill.; 14x9.5cm. Notes: 2 pages advertisements missing. Rebound with part of original binding. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription. Author: Unknown. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 397, listed as 'Travels of Humboldt'; 1877, no. 216; 1893, no. 6B; 1976 not listed.

HUMPHREYS, Jennett


HYLAND, Inez K.


IDE, Frances Otis née Ogden


INGELOW, Jean 1820-1897

Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 530 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 230; 1893, no. 23; 1976.

**Mopsa the fairy.** By Jean Ingelow.
Published: London, Longmans Green & Co., 1869.
Description: 248p.; ill.; 17.8x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1869.
Contents: 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 449; 1893, no. 523; 1976.

**Poems.** By Jean Ingelow.
Notes: Ingelow’s poems were published in three series: 1871, 1876 and 1885.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.16A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Stories told to a child.** By the author of ‘Studies for Stories’.
Published: London, Alexander Strahan, 1866.
Description: vi, 424p.; ill.; 10.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published as ‘Tales of Orris’ 1860, as ‘Stories told to a Child’ 1865.
Author: Jean Ingelow.
Contents:

**Studies for stories from girls’ lives.** Illustrations by J. E. Millais and others. Fifth edition.
Published: London, Strahan & co., 1868.
Description: 535p.; ill.; 16.8x11.6cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1864.
Author: Jean Ingelow.
Contents: Contains 5 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 384; 1877, no. 384; 1893, no. 270; 1976.

**INMAN, Herbert Escott-** see **ESCOTT-INMAN, Herbert**

**IRVING, Washington 1783-1859**

**A chronicle of the conquest of Grenada:** from the mss. of Fray Antonio Agapida, to which is added legends of the conquest of Spain. By Washington Irving. In two volumes.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1869.
Description: Volume I: viii, 248p.; Volume II: x, 249-492p.; 17.9x11.4cm.
Notes: Rebound. The two volumes have been bound in one volume.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 451, listed as 'Conquest of Grenada'; 1893, no. 11E, listed as 'Conquest of Grenada'; 1976 not listed.
The life and voyages of Christopher Columbus. By Washington Irving. Author's revised edition.
Published: London, George Routledge & Co., 1850.
Notes: Two volumes bound together. Original binding. Handwritten date November 1871. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 439, listed as 'Christopher Columbus'; 1893, no. 16B, listed as 'Voyages of Christopher Columbus'; 1976.

Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 450, listed as 'Life of Mohammed'; 1893, no. 14F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Oliver Goldsmith, Tour on the prairies, and Abbotsford, & Newstead Abbey. By Washington Irving.
Published: London, George Routledge & Co., 1851.
Description: Oliver Goldsmith: x, 231p.; Tour of the Prairies etc., known as Crayon Miscellany: xi, 240p.; 17.5x11cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 438; 1893, no. 18F; 1976.

Tales of a traveller. By Washington Irving.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 440; 1893, no. 11B, listed as 'Travellers' Tales'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Skeffington & Son, 1887.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 763 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 224; 1976.

JAMES, Thomas

Aesop's fables: a new version, chiefly from original sources. By Thomas James, M.A., Hon. Canon of Peterborough. With more than one hundred illustrations designed by John Tenniel. Forty-eighth thousand.
Published: London, John Murray, 1863.
Description: xx, 145p.; ill.; 17.5x11.5 cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘Aesop’s Fables’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

JERVIS, Lady Jervis White

*Stories of boy-genius from the lives of great painters.* Translated from the French by Lady Jervis White Jervis. With illustrations.
Notes: Rebound. The preface by M. J. states ‘The following tales [are] partly translated, and partly compiled from various authorities. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: The painters are Michael Angelo Buonarotti, Corregio, Bartholomew Estaban Murillo, Sebastian Gomez, David Teniers, Anthony Watteau, Giotto, Ribera, Perugino, Salvator Rosa and Dirk.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 154; 1877, no. 154; 1893, no. 150; 1976.

JOHNES, Merideth

*Prince Charlie, the young chevalier.* By Merideth Johnes. With eight illustrations by M.S. Morgan.
Published: [London], W. Kent & Co., 1860.
Description: vii, 368p.; ill.; 17.2x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 127; 1877, no. 114; 1893, no. 6E; 1976 not listed.

JONES, Cecilia Anne

*Four little sixes:* a story for boys and girls. By C. A. Jones.
Published: London, Wells Gardner, Darton & Co., n.d.
Description: 117p.; 18.8x13.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1882.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 621; 1976.

Published: London, Frederick Warne, 1892.
Description: 223p.; ill.; 19x10.8cm.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.
No longer with collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.
JONES, M.

The story of Don Quixote and his squire Sancho Panza. By M. Jones.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1875.
Description: viii, 377+32 p.; 17.7x11.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no 376, not in book, listed as 'Don Quixote'; 1976.

KATIE LAWFORD'S VICTORY AND OTHER STORIES. By L. C. M.
Published: Edinburgh, Andrew Elliot, 1868.
Description: 186p.; 16.8x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 6 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 388; 1877, no. 388; 1893, no. 262; 1976.
The 1893 catalogue gives the author as Mrs. Greene, but I can find no evidence for this.

KAVANAGH, Julia 1824-1877

Published: London, Richard Bentley, n.d.
Description: vii, 256p.; frontis.; 16.7x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1848.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 38; 1877, no. 85; 1893, no. 171; 1976.

Women of Christianity exemplary for acts of piety and charity. By Julia Kavanagh.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1852.
Description: x, 474p.; port.; 18.8x12.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1852.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 311; 1877, no. 311; 1893, no. 23F; 1976 not listed.

KEARLEY, George

Links in the chain. or, Popular chapters on the curiosities of animal life. By George Kearley. With illustrations by F. W. Keyl.
Published: London, James Hogg & Sons. n.d.
Description: xi, 295+[12]p.; 1 ill.; 7.3x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'Illustrated Books for Young Readers. Books with a Meaning’ on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 124, not in book; 1877, no. 115; 1893, no. 15C; 1976 not listed.
KEARY, Annie 1825-1879

Sidney Grey, or, A year from home. By Annie Keary.
Published: London, Frederick Warne, n.d.
Description: iv, 378+[2]p.; ill.; 18.4x112.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

KEARY, Annie 1825-1879 and KEARY, Eliza

Blind man's holiday, or, Short tales for the nursery. By the author of 'Mia and Charlie' ‘Sidney Grey’ ‘Through the Shadows’ etc. With illustrations by John Absolon.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1860.
Description: 182p.; ill.; 17x12.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Authors: Annie Keary and Eliza Keary.
Contents:

Early Egyptian history for the young. By Annie and Eliza Keary.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 293, listed as 'Egyptian History'; 1877, no. 293, listed as ‘Egyptian History’; 1893, no. 7E; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1871.
Description: 323+43p.; ill.; 6.9x11.6cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 432; 1893, no. 4; 1976.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1873.
Description: p349+[2]p.; 15.8x10.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Handwritten date 1873.
Contents: Contains 15 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 526 (pre 1977) altered to 226; 1877, no. 226; 1893, no. 182; 1976.

Mia and Charlie, or, A week's holiday at Rydale Rectory. By Annie and Eliza Keary.
Description: 251p.; ill.; 18x11cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ‘Mia and Charlie’ and ‘A Week’s Holiday at Rydale Rectory’ on cover. ‘Mia and Charlie’ on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.

Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 139; 1877, no. 138; 1893, no. 161; 1976.

KEDDIE, Henrietta 1825-1914

Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1868.
Description: 381+1p.; frontis.; 16.6x12.3cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 13 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 400; 1877, no. 400; 1893, no. 204; 1976.

Papers for thoughtful girls: with illustrative sketches of some girls' lives. By Sarah Tytler (pseudonym of Henrietta Keddie).
Published: Edinburgh, Alexander Strahan & Co., 1862.
Description: viii, 412+p.; 17.5x12.3cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1862.
Contents:

Description: 308p.
Notes: First published 1866.
Author: Sarah Tytler (pseudonym of Henrietta Keddie).
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 339; 1877, no. 339; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

KENYON, Charles R.

Published: London, W. & R. Chambers, n.d.
Description: 282+32p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1891.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 674; 1976 not listed.

KER, David

Published: London, W. & R. Chambers, n.d.
Description: 287+32p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.

KINGSLEY, Charles 1819-1875


KINGSLEY, Henry 1830-1876

KINGSTON, William Henry Giles 1814-1880

Published: London, Sampson Low, Son, & Marston, 1865.
Description: xi, 395p.; ill.; 16.8x11.4cm.
Notes: Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 381; 1877, no. 381; 1893, no. 220; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Ernest Bracebridge, or, Schoolboy days. By William H. G. Kingston.
Published: London, Gall & Inglis, n.d.
Description: ill.;
Notes: First published 1860.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 131; 1877, no. 563; 1893, no. 185, whole entry crossed out; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

In new Granada, or, Heroes and patriots: a tale for boys.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1879.
Description: 368p.; ill.; 17.2x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1879.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 218; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

In the wilds of Africa: a tale for boys. By W. H. G. Kingston.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1871.
Description: xii, 558+p.; ill.; 18.5x12cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 460; 1893, no. 221, listed as 'Wilds of Africa'; 1976.

Published: London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1882.
Description: xii, 266+[22]p.; ill.; 19.2x12.5cm.
Notes: Pages 1 and 2 missing. Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1882.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 701 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 415; 1976.

Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 152p.; 13.4x9cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 410; 1877, no. 410; 1893, no. 36; 1976.

Off to sea, or, The adventures of jovial Jack Jumper on his road to fame. By W. H. G. Kingston.
Notes: First published 1870.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 437; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

On the banks of the Amazon, or, A boy’s journal of his adventures in the tropical wilds of south America. By W. H. G. Kingston.
Description: xvi, 512p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 216, listed as ‘Banks of the Amazon’; 1976. No. 216 has been crossed out and no. 770 added.

Paddy Finn, or, The adventures of a midshipman afloat and ashore.
By the late William H. G. Kingston.
Published: London, Griffith Farran Okeden & Welsh, n.d.
Description: vii, 430p.; ill.; 19x13.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 762 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 217.

Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Browne & Co., n.d.
Description: 378p.; ill.; 19.6x13.7cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976. No catalogue number.

Roger Willoughby, or, The times of Benbow: a tale of the sea and land.
By William H. G. Kingston.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1881.
Description: 402p.; ill.; 18.9x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1880.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 686 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 219; 1976.

**Saved from the sea.** By W. H. G. Kingston.
Published: Thomas Nelson & Sons, n.d.
Description: 317+[2]p.; 19.5x13.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 656; 1976.

**Shipwrecks and disasters at sea.** By W. H. G. Kingston.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1873.
Description: xii, 508+p.; ill.; 19.6x12.4cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Original binding. Title page partly obscured by a page pasted over it. ‘Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea’ on cover. ‘W. H. G. Kingston’ on spine. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 481; 1893, no. 18B; 1976. Other number 254.

**KINGSTON, William Henry Giles 1814-1880 and FRITH, Henry**

**Notable voyages from Columbus to Nordenskiold.** By William G.H. Kingston and Henry Frith. With 100 illustrations.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: ix, 621+[6p.; ill.; 20.8x14.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1879.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 591, handwritten addition; 1976.

**KITTO, Dr. John**

**The lost senses: deafness and blindness.** By Dr. John Kitto.
Notes: First published 1845.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 356; 1877, no. 356; 1893, no. 7D; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN, Edward Hugessen, first Baron Brabourne 1829-1893**

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1871.
Description: 309+43p.; ill.; 18.5x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 454; 1893, no. 348; 1976.

Catalogue listings: 1869, no; 1877, no. 538; 1893, no. 349; 1976.


KNIGHT, Arthur Lee

Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 583, handwritten addition; 1976.

KNIGHT, Helen née Cross 1814-1906

Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 261; 1877, no. 25; 1893, no. 11; 1976.

Author: Helen Cross Knight.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 225; 1877, no. 24; 1893, no. 5; 1976 not listed.

KNOWLES, Sir James T.

Description: vii, 325p.; ill.; 19.9x13.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1862.
Compiler: Sir James Knowles.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no, 309, listed as King Arthur; 1877, no.573 ; 1893, no. 509; 1976.

KNOX, Kathleen

Description: 125+[2]p.; ill.; 13.5x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.First published 1876.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 20; 1976.

KRILOF, Ivan Andreevich  see RALSTON, W. R. S.

KRUMMACHER, Friedrich Adolf 1767-1845

Parables. From the German of Dr. F. A. Krummacher. A new translation by a lady. Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 62; 1877, no. 38; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

KRUMMACHER, Friedrich Adolph 1767-1845 and HOLD, Ernest

Description: 96p.; 13.5x9cm.

**KUPPORD, Skelton**  see **ADAMS, J.**

**LAING, Leslie**

*Queen of the daffodils*: a story of high-school life. By Leslie Laing. With illustrations by W. Parkinson.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1894.
Description: 192+32p.; ill.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 607, handwritten addition; 1976.

**LAMB Charles 1775-1834 and LAMB, Mary Ann 1764-1847**

*Mrs Leicester's school*: the histories of several young ladies related by themselves. By Charles and Mary Lamb.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.
Description: xii, 118+[2]p.; frontis.; 14x10.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Tales vii, ix, x are by Charles. On cover: 'The Favourite Library.' Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1809.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 37; 1893, no. 34; 1976.

*Tales from Shakespeare*: designed for the use of young people. By Charles and Mary Lamb. With illustrations by Sir John Gilbert R.A.
Description: 371p.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1807.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.317; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

**LA MOTTE FOUQUÉ**  see **FOUQUÉ**

**LANCASTER, William Joseph Cosens 1851-1922**

Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 352+32p.; ill.; 18.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1888.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 689; 1976.

**LANDELLS, Ebenezer 1808-1860**
The boy's own toy-maker: a practical illustrated guide to the useful employment of leisure hours. By E. Landells. Illustrated with 200 engravings.
Notes: First published 1858.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 193; 1877, no. 193; 1893, no. 6D; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

LANDELLS, Ebenezer 1808-1860 and Landells, Alice

The girl's own toy-maker and book of recreation. By E. Landells and his daughter Alice. Illustrated by the authors with upwards of 200 engravings.
Notes: First published 1860.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 192; 1877, no. 192; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from publisher's advertisement in 'The Boy's Own Toy-Maker.'

LAPOINTE, Savinien see CHORLEY, Henry F.

LEE, Hannah Farnham née Boston

Historical sketches of the old painters.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 35; 1877, no. 308; 1893, no. 326. In 1869 catalogue wrongly ascribed to Mrs Follen.
No longer with the collection.

Life and times of Cranmer. By the author of Three Experiments of Living.’
Author: Hannah Lee.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 18, listed as 'Cranmer, Life of'; 1877, no. 71, listed as 'Cranmer, Life of'; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Life and times of Martin Luther. By Hannah Lee.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 47; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. In 1869 catalogue wrongly ascribed to Mrs Follen.
No longer with the collection.

The log-cabin, or, The world before you. By the author of 'Three Experiments of Living,' 'Sketches of the Old Painters' etc.
Published: London, John Chapman, 1854.
Description: iv, 120+24p.; 20.2x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Hannah Lee.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 50, listed as 'Log Cabin'; 1877, no. 577, listed as 'Log Cabin'; 1893, no. 476, listed as 'Log Cabin'; 1976. In 1869 catalogue wrongly ascribed to Mrs Follen.
Three experiments of living: within the means, up to the means, beyond the means. A new English edition.
Published: London, John Chapman, 1848.
Description: 86p.; 16.2x10.3cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Hannah Lee.

LEE, Holme see PARR, Harriet

LEE, Mary and LEE, Catherine

The oak staircase. By Mary and Catherine Lee.
Notes: There is a later copy of this book in the twentieth century collection.
First published 1872.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 495; 1893, no. 452, but the whole entry has been crossed out; 1976.
No longer with the collection.

LEE, Sarah, née Wallis (Mrs. Robert Lee, formerly Mrs T. E. Bowdich) 1791-1856

Published: [London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.]
Description: 165+32p.; ill.; 17.5x12.6cm.
Notes: Title page missing. No page numbers. Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

Playing at settlers, or, The faggot-house. By Mrs. R. Lee. With illustrations. Title page missing.
Published: [London, Griffith & Farran, n.d.]
Description: 94+16p.; ill.; 17.2x12.5cm.
Notes: Pages 1 and 2 missing. Original binding. ‘Playing at Settlers or The Faggot House’ on cover and spine. ‘Mrs. R. Lee’ handwritten on front endpaper. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1855.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 177; 1877, no. 177; 1893, no. 206; 1976.

LEIGHTON, Robert 1859-1934

In the grip of the Algerine: a historical tale of the Mediterranean, being the personal narrative of Sir Lester Willoughby, Knight. Transcribed by Robert Leighton. With illustrations by Maynard Brown.
Published: London, Sunday School Union, n.d.

LEMON, Mark 1809-1870


LEROY, Amélie Claire 1851-1934


LETTIS, Sarah


THE LIFE AND TRAVELS OF MUNGO PARK 1771-1806: with the account of his death from the journal of Isaaco, the substance of later discoveries relative to his lamented fate, and the termination of the Niger.
Published: London, John W. Parker, 1838.
Description: viii, 216+8p.; 13.8x9.2cm.
Notes: Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 51, listed as 'Travels of Mungo Park'; 1877, no. 54, listed as 'Travels of Mungo Park'; 1893, no. 5B, listed as 'Travels of Mungo Park'; 1976.

LIFE OF CHRIST
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 50; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

LING BANK COTTAGE: a tale for working girls.
By the author of 'Lenten Lessons from Lenten Services'.
Published: Christian Knowledge Society, 1872.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no.488 ; 1893, no. 460; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

LIPPINCOTT, Sara Jane née Clarke

Recollections of my childhood and history of my pets. By Grace Greenwood (pseudonym of Sara Lippincott). With engravings by Harvey.
Twelfth thousand.
Published: London, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1862.
Description: 180p.; ill.; 14.1x9.5cm.
Notes: First published 1851.

LITTLE ESTELLA AND OTHER FAIRY TALES FOR THE YOUNG.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1866.
Description: 260+[4]p.; frontis.; 15.8x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 6 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 567, not in book; 1893, no. 102; 1976.
THE LITTLE FOX, OR THE STORY OF SIR F. L. M'CLINTOCK'S ARCTIC EXPEDITION.
Written for the young by S. T. C., author of ‘Little Facts for Little People,’ ‘Waggie and Wattie’ etc.
Notes: In his preface the author states that Sir Francis Leopold M'Clintock, the British Admiral who led four expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin, gave his permission for this book to be written from his journal. (Osborne, volume I, p. 178.) First published 1865.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *396; 1877, no. *396; 1893, no. 9B, listed as 'Arctic Expedition'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

THE LITTLE HYMN BOOK: containing 44 hymns, intended for the use of children, or as a supplement to the Sunday School Hymn Book.
Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 90, listed as 'Sunday School Hymn Book Supplement'; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley's 'Teacher's Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

LITTLE MOTHER
By the author of 'Little Rosy's Travels' etc. With twenty-three illustrations by L. Frolich.
Published: London, Seeley, Jackson, & Halliday, 1873.
Description: iv, 297p.; ill.; 18.5x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:

THE LITTLE ROBINSON AND OTHER TALES.
Published: Edinburgh, William & Robert Chambers.
Description: 165p; frontis.; 14.4x9.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. This book has been bound in with Uncle Sam's Money Box by Mrs S. C. Hall. First published 1848.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 48; 1877, no. 66, listed as 'Uncle Sam’s Money Box'; 1893, no. 61, listed as 'Uncle Sam’s Money Box'; 1976, listed under Hall.]

LITTLE ROSY'S TRAVELS, OR, COUNTRY SCENES IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.
With 24 illustrations by L. Frohlich.
Description: 238p.; ill.; 21.15.5cm.
Author: Unknown. Also the author of ‘Little Mother.’
LOCKER, Arthur

**Stephen Scudamore the younger, or, The fifteen-year olds.** By Arthur Locker.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1871.
Description: 339p.; ill.; 18.6x12.4cm.
Notes: Some pages missing. Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.

LOTHROP, Amy  see WARNER, Anna

**LOTTIE'S WHITE FROCK AND OTHER STORIES.**
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 96p.; ill.; 17.4x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 12 stories.

LOUDON, Jane Wells née Webb 1807-1858

**Glimpses of nature.** By Mrs. Loudon.
Notes: First published 1843.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 31; 1877, no. 45; 1893, no. 1C; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

LOUDON, Agnes

**Tales for young people.** By Agnes Loudon. Edited by Mrs Loudon.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Grant & Griffith, 1851.
Description: 181+[4]p.; ill.; 15.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date 1873, but the book is listed in the 1869 catalogue. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
LOW, Charles Rathbone

The great battles of the British navy.
Notes: First published 1872.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 487; 1893, no. 14E; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

LUSHINGTON, Henrietta, Lady née Prescott d. 1875

Littlehope Hall. By Henrietta Lushington.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1864.
Description: vii, 254+p.; 18.5x11.8cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

LYSAGHT, Elizabeth J., Mrs.

Published: London, Sunday School Union, n.d.
Description: 276+16p.; ill.; 18.9x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1890.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 673; 1976. Other number 14.

LYSTER, Annette

Mrs. Dobbs' dull boy. By Annette Lyster.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education, appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: iv, 256+4p.; ill.; 18.6x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 610 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 383; 1976.

MACAULAY, Thomas Babington 1800-1859

Lays of ancient Rome with Ivry and the Armada. By Lord Macaulay.
New edition.
Published: London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1870.
Description: 167p.; 18.5x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date November 1871. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 457; 1893, no. 24A; 1976.

MacDONALD, George 1824-1905

At the back of the north wind. By George MacDonald.
Published: London, Daldy, Isbister & Co., 1878.
Description: vi, 378+32p.; ill.; 18x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 625 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 19B, crossed out; 1976 not listed. Other number 782.

Dealings with the fairies where more is meant than meets the ear. By George MacDonald.
Published: London, Alexander Strahan, 1868.
Description: 308p.; ill; 12.6x8.9cm.
Notes: First published 1867.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 411; 1877, no. 411; 1893, no. 25; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

The history of Gutta Percha Willie, the working genius. By George MacDonald.
Notes: First published 1873.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 562, listed as ‘Gutta Percha Willie’; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1900.
Description: vi, 304+32p.; ill.; 19.3x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. No catalogue number. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976. No. 327 crossed out.

The princess and the goblin. By George MacDonald. With illustrations.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1872.
Description: vi, 313p.; ill.; 17.5x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 546, not in book; 1893, no. 449; 1976.

Ranald Bannerman’s boyhood. By George MacDonald.
Notes: First published 1872.
MACÉ, Jean

Description: xii, 278+24p.; 17.5x11.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date 1867. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

Description: 175+24p.; 17.5x11.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Two stars on spine indicate second volume. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

M'GILCHRIST, J.

Men who have made themselves: whence they started, how they journeyed, what they reached.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 144; 1877, no. 144; 1893, no. 10F, listed as 'Men that have made themselves'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

McINTOSH, Maria J. 1803-?

Description: 217p.; 16.7x10.5cm.
Contents:

MACK, Louise 1874-1935
**Teens**: the story of Australian schoolgirls. By Louise Mack (Mrs. J Percy Creed). With fourteen illustrations F. P. Mahony.
Published: Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1897.
Description: viii, 266+16p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1897.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 693; 1976.

**MACKARNES**, Matilda Anne née Planché 1826-1881

**Snowdrop and other tales.**
Published: London, Routledge, 1874 in publisher’s advertisement.
Description: 192+32p.; 16.7x10.2cm.
Notes: Title page missing. On cover: ‘Snow Drop.’ On spine: ‘Snow-drop.’
Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Matilda Mackarness.
Contents: Children’s stories with flower names as titles.

**Sunbeam stories: a selection of the tales.** By the author of 'A Trap To Catch A Sunbeam' etc. With illustrations by John Absolon and Henry Aelay. Engraved by Butterworth and Heath.
Published: London, Lockwood & Co., 1860.
Description: 371p.; ill.; 16.8x10cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 'A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam' and 5 other tales.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 176; 1877, no. 176; no. 236 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 136; 1976.

**A trap to catch a sunbeam.** By Matilda Mackarness.
Notes: First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 106; 1877, no. 236; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**MacKENNA, Stephen J.**

**At school with an old dragoon.** By Stephen J. MacKenna.
Published: London, Henry S. King & Co., 1874.
Description: vi, 418+28p.; ill.; 19x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 602 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 446; 1976.

**MACLEOD, Norman 1812-1872**
**Character sketches.** By Norman Macleod, D.D., one of Her Majesty’s Chaplains for Scotland.  
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1872.  
Description: 317+[14]p.; ill.; 20.4x13.5cm.  
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 477 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. 579; 1893, no. 391; 1976.

**The gold thread**: a story for the young. By Norman Macleod, D.D.  
Twenty-sixth thousand.  
Published: London, Wm. Isbister, 1884.  
Description: vii, 64p.; ill.; 18.5x13.5cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1861.  
Contents:  
This copy, published in 1884, cannot be the original one. The 1877 number, 118, is clearly visible beneath the 1893 number, 208. This suggests that the book was replaced before the 1893 catalogue was made.

**The old lieutenant and his son.** By Norman Macleod, D.D., one of Her Majesty’s Chaplains; editor of ‘Good Words’ etc. Cheap edition, complete in one volume.  
Published: London, Alexander Strahan & Co., 1863.  
Description: viii, 401p.; 16.7x11.2cm.  
Notes:  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 444; 1893, no. 392; 1976.

**MACSORLEY, Catherine Mary**

**A few good women and what they teach us**: a book for girls.  
Published: London, J. Hogg, 1886.  
Description: xvi, 379p.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.16F; 1976 not listed.  
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

**THE MAGNET STORIES**: for summer days and winter nights. Volume 1.  
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.  
Description: No page numbers.; ill.; 16.2x10.5cm.  
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Volume 1. ‘Magnet Stories’ and ‘1’ in gold on spine. The title page for volume 1 has been wrongly bound into Volume 2 where it does not fit the contents. Unitarian Library inscription.  
Contents: When we were young. By the author of ‘A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam’ [Matilda Mackarness]; --- Lottie’s half-sovereign. By Mrs Russell Gray; --- Mamma Milly. By Mrs S. C. Hall; --- Havering Hall. By G. E. Sargent; Blind Ursula. By Mrs. Webb; --- The clockmaker of Lyons. By E.
M. Piper; --- The mice at play. By the author of 'The Heir of Redclyffe' [C. M. Yonge].

**THE MAGNET STORIES:** for summer days and winter nights. Volume 2.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 328p.; ill.; 16x10.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. The title page bound into this volume belongs to volume 1.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 162; 1877, no. 162; 1893, no. 119; 1976.

**THE MAGNET STORIES:** for summer days and winter nights. Volume 3.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: No page numbers.; ill.; 16.8x11cm.
Notes: Original binding. Volume 3, indicated by three stars on spine and title page. Handwritten date November 1873. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: The story of Nelson. By W. H. G. Kingston; --- Lost in the wood. By Mrs Alex. Gilchrist; --- The shepherd Lord. by Julia Corner; --- Cousin Davis's wards. By Margaret Howitt; --- Hope deferred. By Sara Wood; --- Which was the bravest? By L. A. Hall; --- The strayed falcon. By the author of 'The Heir of Redclyffe' [C. M. Yonge].
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 163; 1877, no. 163; 1893, no. 116; 1976.

**THE MAGNET STORIES:** for summer days and winter nights. Volume 4.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: No page numbers +[2]p.; ill.; 17x11cm.
Notes: Original binding. Volume 4 indicated by four stars on spine and title page. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: no. 397 (pre 1896) crossed out, beneath 164; 1869, no. 164; 1877, no. 164; 1893, no. 115; 1976.

**THE MAGNET STORIES:** for summer days and winter nights. Volume 5.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 275; 1877, no. 275; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**THE MAGNET STORIES:** for summer days and winter nights. Volume 6.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: No page numbers.; ill.; 16.2x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. 'Magnet Stories' and '6' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 276; 1877, no. 276; 1893, no. 117; 1976.

THE MAGNET STORIES: for summer days and winter nights. Volume 7.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: No page numbers.; ill.; 16.1x10.5cm.
Notes: Final pages missing. Rebound. 'Magnet Stories' and '7' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 277; 1877, no. 277; 1893, no. 118; 1976.

THE MAGNET STORIES: for summer days and winter nights. Volume 8.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: No page numbers +[2]p.; ill.; 16.2x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. 'Magnet Stories' and '8' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 278, not in book; 1877, no.278, not in book; 1893, no. 113; 1976.

MAGUIRE, John Francis

Young Prince Marigold and other fairy stories. By John Francis Maguire, M.P. With illustrations by S. E. Waller.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1873.
Description: 175p.; ill.; 16.5x11.5cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 294; 1976. No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

MAITLAND, Julia Charlotte née Barrett

Cat and dog: a memoir of puss and the captain: a story founded on fact.
By the author of 'Doll and her Friends.'
Notes: First published 1854.
Author: Julia Maitland.
No longer with the collection.

**The doll and her friends, or, The memoirs of Lady Seraphina.** By the author of ‘Letters from Madras.’
Notes: First published 1852.
Author: Julia Maitland.
No longer with the collection.

**MAKEPEACE, Emily**

**Mr Wind and Madam Rain.** By Paul de Musset. Translated with permission of the author by Emily Makepeace. With illustrations by Charles Bennett.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Co., 1864.
Description: 112p.; ill.; 18x13.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1864.
Contents: A folk tale of Brittany.

**MALOT, Hector**

**No relations.**
Notes: First published 1880.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 237; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**MANSERGH, Mrs. Henry**

**A girl in spring-time.** By Mrs. Henry Mansergh. With three illustrations by Gertrude Demain Hammond.
Published: Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192+32p.; ill.; 18.5x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. First published 1896. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 529; 1976.

**MARRYAT, Emilia later Norris 1835-1875**

**Long evenings, or, Stories for my little friends.**
Notes: First published 1862.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 515; 1893, 443, handwritten addition; 1976.
No longer with the collection.
MARRYAT, Frederick 1792-1848

The children of the new forest. By Captain Marryat. With fifty-four illustrations by Paul Hardy, and eight full-page plates by Sir John Gilbert R.A.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1895.
Description: 409+[2]p.; ill.; 19.8x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1847.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 411; 1976 not listed.
This appears to be a replacement copy. It was listed in the 1893 catalogue but this copy was not published until 1895.

The little savage. By Captain Marryat.
Notes: First published 1848.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 49; 1877, no. 124; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Masterman Ready, or, The wreck of the Pacific. By Captain Marryat.
Description: 320p.; ill.; 19x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1841.
Contents:
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Published: London, Henry G. Bohn, 1856.
Description: viii, 446p.; ill.; 16x10.3cm.
Notes: Pages 1 and 2 are missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1846.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no, 54; 1877, no. 88; 1893, no. 409; 1976.

Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1871.
Description: viii, 500p.; frontis; 12.2x10.9cm.
Notes: Frontispiece missing. Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1840.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 508; 1893, no. 408; 1976.

Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: xi, 271p.; ill.; 18.6x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1844.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 81, not in book; 1877, no. 248, not in book;
1893, no. 410; 1976.

MARSH, Anne née Caldwell 1796-1874

Charley and Georgy, or, The children at Gibraltar.
Description: 196p.; 14.5x9.3cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Title from half title. Unitarian Library
inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *198, listed as 'Charlie and George'; 1877,
no. *198, listed as 'Charlie and Georgie'; 1893, no. 66, listed as 'Charlie
and Georgie'; 1976.

MARSHALL, Charles

Published: London, Cassell, Petter, & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 160+[4]p.; col. ill.; 17.3x12.9cm.
Notes: Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Contents: big print.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *441, listed as 'Playing at
Trades'; 1893, no. *429; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

MARTIN, Frances

The poet's hour: poetry selected and arranged for children. By Frances
Martin.
Published: London, Walton & Maberly, 1866.
Description: 310p.; 15.9x9.5cm.
Notes: First published 1865.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 353; 1877, no. 353; 1893, no. 7A; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Spring-time with the poets. By Frances Martin.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 389; 1877, no. 389; 1893, no. 8A; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

MARTIN, Mary Emma (Mrs. Herbert)

Notes: First published 1877.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 367; 1976
not listed.
No longer with the collection.
**The daisy-root.** By Mrs. Herbert Martin.
Published: London, The Sunday School Association, 1876.
Description: 80+4p.; ill.; 18.5x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date 1866. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 377; 1976. Numbers 368 and 726 crossed out.

**A musical genius.** By the author of ‘The Two Dorothys’. With four illustrations by John H. Bacon.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1896.
Description: 224+32p.; ill.; 18.3x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Mary Emma Martin.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 644; 1976.

**The two Dorothys:** a tale for girls. By Mrs. Herbert Martin. With illustrations by Gordon Browne.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 224+32p.; ill.; 18.3x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1892.
Author: Mary Emma Martin.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 445; 1976.

**Uncle Jem’s Stella:** a story for girls. By the author of ‘The Two Dorothys.’
With two illustrations by G. Demain Hammond.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1896.
Description: 160+32p.; ill.; 18.3x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1896.
Author: Mary Emma Martin.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 646; 1976. Other number 8.

**MARTIN, William 1801-1867**

**Heroism of boyhood, or, What boys have done.** By Peter Parley (pseudonym of William Martin among others), and other popular authors.
With eight full-page illustrations.
Published: London, Gall & Inglis, n.d.
Description: vi, 282p.; ill.; 18.5x12.2cm.
Contents: Contains 30 accounts of boys’ heroic behaviour.
The parlour book, or, Familiar conversations on science and the arts for the use of schools and families. Edited by William Martin.
Published: London, Darton & Co., n.d.
Description: 274p.; ill.; 15.3x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1841.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 194; 1877, no. 194; 1893, no. 8D; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

MARTINEAU, Harriet 1802-1876

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 238p.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1841.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 19; 1877, no. 78; 1893, no. 89; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Feats on the fiord. By Harriet Martineau.
Description: 21p.; frontis.; 15.2x10.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Identified by frontispiece and heading to chapter I. First published 1841. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: A story of country life in Norway.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 25; 1877, no. 69; 1893, no. 88; 1976.

The peasant and the prince. By Harriet Martineau.
Description: viii, 261p.; 15.4x10cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 66, not in book; 1877, no. 70; 1893, no. 90; 1976.

Published: London, Addey & Co., 1853.
Description: 243p.; ill.; 15.3x10.2cm.
Notes: First published 1841.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 80; 1877, no. 565; 1893, no. 91; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Traditions of Palestine. By Harriet Martineau.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 105; 1877, no. 253; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

MARTINEAU, Mary Ellen
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *532; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Brother Bertie and his friends in the fields and flower beds: a country story. By the author of 'Aunt Annie's Stories' 'Little Animals' etc. With 33 illustrations.
Published: London, Seeley, Jackson & Halliday, 1875.
Description: 220p.; ill.; 17x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Mary Ellen Martineau.
Contents:

MARTINEAU DES CHESNEZ, Elizabeth, Baroness

Marquise and Rosette and the Easter daisy. By Elizabeth Martineau des Chesnez. Translated from 'La Marquise de Satin-vert et sa femme de chamber Rosette' and 'Les allumettes de l'oncle grand? Sir.'
Published: London, Strahan & Co., [1878].
Description: viii, 360p.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 291; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

MASSON, Michel

Celebrated children of all ages and nations. By Michel Masson.
Translated from the French by Mrs L. Burke.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: vi, 389+20+30p.; ill.; 16.5x10.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 659 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 7F; 1976.

MATÉAUX, Clara L.

Home chat with our young folks on people and things they see and hear about. By C. L. Matéaux.
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 260p.; ill.; 22.4x16.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. On cover: 'with 200 pictures.' Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 583; 1893, no. 512; 1976.
Number 648 crossed out.
MATHEWS, Joanna

Look at the bright side: a tale for the young. By the author of 'Little Sunbeams'.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1879.
Description: 276+[4]p.; 18.3x12.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Joanna Mathews.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no 622 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 485; 1976.

MAY, E. J.

The old coal pit. By E. J. May.
Description: 291p.; 16.5x10.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Title from running title.
Contents:

MAYHEW, Henry 1812-1887

Young Benjamin Franklin, or, The right road through life: a boy's book on a boy's own subject. A story to show how young Benjamin learnt the principles which raised him from a printer’s boy to the first ambassador of the American republic. By Henry Mayhew. With illustrations by John Gilbert.
Published: London, David Bryce, 1861.
Description: xvi, 534p.; ill.; 16.8x10.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 140; 1877, no. 250, not in book; 1893, no. 8F; 1976.

MAYHEW, Henry 1812-1887 and MAYHEW, Augustus Septimus 1826-1875

The magic of kindness, the wondrous story of the good Huan. By the Brothers Mayhew. With illustrations by Walter Crane.
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 220p.; ill.; 16.5x12.6cm.
Note First published 1849.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 441; 1893, no. 441; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

MAZINI, Linda née White later Villari b. 1836
An English writer
**In the golden shell**: a story of Palermo. By Linda Mazini.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1872.
Description: vii, 214+58p.; ill.; 17.4x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 507; 1893, no. 361; 1976.

**MEADE, Elizabeth (‘Lillie’) Thomasina née Smith 1854-1914**
Married Toulbin Smith 1879.

**The autocrat of the nursery.** By L. T. Meade. With forty illustrations by T. Pym. Seventh thousand.
Published: London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1893.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1884.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 590, handwritten addition; 1976.

Published: London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1895.
Description: vi, 356p.; ill.; 19x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 596, handwritten addition; 1976.

**The house of surprises.** By L. T. Meade.
Published: Hatchards on spine.
Description: 285+1p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ‘The House of Surprises’ and ‘L. T. Meade’ on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 579, handwritten addition; 1976.

Description: 144+16p.; frontis.; 19.2x12.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 643; 1976.

**Playmates:** a story for boys and girls. By L. T. Meade. With six illustrations by G. Nicolet.
Description: 246+32p.; ill.; 18.6x12.2cm.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1895.
Description: 284+[16]p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 578, handwritten addition; 1976.

MEASON, Gilbert Laing

Spider spinnings, or, Adventures in insect land: a tale for the young.
By G. L. M.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: xii, 178+16p.; ill.; 16.8x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date November 1873. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Gilbert Laing Meason.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 520; 1893, no. 434; 1976.

MEYERN, Freiherr Gustav von 1826-1878   see HALL, M.

MILES, Alfred Henry 1848-1929

Fifty-two other stories for boys. By George A. Henty, Ascott Hope, Gordon Stables, Robert Overton, David Ker, and other writers. Edited by Alfred H. Miles. Fifth thousand.
Published: London, Hutchinson & Co., n.d.
Description: 450p.; 20.4x13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Preface date 1892. Unitarian Library inscription.
First published 1892.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 571, handwritten addition, listed as ‘Fifty-two Stories for Boys; 1976.

Published: London, Hutchinson & Co., n.d.
Description: x, 450+6p.; ill.; 20.3x13.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Preface dated November 1890. Handwritten note: ‘To Sarah, wishing her many happy returns of the day, with all other blessings from her affectionate Auntie Alice. 12th Feby 1893. Fais ceque tu dois, advienne que pourra.’ No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1890.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976. No later number.

**Fifty-two other stories for girls.** By Mrs. G. Linnaeus Banks, Rosa Mulholland, Lucy C. Lillie, Susan Coolidge, Sidney Dayre, David Ker, Lieut.-Col. A. J. Macpherson, and other writers. Edited by Alfred H. Miles. Fifth thousand.
Published: London, Hutchinson & Co., n.d.
Description: 464p.; frontis.; 20.3x13.6cm.

**MILLER, Harriet, née Mann 1831-1918**

Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1868.
Description: 152p.; ill.; 19.7x13.3cm.

**MILLINGTON, Thomas Street**

**Some of our fellows:** a school story. By the Rev. T. S. Millington. With sixteen illustrations. Eighth thousand.
Published: London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1897.
Description: viii, 339+4p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860. Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 616; 1976.

**MISTLETOE GRANGE:** a royal road to wrinkles. Frontispiece.
Published: London, Charlton Tucker, 1870.
Description: 93p.; frontis.; 18.7x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Author: Unknown.
Contents: Twelve stories about country and farm life.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 455; 1893, no. 364; 1976.

**M., L.C.** see **KATIE LAWFORD’S VICTORY**

**MOCKLER, Geraldine**

**Proud Miss Sydney.** By Geraldine Mockler. With three illustrations by G. Demain Hammond.
MODESTY AND MERIT, OR, THE GRAY-BIRD'S STORY OF LITTLE MAY-ROSE AND JOHN. Translated from the German. The gems of poetry arranged by Professor Child of Harvard. Published: Boston, Walker, Wise & Co., 1860. Description: vi, 232+8p.; 16.2x11.9cm. Notes: Original binding. The preface states that the stories have been selected from the writings of Ferdinand Schmidt and Gustav Holting. ‘All the Children's Library’ on cover. Illustrated advertisements list contents of ‘All the Children's Library.’ Unitarian Library inscription. Translator: Unknown. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 189; 1877, no. 189; 1893, no. 174; 1976.

MOLESWORTH, Mary Louisa née Stewart 1839-1921


‘Carrots’: just a little boy. By Ennis Graham (pseudonym of Mary Lousia Molesworth). With illustrations by Walter Crane.
The children of the castle. By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by Walter Crane.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1891.
Description: 196p.; ill.; 17x11.6cm.
Notes: First published 1890.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 276; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1892.
Description: ix, 223p.; ill.; 17x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1880.
Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Contents: The story of a child, born at Christmas, who died young.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 566, handwritten addition; 1976.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1884.
Description: vii, 223+30p.; ill.; 19x12.4.cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1884.
Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Contents: Children’s adventures in a strange country. Fantasy.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 717 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 274; 1976.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1888.
Description: viii, 215+32p.; ill.; 19x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1888.
Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Contents: Eight stories: “Grandmother Dear’s” old watch --- My pink pet --- An honest little man --- The six poor little princesses --- Basil’s violin --- The missing bon-bons --- Lost rollo --- The blue dwarfs.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 562, handwritten addition; 1976.


**The girls and I: a veracious history.** By Mrs Molesworth. With illustrations by L. Leslie Brooke. Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1893. Description: 192p.; ill.; 16.8x11.9cm. Notes: First published 1892. Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 564, handwritten addition; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.


**Hermy: the story of a little girl.** By Mrs. Molesworth. Notes: First published 1881. Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 277; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

Contents: Domestic story for small children.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 676 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 287; 1976 not listed.

**The house that grew.** By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by Alice B. Woodward.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1900.
Description: 206+[2]p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm.
Contents: Domestic story for children narrated by 14 year old Ida.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 687; 1976.

**Little Miss Peggy: only a nursery story.** By Mrs. Molesworth.
Notes: First published Macmillan 1887.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 568, handwritten addition; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Little mother Bunch.** By Mrs. Molesworth.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., 1890.
Description: viii, 240+[16]p.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. 'By the Author of "Carrots"' on spine. First published 1890. Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Contents: Domestic story for children.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 766 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 286; 1976.

**The little old portrait.** By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by W. Guston.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Description: 147+4p.; ill.; 17.5x12.8cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 709 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 285; 1976.

**The magic nuts.** By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by Rosie M.M. Pitman.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1898.
Description: 194+2p.; ill.; 19.1x12.4cm.
Contents: Children’s story set in Germany. Two 11 year old girls find their way into fairyland.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 672; 1976.


Two little waifs. By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by Walter Crane.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1892.
Description: 216p.; ill.; 17.1x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 565, handwritten addition; 1976.

"Us": an old-fashioned story. By Mrs. Molesworth. With illustrations by Walter Crane.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1895.
Description: vii, 240+32p.; ill.; 19.1x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1885.
Donated 2001 by Ms Rebecca Mayo, Preston, Victoria.
Contents: Domestic story about small children.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 723 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no.*288; 1976.

MONTGOMERY, Florence 1843-1923

Published: London, Richard Bentley & Son, 1894.
Description: ix, 299p; ill.; 19.2x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Donated by Mrs Simpson.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 574, handwritten addition; 1976.

Published: London, Richard Bentley & sons, 1886.
Description: 431p.; 18x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 'Herbert Manners', 'The Town Crier', 'The Blue Veil', 'The Indian Rubber Ball'.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 355.]

Peggy, and other tales. By Florence Montgomery.
Published: London, Cassell & Co., n.d.
Description: 287+[16]p.; frontis.; 18.7x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. Preface dated 1876.
First published 1868.
Contents: Contains 'History of the Threepenny-bit' and 'The Story of the Sovereign'.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 749 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 473; 1976.

**Thwarted or Ducks' eggs on a hen's nest**: a village story. By the author of 'Misunderstood'. Fifth thousand.
Published: London, Richard Bentley & Son, 1874.
Description: viii, 255p.; 19.5x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'Florence Montgomery' on cover. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1873.
Author: Florence Montgomery.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 630; 1976.

**The town crier**: to which is added The children with the Indian-rubber ball.
By Florence Montgomery.
Notes: First published 1874.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 535; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**A MONTH AT ASHFIELD FARM, OR, ELLEN AND ROBERT'S FIRST JOURNEY FROM HOME.** With illustrations, printed in colours by Kronheim.
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 128+16p.; col. ill.; 16x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date 1873. 'Ashfield Farm' on spine and cover. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 222; 1893, no. 172; 1976.

**MOORE, F. Frankfort**

**From the bush to the breakers.** By F. Frankfort Moore. With illustrations by W. H. Overend.
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Description: 378+4p.; ill.; 18.5x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1893.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 576, handwritten addition; 1976.

**MORAL COURAGE AND OTHER TALES.**
Published: London, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.
Description: 177p.; 14.2x10cm.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 5 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 108; 1877, no. 43; 1893, no. 68; 1976.

MORLEY, Henry 1822-?
Born London

Published: London, Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., n.d.
Description: xvi, 362+6p.; ill.; 18.7x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents: Contains 38 stories and 8 poems.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 370; 1976. Other numbers 691, M52.

MOTHER GOOSE’S NURSERY RHYMES.
Description: 282+p.; ill.; 20.4x15.4cm.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 395 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 483; 1976. Other number 395.

MULHOLLAND, Clara

Naughty Miss Bunny: a story for little children. By Clara Mulholland.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192+32p.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1882.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no 758 (pre 1893) crossed out; no. 1893, no. 238; 1976. Later number M54.

MULHOLLAND, Rosa, later Lady Gilbert
Born Belfast, Ireland

Four little mischiefs. By Rosa Mulholland.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1883.
Description: 187+32p.; ill.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1882.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no., 704 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 478; 1976. Other number M55.
MULOCK, Dinah  see CRAIK, Dinah

MUSSET, Paul Edme de 1804-1880


NEWCOMBE, Samuel Prout


NIERITZ, Gustav


NOEL, Lady Augusta May 1838-1902

John Hatherton. By the author of 'Effie's Friends.'
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1865.
Description: 122+1p.; Part I, 'Marjory,' pp. 3-68; Part II, 'Marjory's Child' pp. 71-122.; 18x11.8cm.
Author: Lady Augusta Noel.
Contents:

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1872.
Description: 118+59p.; 19.5x13cm.
Notes: First published 1872.
Author: Lady Augusta Noel.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no.485, listed as 'Life of Conrad the Squirrel'; 1893, no. 457, listed as 'Conrad the Squirrel'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1871.
Description: 299+54p.; frontis.; 19.6x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'Wandering Willie' on cover and spine. Handwritten date, November 1873. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Lady Augusta Noel.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 484, listed as 'Wandering Willie'; 1893, no. 456; 1976.

NOEL, E. A. W.

Ethel Linton, or, The Feversham temper. By E. A. W., author of 'Newlyn House', 'The Home of the Davenports' etc.
Published: Edinburgh, Johnstone, Hunter & Co., 1870.
Description: vii, 248+16p.; ill.; 20x13.9cm.
Notes: Original binding.
Author: E. A. W. Noel.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 478; 1893, no. 455; 1976.

N. or M. By the author of 'Honor Bright,' 'Peas Blossom,' 'One of a Covey,' 'Gilly flower' etc. With illustrations by H. J. A Miles.
Published: London, Gardner, Darton, & Co., n.d.
Description: 304p.; ill.; 19.5x12.8.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Peasblossom’ is also in the collection. Unitarian Library inscription.

Contents:
Catalogue listings: Not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 691; 1976.

NOISY HERBERT AND OTHER STORIES FOR SMALL CHILDREN.
By the author of ‘Violet,’ ‘Daisy,’ ‘The Surprise’ etc.
Published: Boston, Walker & Wise, 1860.
Description: 108+6 p.; ill.; 15.7x11.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘All the Children's Library’ on title page. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 6 stories.
Author: Unknown. Sometimes attributed to Mrs Elizabeth Turner, who wrote a book named ‘Daisy.’ The dates seem wrong.

NORTH POLE.
Notes: I have discovered nothing about this book. It is possible that the title refers to ‘The English at the North Pole’ by Jules Verne, London, George Routledge & Sons, 1875.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 444; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

NURSERY INFLUENCE.
PUBLISHED: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education, appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 71p.; ill.; 14x9cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown. All three catalogues attribute this story to Miss Yonge. I have been unable to confirm this.
Contents:

OBERLIN, Jean Frederic

Memoir of Oberlin.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 53; 1877, no. 67, listed as 'Oberlin, Memoir of'; 1893, no. 2F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

O'BRIEN, Charlotte Grace 1845-1909
Ben Holt's good name. By the author of Basil, or Honesty and industry.
Published: Religious Tract Society, 1867.
Author: Charlotte O'Brien.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 427; 1893, no. 422, no.427
has been crossed out by hand and 422 substituted; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

OLD EIGHTEEN FIFTY ONE: records of events.
Notes: First published 1852.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 59; 1877, no. 46; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

ONE THING AT A TIME AND OTHER PROVERB STORIES FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS. Second series. By Ethel Coxon, Madame Colomb, Miss M.
Douglas and other authors. With thirty-three illustrations by A. Chantrey
Corbould, A. W. Cooper, Harriet Bennett and other artists.
Published: London, John Hogg, n.d.
Description: 252+[4]+24p.; ill.; 17.4x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published
1885.
Contents: Contains seven stories.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1887 or 1893 catalogues; no later
number; 1976.

OPTIC, Oliver (pseudonym of ADAMS, William Taylor) see FREEMAN,
Frank

OLIPHANT, Margaret Oliphant née Wilson 1828-1897

Agnes Hopetoun's schools and holidays: the experiences of a little girl.
By Mrs. Oliphant.
Published: Cambridge, Macmillan & Co., 1859.
Description: 348p.; frontis.; 16.2x11.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1859.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 271; 1877, no. 271; 1893, no. 248; 1976.

O'REILLY, Eleanor Grace, Mrs Robert

Daisy's companions or Scenes from child life: a story for little girls. By
the author of 'Grandmamma's Nest'.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1871.
Description: vi, 332p.; ill.; 13.9x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 528 (pre 1877) altered to 228;
1877, no. 228; 1893, no. 43; 1976.
Deborah's drawer. By Eleanor Grace O'Reilly. With nine illustrations.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1871.
Description: 342p.; ill.; 13.5x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 422; 1893, no. 42; 1976.

Dinglefield. By Mrs. O'Reilly. With illustrations by A. C. Corbould.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1883.
Description: 313p.; ill.; 18.5x12.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 342; 1976.
Other number 688.

Doll world, or, Play and earnest: a study from real life. By Mrs. Robert O'Reilly. With eight illustrations by C. A. Saltmarsh.
Published: London, Bell & Daldy, 1872.
Description: x, 324+1p.; ill.; 13.8x10.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; no. 529 (pre 1877) crossed out; 1877, no. *229; 1893, no. 40; 1976.

Giles's minority, or, Scenes at the Red House. By Mrs. Robert O'Reilly.
Published: London, George Bell & Sons, 1874.
Description: 318p.; ill.; 14.1x10.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. By the author of 'Doll World' on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 218 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 39; 1976.

Published: London, George Bell & Sons, 1875.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 8 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 669 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 41; 1976.

The stories they tell me, or, Sue and I. By Mrs Robert O'Reilly. Second edition.
Published: 254+10p.; ill.; 17.7x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 13 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 522; 1893, no. 343; 1976.
OUR LITTLE ONES.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 548; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

OUR TRIP TO EGYPT.
By the author of 'The Better Way,' 'Mabel Grant' etc.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1859.
Description: 222p.; ill.; 17.2x10.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 160; 1877, no. 160; 1893, no. 21B, listed as 'A Trip to Egypt'; 1976.

OVERTON, Robert

Second edition.
Published: London, Jarrold & Sons, n.d.
Description: viii, 233+[10]p.; ill.; 19.1x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1893.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 677; 1976.

OWEN CARSTONE, OR, A YOUTH'S FIRST STEPS ON THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
By the author of 'Holidays at Llandudno.' With illustrations, printed in colours by Kronheim.
Published: London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, n.d.
Description: 160+8p.; col. ill.; 16.8x10.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date November 1871. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 431; 1893, no. 431; 1976.

OWEN, Mrs.

Heroines of domestic life. By Mrs. Owen.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 155; 1877, no. 155; 1893, no. 5F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

PAGET, Francis Edward 1806-1882

Published: London, J. Masters, 1864.
Description: xvi, 157p.; 14.2x9cm.
Notes: Rebound. Preface by Francis E. Paget. Volume II of the Juvenile
First published 1844 under pseudonym of William Churne of Staffordshire.
Author: Francis E. Paget.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 406; 1877, no. 406; 1893, no. 64; 1976.

PALGRAVE, Francis Turner 1824-1897

The five days entertainments at Wentworth Grange. By Francis Turner
Palgrave.
Published: London, Macmillan, 1868.
Description: xii, 328p.; ill.; 19.5x14.5cm.
Notes: Rebound. On half title: ‘A Story Book for Children.’ Unitarian Library
inscription. First published 1868.
Contents: Contains 26 stories.

THE PARENTS’ CABINET OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1858. Volume I
Description: 1-128p. (Volume I: 1858); 131-256p. (Volume II:1859); 1-
128p. (Volume III: 1859); 18.6x11.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Nos. 1, 2, 3 in gold on spine. No Unitarian Library
inscription.
Contents:
333; 1976.

THE PARENTS’ CABINET OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1859.
Description: 131-256p. (Volume IV); 1-128p. (Volume V); 18.8x11.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Nos. 4, 5 in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

THE PARENTS’ CABINET OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1859.
Description: 131-256p (Volume VI); 1-128p. (Volume VII); 131-256p.
(Volume VIII); 18.5x11.4cm.
Notes: Rebound. Nos. 6-8 in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *119; 1877, no. *120; 1893, no. 330, scarcely
visible over 120; 1976.

THE PARENTS’ CABINET OF AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1859.
Description: 1-128p. (Volume IX); 131-256p. (Volume X); 1-128p. (Volume XI) 131-256p. (Volume XII); 18.5x11.4cm.
Notes: Rebound. Nos. 9-12 in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

PARLEY, Peter see GOODRICH, Samuel Griswold and MARTIN, William

PARK, MUNGO 1771-1806 see THE LIFE AND TRAVELS OF MUNGO PARK

PARR, Harriet, Miss 1828-1900

Contrast, or, the schoolfellows. By Holme Lee (pseudonym of Harriet Parr).
Notes: First published 1868.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 578; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Legends from fairy land. By Holme Lee (pseudonym of Harriet Parr).
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: vii, 239p.; ill.; 17.1x11.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents: In the collection?
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 654 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 308; 1976 not listed.

Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1864.
Description: viii, 219+4p.; ill.; 17.8x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1863.
Contents: Another book by Parr is ‘My Dog Match.’
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *325, listed as 'Poor Match'; 1877, no. *325, listed as 'Poor Match'; 1893, no. 307, listed as 'Poor Match'; 1976.

The wonderful adventures of Tuflongbo and his elfin company. By Holme Lee (pseudonym of Harriet Parr).
Notes: First published 1861.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 372, listed as 'Tuflongbo‘s Adventures'; 1877, no. 327, listed as 'Tuflongbo‘s Adventures'; 1893, no 306; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection, but a single page with Unitarian Library Inscription and catalogue numbers survives. 18.4.2013: Page not retained by SLSA at online cataloguing of the UCCL collection.
**Tuflongbo's journey in search of ogres.** By Holme Lee (pseudonym of Harriet Parr).
Notes: First published 1862.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 322; 1877, no. 322; 1893, no. 305, listed as 'Tuflongbo Search for Ogres'; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**PEASBLOSSOM.**
By the author of ‘Honor Bright’. With illustrations by H. J. Miles.
Published: London, Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co., n.d.
Description: 259+31p.; ill.; 18.6x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 477; 1976.
Other number 703.

**PHILLIPS, Edith C.**

**Punch.** By E. C. Phillips.
Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Okeden & Welsh, 1888.
Description: viii, 160+16p.; ill.; 18.5x12.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'Miss E. C. Phillips' on cover and spine. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no 754 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 225; 1976.

**P., H. W.** see A SUMMER WITH THE LITTLE GRAYS

**POLLOCK, Edith Caroline fl. 1890**

**Bab, or, The triumph of unselfishness.** By Ismay Thorn (pseudonym of Edith Pollock). With illustrations by L. Leslie Brooke.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192+32p.; ill.; 18.7x12.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1891.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 675; 1976.

**Sister Sue.** By Ismay Thorn (pseudonym of Edith Pollock).
Published: London, Charles Taylor, 1898.
Description: iv, 282p.; frontis.; 17.8x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 679; 1976.

PRENTISS, Elizabeth née Payson 1818-1878

**Little Susy's little servants.** By her Aunt Susan.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1866.
Description: 179p.; ill.; 16.1x10.1cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'With five engravings' on spine. The cover has been pasted on upside down and back to front. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Author: Elizabeth Prentiss.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *240; 1893, no. 146; 1976.

**Little Susy's six birthdays.** By her Aunt Susan.
Description: 152p.; 16.2x10.8cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Pages 1-12 are missing. Original binding. Title on half title and spine. 'With five engravings' on spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Author: Elizabeth Prentiss.
Contents:

**Little Susy's six teachers.** By her Aunt Susan.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1872.
Description: 193p.; ill.; 16.2x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Author: Elizabeth Prentiss.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *551; 1893, no. 147; 1976.

**Little threads: tangle thread, golden thread, and silver thread.**
Published: Edinburgh, William P. Nimmo, n.d.
Description: 124+8p.; frontis.; 17x10.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1863.
Author: Elizabeth Prentiss.
Contents:

**Nidworth and his three magic wands.** By E. Prentiss. Frontispiece.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1874.
Description: 204p.; frontis.; 16.4x11.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no 661 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 152; 1976.

PRESSENSÉ, Madame Elise de Françoise Louise Plesis-Gouret de 1826-1901
**Madeleine's trial and other stories.** By Madame Pressensé. Translated from the French by Annie Harwood. Published: London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1870.
Description: 232+16p.; frontis.; 16.6x10.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. French title ‘Scènes d'Enfance et de Jeunesse.’ Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 8 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 429; 1893, no. 450; 1976.

**Two years of school life.** By Madame de Pressensé. Edited by the author of 'The Heir of Redcliffe' Translated from the French. Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 265p.; ill.; 17.1x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1869.
Editor: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:

**PROCTER, Adelaide Anne 1825-1864**

**Legends and lyrics.**
Notes: First published 1858 first series; 1861 second series.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 341; 1877, no. 341; 1893, no. 12A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**PRUDENTIA (pseudonym)**

**Stories that come true.** By Prudentia. With fifty-six illustrations. Published: London, Strahan & Co., n.d.
Description: 380p.; ill.; 22.1x17.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 56 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 484; 1976.

**PUZZLEWELL, Peter (pseudonym)**

**Home amusements: a choice collection of riddles, charades, rebuses, conundrums, parlour games and forfeits.** By Peter Puzzlewell (pseudonym).
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 415; 1877, no. 415; 1893, no. 27; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**RALSTON, William Ralston Shedden 1828-1869**

**Kriloof and his fables.** By W. R. S. Ralston, M.A. With illustrations.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1869.
Description: xlii, 180+32p.; ill.; 19.7x13cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: A memoir of Ivan Andreevich Krilof, with a prose translation of many of his poems.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 466; 1893, no. 223; 1976.

RANDS, William Brighty 1827?-1882

Lilliput levée. By Matthew Browne (pseudonym of William Rands).
Notes: First published 1864.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 414; 1877, no. *414; 1893, no. 4A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

RANYARD, Mrs. L. N.

The missing link, or, Bible-women in the homes of the London poor. By L. N. R. (pseudonym of Mrs L N Ranyard).
Notes: First published 1859.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 309; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

RAY, Anna Chapin 1865-1945

Half a dozen boys: an every-day story. By Anna Chapin Ray. With illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.
Description: 318+16p.; ill.; 19.5x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1895.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 637; 1976.

Half a dozen girls. By Anna Chapin Ray. With illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.
Description: 369+16p.; ill.; 19.4x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1897.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 636; 1976.

RAYMOND, Rossiter Worthington

The children's week: seven stories for seven days. By R. W. Raymond.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1873.
Description: 142p.; 18.5x13cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 617 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 222; 1976.

**The man in the moon and other tales.** By R. R.
Published: Glasgow, 1872.

**The man in the moon and other people.** By Rossiter Worthington Raymond.
Published: N.Y. 1875.
No longer with the collection.

**THE R. B. R.'S: MY LITTLE NEIGHBOURS:** a story for the ‘younger members.’
Published: Boston, Walker, Wise & Co., 1860.
Description: 104+8p.; 16.3x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘All the Children's Library’ on cover. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

**READ, Mrs. C. A.**

**Our Dolly, her words and ways.** By Mrs C. A. Read.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1883.
Description: 192+22p.; ill.; 18.5x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1882.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 707 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 375; 1976.

**READINGS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY.**
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 367; 1877, no. 423; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**REID, Thomas Mayne 1818-1883**
Born Ireland, went to America c.1839, naturalised as an American 1868, died London.

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 478p.; ill.; 16x10.3cm.
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 401; 1877, no. 401; 1893, no. 186; 1976.
Too good for anything, or, A waif of the world. By Charles A. Beach (pseudonym of Thomas Mayne Reid).
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: viii, 211p.; ill.; 18.4x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1874.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 626; 1976, listed under Beach.

The ocean waits. By Thomas Mayne Reid.
Notes: First published 1864.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 347; 1877, no. 347; 1893, not listed; 1976.
No longer with the collection.

RENNIE, James

Published: London, Charles Knight, 1831.
Description: 390p.; ill.; 16.5x10.8cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 182; 1877, no. 182; 1893, no. 4C; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

RHYMES FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
No longer with the collection.

RIDLEY, Annie E.

Under the waves, or, The hermit crab ‘in society.’
Notes: First published 1865.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 382; 1877, no. 382; 1893, no. 14C; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

ROBERTS, Margaret b. 1833
A Welsh writer.

Published: London, Longmans, Green, & Co., 1894.
Description: viii, 358+24p.; 18.4x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1876.
Author: Margaret Roberts.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 601; 1976.

ROBERTS, Mary


ROMANCE OF MODERN TRAVEL. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 149; 1877, no. 149; 1893, no. 15B; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

ROWE, Richard 1828-1879


RUSKIN, John 1819-1900

**Ethics of the dust**: elementary lectures in chrystallography.
Notes: First published 1866.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 315; 1877, no. 315; 1893, no. 15D; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**The king of the golden river, or, The black brothers**: a legend of Stiria.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1863.
Description: 64p.; ill.; 17.4x13.2cm.
Notes: Rebound. ‘Ruskin’s King of the Golden River’ in gold on spine.
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1851.
Contents:

RUSSELL, H. Rutherfurd

**Tom**: the history of a very little boy. By H. Rutherfurd Russell.
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., n.d.
Description: 194+24p.; ill.; 17.5x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1873.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 652 (pre-1893) crossed out; 1893, no. *290; 1976.

RUTH AND HER FRIENDS: a story for girls.
Description: 348p.; 17x12cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Pages 1-4 missing. Original binding. ‘Ruth and her Friends’ on spine.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:

RUTH CLAYTON, or, The contrast.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 120+[4]p.; col. ill.; 15.9x11.4cm.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 662 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 110; 1976.

SADLER, S. W.
Flag lieutenant: a story of the slave squadron. By S. W. Sadler.
Published: London, Marcus Ward, 1876.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 405; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

SALMON, E. Rosalie

Summer holidays at Silversea. By E. Rosalie Salmon.
Published: Edinburgh, William P. Nimmo, 1872.
Description: 145+8p.; 16.8x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:

SANDEAU, Jules

Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1872.
Description: vi, 249p.; ill.; 19x13.8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Covered in clear plastic. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 486; 1893, no. 459; 1976.

SARGENT, George Etell 1808?-1883

My brother Ben. By the author of 'Mackerell Will.'
Author: G. E. Sargent.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 428; 1893, no. 428; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

SCHMID, Johann Christoph von 1768-1854

The basket of flowers, or, Piety and truth triumphant: a tale for the young. By Christopher von Schmid. Translated from the German by G. T. Bedell, D.D. Also, Lewis May: a tale. By the same author.
Published: Halifax, Milner & Sowerby, 1860.
Description: viii, 160p.; 12.1x7.6cm.
Notes: Rebound. First translated 1833. German title 'Das Blumenkoerbchen.' No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1823.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 234; 1877, no. 26; 1893, no. 12; 1976.

Godfrey, the little hermit, and other tales. By Christopher von Schmid. Translated from the German.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 229, listed as ‘Godfroi, the Little Hermit’; 1877, no. 35, listed as ‘Godfroi, the Little Hermit’; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**A hundred short tales for children.** From the German of C. von Schmid.
Published: London, Bosworth & Harrison, 1859.
Description: viii, 134+2p.; ill.; 14.8x9.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 206, listed as ‘Short Tales for Children’; 1877, no. 206, listed as ‘Short Tales for Children’; 1893, no. 65, listed as ‘Short Tales for Children’; 1976 not listed.

**SCOTT, Sir Walter 1771-1832**

**The lady of the lake.**
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 292; 1877, no.292; 1893, no. 21A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**SEDGWICK, Catharine Maria 1789-1867**
An American author from Massachusetts. A Unitarian.

**Home.**
Notes: First published 1835.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 36; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Live and let live, or, Domestic service illustrated.** By Miss Sedgwick.
Fifth edition.
Published: London, Thomas Tegg, 1845.
Description: viii, 248p.; 12.5x7.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Preface dated 1837.Unitarian Library inscription.
First published 1837.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 44; 1877, no. 21; 1893, no. 13; 1976.

**Old Testament biography.** By the author of ‘Persevere and You Must Succeed’.
Published: Sunday School Association.
Author: Catharine Sedgwick.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 61; 1877, no. 52; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.
Persevere and you must succeed, or, The history of Mary Smith. By Miss Sedgwick.  
Description: part I:47p; part II: 72p.; 14.5x9.5cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Two parts bound together. Unitarian Library inscription.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 211; 1877, no. 211; 1893, no. 76; 1976.  

Published: London, Thomas Tegg, 1842.  
Description: vi, 219p.; 12.3x8cm.  
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1836.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 73; 1877, no. 19; 1893, no. 14; 1976.  

Pretty little stories for pretty little people: a suitable Christmas or new year’s gift. By Miss Sedgwick.  
Published: Halifax, Milner & Sowerby, 1859.  
Description: 160p.; 12.6x8cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.  
Contents: Contains 9 stories.  

SEGUIN, Lisbeth Gooch later Strahan  
Little nineteenth century child. By Lisbeth Gooch Seguin.  
Published: London, William Mullan & Son, n.d.  
Description: 374+[4]p.; ill.; 18.6x12.4cm.  
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ‘Little nineteenth century child.  
By Lisbeth G. Seguin’ on cover. ‘Little nineteenth century child’ on spine.  
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1878.  
Contents: Contains 10 stories.  
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 472, listed as ‘Little Nineteenth Century Girl’; 1976.  

SELF-DENIAL AND OTHER TALES.  
Published: London, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.  
Description: 154p.; 14.5x9.5cm.  
Notes: Rebound. Bound in with ‘True Heroism and Other Stories’.  
Unitarian Library inscription.  

SELLON, Gertrude
The man's boot and other tales: or fabulous truths in words of one syllable. By the author of 'Dick and I.' With illustrations by H. Weir.
Published: London, 1876.
Notes: First published 1875.
Author: Miss G. Sellon.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *588; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

SELLON, Patty Caroline d. 1881

The children of the parsonage. By the author of 'Gerty and May,' 'Our White Violet,' 'Sunny Days,' Granny's Story Box,' 'New Baby' etc. With illustrations by K. Greenaway.
Published: London, Griffith & Farran, 1874.
Description: viii, 136+30p.; ill.; 17.5x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1874.
Author: Patty Sellon.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 633 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 213; 1976.

SEYMOUR, Mary

Description: xv, 196p.; ill; 17.8x13.7cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 372; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

S., F. M. see THE FISHERMAN'S CHILDREN

A SHEAF OF TALES,
Published: London, Cassell & Co.
Description: pp. 61.; ill.
Notes: First published 1888.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.588, handwritten addition; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

SHEPPARD, Elizabeth Sara(h) 1830-1862
An English writer.
Allibone attributes 'Round the Fire' and other children's stories to Elizabeth Sheppard. Page 2 of the publisher's advertisement in 'Round the Fire' lists as new stories by the author of 'Round the Fire': 'Old Gingerbread and the Schoolboys,' 'Unica; A story for Sundays,' 'Willie's Birthday and how he enjoyed it,' 'Willie's Rest; A Sunday Story' and 'Uncle Jack the Fault-killer.' 'The Day of a Baby Boy' which is attributed to the author of 'Round the
Fire’ in ‘Uncle Jack the Fault-Killer’ is by E. Berger, a name assumed by the British Library Catalogue to be a pseudonym of Elizabeth Sheppard.

Old gingerbread and the schoolboys. By the author of ‘Uncle Jack the Fault-Killer.’
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
No longer with the collection. Details from British Library Catalogue.

Round the fire: stories for the young. Title page missing.
Published: London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1859.
Description: 172+8p.; 17.6x13cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ‘Round the Fire’ on spine.
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
Contents: Contains 6 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 142; 1877, no. 142; 1893, no. 155; 1976.

Uncle Jack the fault-killer. By the author of ‘Round the Fire,’ ’Willie’s Rest,’ ‘The Day of a Baby Boy’ etc.
Description: 156p.; 17.6x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
Contents:

Description: 121p. 16.8x12.7cm. Printed by Smith, Elder & Co.
Notes: Title page missing. Pages 1 and 2 missing. Title from running title. Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
Contents:

Willie’s birthday: showing how a little boy did what he liked and how he enjoyed it. By the author of ‘Willie’s Rest,’ ‘Round the Fire,’ ‘The Day of a Baby Boy’ etc.
Description: 76p.; 16.5x12cm.
Notes: Pages 1 and 2 missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
**Willie's rest**: a Sunday story.
Published: London, printed by Smith, Elder & Co.
Description: 95p.; ill.; 17.5x12.8cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ‘A Sunday story’ on cover.
Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Elizabeth Sheppard.
Contents:

**SINNETT, Jane, Mrs. Percy**

_Herdsmen and tillers of the ground, or, Illustrations of early civilization._
Notes: First published 1846.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 453; 1893, no. 453; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**SMALL BEGINNINGS, OR, THE WAY TO GET ON.**
Published: London, James Hogg & Sons, n.d.
Description: 284+[4]p.; ill.; 17x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains short biographies.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 346, not in book; 1893, no. 421; 1976.

**SMEDLEY, Menella Bute 1819?-1877 and HART, Fanny née Wheeler**

_Poems written for a child_. By two friends.
Notes: First published 1868.
Authors: Menella Smedley and Fanny Hart.
No longer with the collection.

**SMILES, Samuel 1812-1904**

_A boy's voyage round the world_: including a residence in Victoria, and a journey by rail across North America. Edited by Samuel Smiles. Seventh thousand.
Published: London, John Murray, 1872.
Description: xvi, 304p.; ill.; 18.4x12.3cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Smiles states in the preface that he has edited the journal of his son.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 541, not in book; 1893, no. 439; 1976.
SMITH, Sarah 1832-1911

Published: London, Religious Tract Society, n.d.
Description: viii, 92+[4]p.; ill.; 15.6x12.4cm.
Author: Sarah Smith writing as Hesba Stretton.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 425; 1893, no. *100; 1976.

Max Kromer: a story of the siege of Strasbourg. By Hesba Stretton (pseudonym of Sarah Smith).
Published: London, Religious Tract Society, n.d.
Description: 160+16p.; ill.; 18.9x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no 786 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 236; 1976.

SPOONER, Elizabeth

Aunt Emma. By the author of ‘Rose and Kate.’ With coloured illustrations.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1866.
Description: 186p.; col. ill.; 15.3x10cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Elizabeth Spooner.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 52; 1877, no. 79; 1893, no. 108; 1976.

STANLEY, Henry M.

My Kalulu, prince, king and slave: a story of central Africa.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1889.
Description: 432p.; ill.; 18x11.5cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 440; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

THE STARS.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.1D; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

STEBBING, Grace

That aggravating school-girl. By Grace Stebbing.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1885.
Description: vi, 295+18p.; ill.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1885.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 716 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 339; 1976.

STEIN, Anna

The diary of three children, or, Fifty two Saturdays. Adapted from German children’s stories of Anna Stein by Catherine Bell.
Published: First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *143; 1877, no. *143; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

STEPHENSON, Eliza née Tabor

Aunt Mary's bran pie. By the author of 'St. Olave's,' 'When I was a Little Girl' etc.
Published: London, Henry S. King & Co., 1875.
Description: ix, 147+32p.; ill.; 17.6x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1874.
Author: Eliza Stephenson.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 548; 1893, no. 379; 1976.

When I was a little girl: stories for children. By the author of ‘St. Olave's.’
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1872.
Description: vii, 249+[2] p.; ill.; 17.6x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Author: Eliza Stephenson.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 504; 1893, no. 358; 1976.

STIRLING, Amelia Hutchinson

The reign of the Princess Naska. By Amelia Hutchinson Stirling, M.A.
With drawings by Paul Hardy.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, 1899.
Description: ix, 208+3p.; ill.; 19.2X13.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 692; 1976.

STOCKTON, Francis Richard

Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 298+[2]p.; ill.; 19.5x13.5cm.

STOLZ, Madame de

The house on wheels, or, Far from home. From the French of Mme. de Stolz by N. D'Anvers. With twenty full-page illustrations. Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1874. Description: 182+4.; ill.; 15.9x11cm. Notes: Original binding. Name on cover and spine: Madame de Stolz. Unitarian Library inscription. Contents: Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 667 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 524; 1976.

STORIES FOR SUMMER DAYS AND WINTER NIGHTS. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 83; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.


Notes: This volume contains 8 booklets bound together, with individual title pages and page numbers. Original binding. There are four stars in gold on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription.

STORIES FOR SUMMER DAYS AND WINTER NIGHTS.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, n.d.
Description: 8 booklets; ill.; 13.6x8.9cm.
Notes: This volume contains 8 booklets bound together, originally by the publisher, with individual title pages and page numbers. There are title pages for all booklets except the first. Rebound. This book can be identified as ‘Stories for summer days and winter nights’ only by its catalogue numbers. Unitarian Library inscription.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 214; 1877, no. 214; 1893, no. 29, listed under the title of the first story, 'Home at the Haven'; 1976.

STORIES FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. *218; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

STORY AFTER STORY OF LAND AND SEA, MAN AND BEAST.
By the author of ‘Cheerful Sundays’. Profusely illustrated.
Published: London, Dalby, Isbister & Co., 1877.
Description: x, 245+32p.; ill.; 18.8x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents: Contains 66 stories and poems.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 604 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 467; 1976.

THE STORY OF AUDUBON THE NATURALIST.
Published: T. Nelson & Sons, 1876.
Description: 120p.; col. frontis.; 16.3x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 188, listed as ‘Audobon (sic), Story of’; 1893, no. 5D; 1976.

THE STORY OF PALISSY THE POTTER.
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1875.
Description: 119p.; col. frontis.; 16.2x10.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 568, listed as ‘Palissy the Potter’; 1893, no. 101; 1976.

STOWE, Harriet Beecher 1811-1890

Published: London, Ward & Lock, n.d.
Description: 120p.; frontis.; 12.7x8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 235; 1877, no. 30; 1893, no. 17; 1976.

Published: London, Sampson Low, Son, & Marston, 1871.
Description: 178p.; 17.4x11.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 445; 1893, no.413; 1976.

Published: London, Knight & son, 1853.
Description: 267p.; ill.; 14.6x9.5cm.
Notes: First published 1849.
Contents: Contains 13 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 231; 1877, no. 29; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1864.
Notes: Rebound. ‘Our Charlie’ and ‘Stowe’ in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Contents: Contains 9 stories.

Tales of truth and kindness. By Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Published: London, Ward & Lock, n.d.
Description: xv, 120p.; frontis.; 12.7x8cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: contains 'The Tea Rose', 'Little Edward', 'Uncle Tim', and 'Love versus Law'.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 236; 1877, no. 18; 1893, no. 15; 1976.

Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: xvi, 480p.; col. ill.; 18.6x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1852.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 412; 1976.

STRETTON, Hesba  see SMITH, Sarah

STRICKLAND, Agnes 1796-1874

The rival Crusoes, or, The shipwreck.
A voyage to Norway.
Published: London, Grant & Griffith, 1851.
Description: 214+p.; 14.5x9.4cm.
Notes: Conclusion missing. Rebound. ‘The Rival Crusoes etc.’ in gold on cover. First published 1826. ‘The Fisherman’s Children’ by F. M. S., wrongly attributed in the 1869 catalogue to Agnes Strickland, has been bound in at the back of this volume.

STRIVELYNE, ELSIE

The princess of Silverland and other tales. By Elsie Strivelyne. With a frontispiece by Sir Noel Paton.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1874.
Description: 311p.; frontis.; 17.1x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains four stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 664 )pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 289; 1976.

STUART, ESME  see LEROY, Amelie Claire

SUGGESTIVE LESSONS ON THE GOSPELS.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 86; 1877, no. 128, listed as 'Lessons on the Gospels'; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.
A SUMMER WITH THE LITTLE GRAYS.
By H. W. P.
Published: Boston, Walker, Wise, & Co., 1860.
Description: 135+8p.; 16.2x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘All the Children’s Library’ on cover. No Unitarian
Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 240, not in book, listed as ‘Little Greys’; 1877,
o. 141; 1893, 133; 1976.

SUNDAY READING BOOK.
Notes: The 1869 catalogue gives Corkran as the author. This cannot be
Alice Corkran who was too young to have written it. I have been able to
discover no other Corkran.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 87; 1877, no. 129; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL HYMN BOOK: containing 200 hymns.
Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 89; 1877, no. 23; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha

SUNDAY SCHOOL READER.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 88; 1877, no. 328; 1893, not listed; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

SURRE, Mrs.

Good out of evil: a tale for children. By Mrs. Surr. With thirty-two
illustrations by Giacomelli.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1879.
Description: 119+8p.; ill.; 17.8x11.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later
number 381; 1976.

THE SYDENHAM SINDBAD: a narrative of his seven wonderful journeys
to Wonderland.
With drawings by Benny Meadows. Engraved by Edmund Evans.
Description: 311p.; ill.; 18.8x13.8cm.
Notes: Handwritten inscription January 21/63. First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 112; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976
not listed.
TAYLOR, Ann, later Gilbert 1782-1866 and TAYLOR, Jane 1783-1824 and others

Published: George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
Description: iv, 144+vi; 144. 17x10.6cm.
Notes: Two volumes in one.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

TAYLOR, Emily 1795-1872
Writer of historical tales, hymns, popular biographies, and works of instruction for children.

The ball I live on, or, Sketches of the earth. By Emily Taylor.
Published: London, Houlston & Stoneman, n.d.
Description: iv, 104p.; ill.; 14.8x9.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1845.
Contents:

The boy and the birds. By Emily Taylor. Designs by Thomas Landseer.
Third edition, carefully revised.
Published: London, R. Yorke Clarke & Co, 1848.
Description: 183p.; 12.6x9.5cm.
Notes: First published 1835.
No longer with the collection. Details from catalogue.

Published: Sunday School Association.
Notes: First published 1837.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. *60; 1877, no. 42; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

Old Testament biography. Volume II. By Miss Emily Taylor.
Published: Sunday School Association.
Notes: First published 1837.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 61; 1877, no. 52; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.
TAYLOR, John Ellor


TEMPLE, Ralph and TEMPLE, Chandos


TENNYSN, Alfred, Lord 1809-1892

Tennyson. Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.17A, listed as ‘Tennyson’; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

THACKERAY, William Makepeace 1811-1863


THAYER, W. M.

THORN, Ismay see POLLOCK, Edith Caroline

THOUGHTS ON SPIRITUAL CULTURE. Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 103; 1877, no. 106, listed as ‘Thoughts on Moral Culture’; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed. No longer with the collection.

TIDDEMAN, L. E.


TOWNSEND, George Fyler 1815-?


TRAILL, Catherine Parr, née Strickland 1807-1899

TRIMMER, Sarah 1741-1810

Easy lessons for young children. By Mrs. Trimmer.
Description: 188p.; ill.; 13.8.
Notes: Title page missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains word lists and short easy stories in large print.

TRUEBA, Y Cosio, Don Telesforo de 1805-1835, Joaquin and
WILLIAMS, D. E.

Lives of remarkable youth, of both sexes.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 123; 1877, no. 72; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

TRUE HEROISM AND OTHER STORIES.
Published: London, William & Robert Chambers, n.d.
Description: 120p.; 14.5x9.7cm.
Notes: Rebound. Bound in with ‘Self-Denial and other Tales.’ Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 14 stories, including 'Poor Bob, the Chimney Sweeper’ by Maria Edgeworth.

TUCKER, Charlotte Maria 1821-1893

Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1872.
Description: 196+4 p.; ill.; 18.8x12.4cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1866.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 607 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 144; 1976.

Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1861.
Description: iv, 165+[8]p.; 17.2x10.7cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 152; 1877, no. 152; 1893, no. 140; 1976.

Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1860.
Description: viii, 167+1p.; 17x10.5cm.
Contents: Narrated by a rat.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 183; 1877, no. 183; 1893, no. 141; 1976.

Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1868.
Description: 223p.; 16.6x11cm.
Notes: Rebound. Handwritten date 1869. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 391; 1877, no. 391; 1893, no. 139; 1976.

**The young pilgrim**: a tale illustrative of 'The Pilgrim's Progress.' By A.L.O.E. [A Lady of England] (pseudonym of Charlotte Tucker)
Published: London, T. Nelson & Sons, 1861.
Description: x, 317p.; frontis.; 18.4x10cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 135, 1877, no. 239; 1893, 142; 1976.

Description: 108p.; ill.; 17.8x12.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1855.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 719 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 143; 1976.

**TURNER, Ethel Mary (1870-1958)**
At the beginning of her career Turner sometimes published as Ethel S. or Ethel Sybil Turner.

**The camp at Wandigong.** By Ethel Turner. With illustrations by Frances Ewan and others.
Description: 286p.; ill.; 19x12cm.
Notes: First published 1896.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Description: 343p.; ill.; 19x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1896.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.
**Miss Bobbie.** By Ethel Turner. With illustrations by Harold Copping. 
London, 
Published: Ward, Lock & Co., 1897. 
Description: 316p.; ill.; 19x11.5cm. 
Notes: First published 1897. 
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976. 
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

**Seven little Australians.** By Ethel Turner. With illustrations by A. J. Johnson. Third edition. 
Published: London, Ward, Lock & Co., 1895. 
Description: 240p.; ill.; 19x11.5cm. 
Notes: First published 1894. 
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 577, handwritten addition; 1976. 
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

**TYTLER, Ann Fraser**

**Leila in England**: a continuation of Leila, or the island. By Ann Fraser Tytler. Frontispiece. Sixth edition. 
Published: London, T. Hatchard, 1857. 
Description: 373p.; 17.7x11cm. 
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1842. 
Contents: 

**TYTLER, Margaret Fraser**

**Tales of the great and brave.** By Margaret Fraser Tytler. 
Notes: First published 1832. 
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 100; 1877, no. 566; 1893, no. 4F; 1976 not listed. 
No longer with the collection.

**TYTLER, Sarah** see **KEDDIE, Henrietta**

**UNCLE CHARLIE’S ADVENTURE STORIES.** 
Published: London, Griffith, Farran, Browne & Co. n.d. 
Description: No page numbers; ill.; 24x18.5cm. 
Notes: Original decorated boards. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1899. 
Contents: ‘Bitten by a snake’ set in Australia. 
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 650; 1976.

**UNCLE SAM’S VISIT**: a tale for children. 
Published: London, F. Pitman, 1865. 
Description: 64p.; 13.1x10.5cm. 
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 366; 1877, no. 366; 1893, no. 21; 1976.

VALENTINE, Mrs.

Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 440+8p.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Publisher’s advertisement dated 1891-2. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 61 tales.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 670; 1976.

VERNE, Jules 1828-1905

Published London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1875.
Description: xvi, 315p.; ill.; 19.5x14.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Covered in a buff holland slip cover. Number 516 inked on slip cover. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 574, not in book, listed as ‘Round the World in Eighty Days’; 1893, no. 516; later number V.10; 1976 not listed.

Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low and Searle, 1874.
Description: 286p.; ill.; 19x11.5cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 313, listed as 'Floating City'; 1893, no. 515, listed as 'Floating City'; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

From the earth to the moon. By Jules Verne.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 575; 1893, no. 513; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

The green ray. By Jules Verne. Translated from the French by Mary de Hauteville.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low and Searle, 1874.
Description: 286p.; ill.; 17.8x12.6cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 517; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1876.
Description: vii, 312p.; ill.; 19.6x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 533; 1893, no. 514; 1976.

VIDLER, William

Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 97, listed as ‘Sunday School Book Vol I’;
1877, no. 219, listed as ‘Sunday School Book’; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

Published: A publication of the Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no.98, listed as ‘Sunday School Book Vol II’;
1877, no. 220, listed as ‘Sunday School Book Vol II’; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

Published: Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 99, listed as ‘Sunday School Book Vol III; 
1877, no. 217, listed as 'Third Book for Sunday School'; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha Blackley’s ‘Teacher’s Manual of the Life of Christ, 1851.

Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 30; 1877, no. 59; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

WALFORD, Edward

‘Spotless and fearless’: the story of the Chevallier Bayard from the French of a loyal servant. By Edward Walford.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 409; 1877, no. 409; 1893, 1F, listed as ‘Life of Bayard’; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

WALTON, Amy
**The Hawthorns.** By Amy Walton. With three illustrations.
Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192p.; ill.; 17.8x10.2cm.
Notes: First published 1886.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Published: London, Blackie & Son, n.d.
Description: 192+32p.; ill.; 18.5x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1887.
Contents: Contains ‘A Pair of Clogs,’ ‘The Truslow Ghost’ and ‘After All.’
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 756 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 214; 1976.

WARE, Henry

**The recollections of Jotham Anderson.** Miscellaneous pieces. By Henry Ware.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 41, listed as 'Jotham Anderson'; 1877, no. 127, listed as 'Jotham Anderson'; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

WARE, William

**Letters from Palmyra.** By William Ware. Now first translated and published.
Notes: First published 1837.
Contents: Letters of Lucius Manlius Piso from Palmyra, to his friend Marcus Curtius at Rome. The letters are fictitious.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 43; 1877 no. 592; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

WARNER, Anna Bartlett 1827-1915

**Three little spades.** By the author of 'The Golden Ladder.'
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co. 1869.
Description: 240+8p.; ill.; 17.3x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Anna Bartlett Warner.
Contents:

WARNER, Charles Dudley 1829-190

**Being a boy.** By Charles Dudley Warner. With one illustration.
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, n.d.
WARNER, Susan Bogert 1819-1885 and WARNER, Anna Bartlett 1827-1915

The birth-day visit to Holly farm. By the author of 'Casper,' 'Carl Krinken' etc.  
Published: London, Routledge, Warne, & Routledge, 1860.  
Description: 149+8p.; frontis.; 14x9cm.  
Notes: Rebound. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1860.  
Authors: Susan and Anna Warner. Usual pseudonym: Elizabeth Wetherell.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 200; 1877, no. 200; 1893, no. 2, 'Buds and Blossoms', no. 2, has been crossed out and 'The Birth-day Visit to Holly Farm' handwritten in its place; 1976.

Casper. By the authors of 'The Wide Wide World,' 'Queechy' etc. New edition.  
Published: London, Routledge, Warne and Routledge, 1862.  
Description: 127p.; frontis.; 15.1x9.6cm.  
Notes: Original binding. Ellen Montgomery's Bookshelf on title page.  
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1855.  
Authors: Susan and Anna Warner. Usual pseudonym: Elizabeth Wetherell.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 203; 1877, no. 203; 1893, no. 337; 1976.

Karl Krinken: his Christmas stocking. By the authors of 'The Wide Wide World,' 'Queechy,' 'Dollars and Cents' etc. New edition.  
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1857.  
Description: 254+p.; 14.6x10.3cm.  
Notes: Pages 1 + 2 missing. Conclusion missing. Rebound. 'Karl' is spelt 'Carl' in the text. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1853.  
Authors: Susan and Anna Warner. Usual pseudonym: Elizabeth Wetherell.  
Contents:  
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 239, listed as 'Christmas Stocking'; 1877, no. 261, not in book; 1893, no. 97; 1976.

Mr Rutherford's children. By the authors of 'The Wide Wide World,' 'Queechy,' 'Dollars and Cents' etc.  
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1854.  
Description: vii, 216p.; 15x9.5cm.  
Notes: Rebound. The story of Ellen Montgomery’s Bookshelf is told in the preface by Elizabeth Wetherell (pseudonym of Susan Warner). Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1853.  
Authors: Susan and Anna Warner. Usual pseudonym: Elizabeth Wetherell.
Mr Rutherford's children. Second volume. By the authors of 'The Wide
Wide World,' 'Queechy,' 'Dollars and Cents' etc.
Published: London, James Nisbet & Co., 1855.
Description: 168p.; frontis.; 16.4x10.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Ellen Montgomery's Bookcase on title page.
Unitarian Library inscription.
Authors: Susan and Anna Warner. Usual pseudonym: Elizabeth Wetherell.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 180; 1877, no. 180; 1893, no. 98; 1976.

WATSON, Lily

In the days of Mozart. By Lily Watson.
Published: London, Religious Tract Society, n.d.
Description: 220.; ill.; 17.8x11.5cm.
Notes: First published 1891.
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

WATTS, Isaac 1674-1748

Divine and moral songs: for the use of children. By Isaac Watts, D. D.
Published: London, Sunday School Association.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 20; 1877, not listed; 1893, not listed; 1976
not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from advertisement in Martha

WEATHERLY, Frederick Edward 1848-1929

Elsie's expedition. By Frederick E. Weatherly, M.A. With illustrations by
H. Cross.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 144p.; ill.; 18.8x13cm.
Notes: Original binding. Author’s note dated 1874. Unitarian Library
inscription.
Contents:

WEBB, Annie later Webb-Peploe, Mrs. J. B.

Published: London, Jackson, Walford & Hodder, n.d.
Description: 121+6p.; ill.; 19x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Handwritten date 1867. Unitarian Library
inscription. First published 1865.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 318; 1877, no. 318; 1893, not listed; 1976.
Other number 81 or 61. In 1893 catalogue 81 belongs to Ballantyne, ‘Chasing the Sun,’ 61 to ‘Uncle Sam’s Money Box.’

**WEDGWOOD, Frances Julia 1833-1913**

**John Wesley.** By Julia Wedgwood.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 463, listed as 'Life of Wesley'; 1893, no. 24F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**WELLS, F. B.**

**A hundred short tales for children.** From the German of C. von Schmid.
Published: London, Bosworth & Harrison, 1859.
Description: viii, 134+2p.; ill.; 14.8x9.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1852.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 206, listed as 'Short Tales for Children'; 1877, no. 206, listed as 'Short Tales for Children'; 1893, no. 65, listed as 'Short Tales for Children'; 1976.

**WETHERELL, Elizabeth** see **WARNER, Susan Bogert** and **WARNER, Anna Bartlett**

**WHISHAW, Frederick J.**

**Boris the bear hunter.** By Fred Whishaw.
Published: London, Thomas Nelson & Sons, n.d.
Description: 376+[8]p.; ill. 19.4x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1895.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 659; 1976 not listed.

**THE WHITE MOSS ROSE: and sequel.**
Published: London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.
Published under the direction of the committee of general literature and education, appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Description: 148+4p.; ill.; 14.2x9.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. The sequel, p.61-148, is ‘Libby’s Home Life.’ Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 217; 1877, no. 245; 1893, no. 62; 1976.

**WHITNEY, Mrs Adeline Dutton Train 1824-1906**

**Real folks.** By Adeline D. T. Whitney.
Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1871 in publisher’s advertisement.
Description: 269+32 p.; 17.3x11.8cm.
Notes: Title page missing. Original binding. ’By the author of ’The Gayworthy’s’ on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 510; 1893, no. 351; 1976.

Published: London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle, 1873.
Description: 271p.; 17.3x11.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 506; 1893, no. 360; 1976.

**WIGGIN, Kate Douglas, née Smith 1856-1923**

**The birds' Christmas carol.** By Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Published: London, Gay & Bird, 1894.
Description: 66+20p.; ill.; 19x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. ’The Birds' Xmas Carol' on cover and spine. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1887. Handwritten note: ’To Marjorie Caw’.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 586, handwritten addition; 1976.

**Polly Oliver's problem**: a story for girls. By Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Published: London, Gay & Bird, 1896.
Description: 20p.; ill.; 19x12.5cm. Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1893.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 593, handwritten addition; 1976.

**The story of Patsy.** By Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Published: London, Gay & Bird, 1893.
Description: pp68+16p.; ill.; 19x13.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1883.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 585, handwritten addition; 1976.

**Timothy's quest.** By Kate Douglas Wiggin. Eighth edition.
Published: London, Gay & Bird, 1895.
Description: 201p.; 17.8x12.6cm.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.577, handwritten addition; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

WILSON, George 1818-1859

The five gateways of knowledge. By George Wilson, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
Regius Professor of Technology in the University of Edinburgh; President
of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts; and Director of the Industrial
Published: Cambridge, Macmillan & Co., 1863.
Description: pp. 105. 16.2x10.1cm.
Note
Rebound. ‘Five Gateways of Knowledge’ in gold on spine. Unitarian
Library inscription. First published 1856.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 274, not in book; 1877, no. 274, not in book;
1893, no. 4D; 1976.

WOMEN OF WORTH: a book for girls.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 147; 1877, no. 147; 1893, no. 11F; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

WOOD, Reverend John George 1827-1889
Born London, Died Coventry. Writer, lecturer, populariser of natural
history, not especially for children. M. Jane Eleanor Ellis 1859.

Published: London, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1860.
Description: iv, 132+[2]p.; ill.; 17x10.5cm.
Notes: Original decorated boards. Unitarian Library inscription. First
published 1858.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 172; 1877, no. 367; 1893, no. 10C; 1976.

The common objects of the sea shore, including hints for an aquarium.
By Rev. J. G. Wood.
Notes: First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 171; 1877, no. 171; 1893, no. 10C; 1976 not
listed.
No longer with the collection.

Weir.
Published: London, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1860.
Description: 396p ; ill.; 16.5x10.2cm.
Notes: First published 1857.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 159; 1877, no. 159; 1893, no. 7C; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from 1976 catalogue.

Description: pp. 339.
Notes: First published 1870.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.3C; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**WOOD, Samuel**

**Bible Stories**: New Testament.
Notes: First published 1839.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 2; 1877, no. 41; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**Bible Stories**: Old Testament.
Notes: First published 1839.
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 1; 1877, no. 40; 1893, not listed; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

**WOOD, Sara**

**The Amyotts’ home, or, Life in childhood.** By the author of 'Life's Lessons', 'Tales that Might be True' etc.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, 1850.
Description: vii, 180p.; 16.2x10.4cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Sara Wood.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 150; 1877, no. *150; 1893, no. 130; 1976.

**Life's lessons**: a tale. By the author of 'Tales that Might be True'.
Frontispiece.
Published: London, Charles Tilt, 183
Description: x, 237p.; frontis.; 17.8x11cm.
Notes: Original binding. Preface dated October 1, 1858. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Sara Wood.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 46; 1877, no. 570; 1893, no. 209; 1976.

**Older and wiser, or, Steps into life**: a sequel to The Amyotts’ Home. By the author of 'The Amyotts’ Home,' 'The Tests of Time,' 'Life's Lessons' etc.
Published: London, Groombridge & Sons, 1852.
Pretty Poll: a parrot's own history. Edited by the author of 'The Amyotts' Home,' 'Older and Wiser,' 'Tales that Might be True' etc. With illustrations by Harrison Weir.
Published: London, Addey & Co., 1854.
Description: 84+8p.; ill.; 17.4x13cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Sara Wood.
Contents:

WOOLSEY, Sarah Chauncy 1845-1905

Cross Patch, and other stories: adapted from the myths of Mother Goose. By Susan Coolidge (pseudonym of Sarah Chauncy Woolsey). With forty-four illustrations by Ellen Oakford.
Published: London, David Bogue, 1881.
Description: 268+6p.; ill.; 19x12.4cm.
Contents: Six domestic stories for children, related to nursery rhymes:
Cross Patch --- Little Tommy Tucker --- "Hark! Hark!" --- Miss Jane --- the old woman who lived in the shoe --- Simple Simon.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 715 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 388; 1976.

Published: London, Seeley, Jackson, & Halliday, 1873.
Description: viii, 222+[2]p.; ill.; 18.6x13.5cm.
Contents: Contains 12 stories.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 493; 1893, no. 385; 1976.

Nine little goslings. By Susan Coolidge (pseudonym of Sarah Chauncy Woolsey).
Published: London, George Routledge & Sons, 1876.
Description: 366p.; ill.; 18.3x11.9cm.
Notes: Rebound. 'Nine Little Goslings' in gold on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Contents: Contains 9 stories.

**What Katy did**: containing the two parts: ‘What Katy did at home’ and
what Katy did at school.’ By Susan Coolidge (pseudonym of Sarah
Chauncy Woolsey). With five illustrations.
Published: London, S. W. Partridge & Co., n.d.
Description: vi, 234+32p.; ill. 19.1x12.5cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 543, not in book; 1893, no.
387; 1976. Judging by the appearance of the book, this may be a later
replacement.

**What Katy did at school.** A sequel to ‘What Katy Did’. By Susan Coolidge
(pseudonym of Sarah Chauncy Woolsey).
Published: London, Hutchinson & Co., n.d.
Notes: Original binding. ‘The Garland Library’ on cover. Unitarian Library
inscription. First published 1874.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 605,
handwritten addition; 1976.

**What Katy did next.** By Susan Coolidge (pseudonym of Sarah Chauncy
Woolsey).
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 323+[8]p.; 18x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘Star Series’ on cover. No Unitarian Library
inscription. First published 1886.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later
number 678; 1976.

**WORDSWORTH, William 1770-1850**

**Wordsworth's poems for the young.** With fifty illustrations by John
Macwhirter and John Pettie and a vignette by J. E. Millais R.A.
Published: London, Strahan & Co., 1870.
Description: 129+42p.; ill.; 14.5x11cm.
Notes: Original binding.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 458, listed as 'Wordsworth,
Selections from'; 1893, no. 32A; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

**WRAXALL, Sir Frederick Charles Lascelles 1828-1865**
Soldier and writer. Born Boulonge-sur-mer. Educated Shrewsbury and
Published: London, Sampson Low, Son & Marston, 1865.
Description: vii, 282p.; ill.; 16.8x11.5cm.
Notes: Pages 97-100 are missing. Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1864.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 387; 1877, no. 387; 1893, no. 269; 1976.

WRIGHT, Henry Clarke 1797-1870

A kiss for a blow, or, A collection of stories for children showing them how to prevent quarrelling.
Notes: First published 1843.
No longer with the collection.

WRIGHT, J. J.

Little Asker. By Reverend J. J. Wright.
Published: London, Swan Sonnenschein, Le Bas & Lowrey, 1886.
Description: 187p.; 18.8x12.5cm.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 727 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 11D; 1976.

WYSS, Johann David 1743-1818

Description: x, 690+[6]p.; ill.; 19.3x12.5cm.
Notes: One illustration torn out. Original binding. Has been repaired with covers put on upside and back to front. On cover: 'The Household'. On spine: '300 illustrations'. There is a note at the end of the introduction by the English translator, W. H. D. A. dated 1869. There is a misleading paragraph at the beginning by Miss Yonge, reprinted from Macmillan's Magazine July 1869, in which she wrongly attributes 'The Swiss Family Robinson' to Joachim Heinrich Kampe [Campe], who was the author of 'Robinson the Younger'. No Unitarian Library inscription.
Translator: Unknown.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 212; 1893, no. 406; 1976.

YONGE, Charlotte Mary 1823-1901
Published: London, Marcus Ward & Co., 1875.
Description: ix, 316+24p.; 17.8x13.6cm.
Notes: Original binding. First published 1874.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.8E, listed as ‘Aunt Charlotte’s French history’; 1976.
No longer with the collection. Details from copy in CLRC.

Published: London, J. & C. Mozley, 1861.
Description: 100p.; 13.7x9cm.
Notes: Rebound. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1856.
Author: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, no. 227; 1877, no. 53; 1893, no. 31; 1976.

A book of Worthies gathered from the old histories and now written anew. By Charlotte M. Yonge.
Notes: First published 1869.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 430; 1893, 6F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1889.
Description: xiii, 287+p.; ill.; 19.3x13cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1870.
Description:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 552, handwritten addition; 1976.

The Christmas mummers. By the author of ‘The Heir of Redclyffe’ etc.
Published: London, J. & C. Mozley, 1860.
Description: 143p.; 14x9.2cm.
Notes: Brown paper has been pasted over original thin paper covers.
Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1858.
Author: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:

Frontispiece.
Published: London, J. & C. Mozley, 1871.
Description: 294+p.; 15.7x10.5cm.


**The prince and the page:** a story of the last crusade. By the author of ‘The Heir of Redclyffe’ etc. Frontispiece by Adrian Stokes (missing). Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1891. Description: viii, 259+44p.; frontis.; 19.2x12.8cm.
Author: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 553, handwritten addition; 1976.

**P's and q's, or, The question of putting upon.** By Charlotte M. Yonge.
Third edition.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1874.
Description: vii, 150+59.; 17.2x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1872.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 706 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 124; 1976.

**A storehouse of stories.** First series. Edited by C. M. Yonge.
Description: xi, 437+[2]p.; 17.8x12cm.
Notes: Original binding. ‘First series’ on spine. No Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1871.
Contents: ‘Storehouse the First’ contains ‘The history of Philip Qarrl’; ‘The renowned history of little Goody Two-shoes,’ attributed to Oliver Goldsmith; ‘The governess or The little female academy’; ‘Jemima Placid or The advantage of good-nature’ by Dorothy Kilner; ‘The life and perambulations of a mouse: the village school’ by Dorothy Kilner; ‘The little Queen’; ‘The history of little Jack’ by Thomas Day.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 501; 1893, no. 356; 1976.

**A storehouse of stories.** Second series. Edited by C. M. Yonge.
Description: xi, 403+27p.; 18.8x12cm.
Contents: ‘Storehouse the Second’ contains ‘Family stories or Evenings at my Grandmother’s’; ‘Elements of morality’ translated from the German of Christian Gotthilf Salzmann by Mary Woolstoncraft; ‘A puzzle for a curious girl’; ‘The blossoms of morality.’
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 501; 1893, no. 357; 1976.

**Two penniless princesses.** By Charlotte M. Yonge.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1891.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. 555, handwritten addition; 1976.
Two years of school life. By Madame Pressensé. Edited by the author of 'The Heir of Redcliffe'.
Published: London, Frederick Warne & Co., n.d.
Description: 265p.; ill.; 17.1x11.3cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription. First published 1869.
Editor: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, no. 518; 1893, no. 436; 1976.

Unknown to history: a story of the captivity of Mary of Scotland. With illustrations by W.J. Hennessy.
Published: London, Macmillan & Co., 1889.
Description: xv, 589+6p.; ill.; 19.4x12.8cm.
Notes: Original binding. 'Charlotte M. Yonge' on spine. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Charlotte M. Yonge.
Contents:
Catalogue listings: not listed in 1869, 1877 or 1893 catalogues; later number 633; 1976.

YOUNG DAYS.
Notes: This may have been 'Young Days of Authors' by Ascott Hope, London, 1885. 'Young Days' was also a British periodical which ran from 1876-1917.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no. *525*; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

YOUTHFUL MEMORIES.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; 1893, no.3F; 1976 not listed.
No longer with the collection.

YVONNE

'Worth a threepenny bit!' or, General Weisel's grandchildren. By Yvonne (pseudonym). New edition.
Description: 190+16p.; ill.; 18.2x12.2cm.
Notes: Original binding. Unitarian Library inscription.
Author: Unknown.
Catalogue listings: 1869, not listed; 1877, not listed; no. 720 (pre 1893) crossed out; 1893, no. 479; 1976.
Periodicals

UL Aunt Judy's Magazine (1866-) 10 vols
   [Cat. 468A] Aunt Judy's Christmas Volume for Young People (1871)
   (October 1870-March 1871) Vol 9, nos 55-60 (Gen Col)
   [Cat. 468B] (April 1871-September 1871) Vol 9, nos 61-66 (Gen Col)
   [Cat. 469] Aunt Judy's May-Day Volume for 1868 (April 1868-
   September 1868) Vol. , nos 19-24 (Handwritten date 1869) (Gen Col)
   [Cat. 470] Aunt Judy's Christmas Volume for Young People (1868)
   (May 1868-October 1868) Vol. nos 25-30
   [Cat. 471] (November 1869-March 1870) Vol nos 43-48 (Gen Col)
   [Cat. 472] (April 1870-
   September 1870) Vol nos 49-54
   [Cat. 473] Aunt Judy's Christmas Volume for 1874 (October 1873-
   March 1874) Vol 11 nos 79-84
   [Cat. 473A] (Title page missing) (April 1874-September 1874) Vol
   nos 97-102
   [Cat. 474] Aunt Judy's Christmas Volume for 1873 (October 1872-
   March 1873) Vol 11 nos 79-84
   [Cat. 474A] (April 1873-
   September 1873) Vol 11a nos 85-90
   [Cat. 475] (Title page missing) (October 1871-March 1872) Vol 10
   nos 67-72
   [Cat. 475A] (Title page missing) April 1872-September 1872) Vol 10
   nos 73-78
   [Cat. 476?] Aunt Judy's Christmas Volume for 1875 (October 74-
   March 75)
   [Cat. 476?] Vol 13, nos 114-108 (114 not sense, should be 103) (Gen col)
   [Cat. 476?] (April 1875-
   September 1875) Vol nos 109-114

Buds and Blossoms 5 vols 1852-5
Child's Own Magazine (1852-72)
Every Boy's Annual vol 1 [Cat 368]
UL Every Boy's Annual vol 2 ed. Edmund Routledge (1865-7) (UL n.d.) (Title page
The Infant's Magazine by the editors of the Children's Friend (W. C. Wilson etc.) (1866)
Little Folks, British Magazine for Small Children (1871-1932)
Little Wideawake (1875-92) British Magazine edited by Mrs Sale Barker
UL The Round Robin Old Merry's Annual 1872 [Cat. 580] (Title page missing)
UL The Round Robin Old Merry's Annual 187? [Cat. 581] (Title page and date missing)
UL Old Merry's Annual, 1869 (UL 1868) [Cat. 380] [Check discrepancy in dates]

Pleasant Pages (ed. S. Prout Newcombe) 6 vols (1850-53)
Sunday School Penny Magazine 6 vols (1851-56)

Magnet Stories: for Summer Days and Winter Nights

Vol 1 [Cat. 162] really 2

Mrs S. C. Hall Union Jack
W. Heard Hillyard The Captive's Daughter. A Tale of the Salt Mines of Poland
Emily Taylor Dear Charlotte's Boys
Sara Wood The Town of Toys
Frances M. Wilbraham 'Not Clever'
G. E. Sargent Sea-Shell Island
Mark Lemon The Pedlar's Hoard

Vol 2 [Cat. 161] really 1

Matilda Anne Planché When We Were Young
Mrs Russell Gray Lottie's Half-Sovereign
Mrs S. C. Hall Mamma Milly
G. E. Sargent Havering Hall
Mrs Webb Blind Ursula
E. M. Piper The Clockmaker of Lyons
C. M. Yonge The Mice at Play

Vol 3 [Cat. 163]

W. H. G. Kingston The Story of Nelson
Mrs Alex. Gilchrist Lost in the Wood
Julia Corner The Shepherd Lord
Margaret Howitt Cousin Davis's Wards
Sara Wood Hope Deferred
L. A. Hall Which was the Harvest?
C. M. Yonge The Strayed Falcon

Vol 4 [Cat. 164]
Mary Howitt The Angel Unawares
W. H. Hillyard The Little Trapper
Mrs Russell Gray Music from the Mountains
Julia Corner Hereward the Brave
Mrs Webb, author of ‘Naomi’ Deaf and Dumb
Frances M. Wilbraham An Adventure on the Black Mountains
Thomas Miller No-Man's-Land

Vol 6 [Cat. 276]

Mrs S. C. Hall Fanny's Fancies
Thomas Miller Sweet Spring-Time
Julia Corner Caldas. The Story of Stonehenge
Frances Browne The Poor Cousin
W. Heard Hillyard The Planter's Son
Sara Wood The Merivales
Frances Freeling Broderip Peter Blake's Drea

Vol 7 [Cat. 277]

Thomas Miller Golden Autumn
Mrs Russell Gray My Longest Walk
Frances Browne The Young Foresters
Matilda Anne Planché Helena's Duties
F. M. Peard Margie's Remembrances
Emily Taylor Purples and Blues
Frances M. Wilbraham The Exiles of Berezov

Vol 8 [Cat. 278]

W. H. G. Kingston The Boatswains' Son
Mrs Webb My Life in the Prairie
G. E. Sargent Willy and Lucy
L. A. Hall Prejudice Lost and Love won
Frances F. Broderip Wee Maggie
Julia Corner Wallace, the Hero of Scotland
Thomas Hood Rainbow' Rest

Buds and Blossoms
Buds and Blossoms 1852-55 Groombridge

These penny booklets, with illustrations engraved by Edward Whymper, were sold singly or in packets of six. Three vols of five remaining in UL Cat. 14, 15, 16, 17, 125.
Cats 15, 16, 17 remain

[Cat. 15] This volume contains nineteen booklets of approximately 24 pages each. All anonymous
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Authors/Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The New Ascent of Mont Blanc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much Ado about Nothing or A Day at the Gardens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hushaby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelfth Night</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald the Shetland Pony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briery wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttercups and Daisies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Visit to Queen Victoria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katey's Voyage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Catch a Butterfly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy, the Cat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cousin Johnny and his Indian Nurse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommy and his Baby Brother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Christmas Party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrots and Nightingales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-Wing and Bright-Eye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Happy Orchard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tottie May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Doll’s Story</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Cat. 16] This volume contains nine booklets of approximately 32 pages each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title and some authors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventures of the Moss Hut</td>
<td>The Losses of a Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Geldart</td>
<td>The Smoke and the Kite; The House-Wall, or How to Build;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who Taught Them? [Poem]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Sargent</td>
<td>The Young Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Sargent</td>
<td>Penfold Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte O’Brien</td>
<td>Ernest’s Dream. A Christmas Story (1858)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Doyle</td>
<td>The Young Gardener (1858)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte O’Brien</td>
<td>Mary’s Visit to the Gold Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Gold Fish [Told by a wealthy farmer in the colony of South Australia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister Mary</td>
<td>The Little Black People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Cat. 17] This volume contains twelve Booklets of approximately 32 pages each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes

From Osborne
Groombridge, Richard Coleman Henry 1806-65
Publisher at 6 Panyer Alley. After 1842 at 5 Paternoster Row

Buds and Blossoms 1852-55 Groombridge
These penny booklets, with illustrations engraved by Edward Whymper, were sold singly or in packets of six. Three vols of five remaining in UL
Cat. 14, 15, 16, 17, 125.
Cats 15, 16, 17 remain

Magnet Stories
Seven Vols of eight remaining in UL

Summer Days and winter Nights
Two vols of four see Cat 1. remaining in UL

HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE. An Illustrated Weekly. 16p. per issue. 29.5x21.5cm.
The Unitarian Christian Church Children's Library holds issues, with interruptions, from November 1890 to December 1892. These are stored in cardboard folders covered in brown holland. 31x22cm. The issues were originally sewn in the folders but are now loose. Many issues have their original yellow paper jackets.
The Library holds two sequences.
2. From Volumes XIII and XIV, issues 649-687, 5 April 1892-27 December 1892. Missing from this sequence are issues 661, 673, 684. New York, no publisher given.

This material was prepared by Dr Barbara Wall in 2003 and delivered to the State Library of South Australia as a research tool. It is reproduced with the verbal permission of Dr Barbara Wall, given 27th November 2012.